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Zusammenfassung


Abstract

With the last generation of X-ray satellites, such as XMM-Newton and Chandra, our knowledge about the X-ray properties of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) has greatly improved. Detailed spectroscopy and long-term observations of hundreds of kilo-seconds have provided new insights into the mechanisms of X-ray production, its modification by intervening matter, and X-ray variability.

In this thesis I present radiative transfer modeling of AGN in the Far-UV and X-ray range. The modeling considers several aspects of the observed X-ray properties: the Compton reflection/reprocessed component, X-ray variability and flares, and the effects of the warm absorber.

For the X-ray reprocessing, I investigate in detail the magnetic flare model assuming solar-like magnetic reconnections above the accretion disk. Such events should produce bright, compact sources of hard X-ray radiation creating a hot spot on the disk surface underneath. I evaluate the physical properties of the disk medium across such a spot and compute spectra of the reprocessed radiation as a function of the position in the spot and of the local viewing direction. Spots at several distances of the central black hole and for different orbital phases are considered and I vary the black hole mass, its accretion rate, and its spin-parameter. Spectra are also computed for a distant observer including a full relativistic treatment, which is based on a ray-tracing technique. I provide time-dependent simulations of single flare events taking into account the time-lags induced by the distance between the compact flare source and different positions of the hot spot. The flare modeling is conducted assuming an underlying accretion disk in hydrostatic equilibrium. The duration of the flare is supposed to be significantly smaller than the dynamical time-scale, so that the vertical density structure of the disk remains constant over the whole flare-period.

Recent observations of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15 with XMM-Newton revealed a light-curve with a bright symmetric flare over 2000 s. For this flare, Ponti et al. (2004) presented a cross-correlation analysis deriving time-lags in several energy bands. I present a simple toy model describing such time-lags by assuming that the observer detects the primary radiation and the reprocessed component as two consecutive pulses. The toy model qualitatively reproduces the observed time-lags of MCG -6-30-15 and allows an estimation of the distance between the flare source and the disk.

Using the results of the single-flare modeling, Monte-Carlo simulations for distributions of orbiting flare-spots across an accretion disk are conducted. The resulting fractional variability spectrum is constructed for different radial luminosity distributions and values of the black hole spin. These parameters are constrained for MCG -6-30-15 by applying the model to its observed fractional variability spectrum.

Finally, the modification of the X-ray radiation in regions farther away from the central object is considered by modeling the warm absorber. A grid of models is computed for a warm absorber in pressure equilibrium as recently suggested by the observation of the Seyfert-1 galaxy NGC 3783. General tendencies for the stratification of the medium and for the resulting absorption spectra are shown by varying the slope of the incident spectrum, the ionization parameter, and the column density of the warm absorber.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are the most luminous persistent objects in the universe. An active galaxy is hosting a central black hole having a mass larger than $10^6 M_\odot$ and giving rise to a tremendous energy output within a relatively small volume. Some AGN are known to have luminosities being $10^4$ times larger than those of regular galaxies, even though the size of the emitting region does not exceed the dimension of the solar system. The high luminosities are explained by accretion of matter onto the central supermassive black hole. The gravitational energy stored in the deep relativistic potential provides enough fueling for the strong emission observed.

The spectra of AGN are very broad reaching from the radio band to the X-rays and sometimes even γ-rays. It is now widely believed, that a major part of the accretion flow happens through a geometrical thin and optically thick accretion disk located in the equatorial plane of the black hole. The exact mechanism to transform the gravitational energy of the accreted matter into radiation has long been an unknown component of the accretion disk model. It has been described under the phenomenological α-prescription, where α is a constant of proportionality between the turbulence stress-tensor at a given disk radius and the local pressure. Recently, a promising physical explanation has been proposed by assuming magneto-rotational instabilities, causing turbulent friction between adjacent rings of the disk. A typical accretion disk in AGN has a temperature distribution lying roughly between $10^6$ K and $10^4$ K and therefore gives rise to the production of an optical/UV-continuum.

A significant fraction of the bolometric luminosity of AGN is dissipated in the X-ray range. The high-energy part of the spectrum is produced in the innermost regions of the accretion disk, where effects of general relativity become important. Detailed X-ray observations therefore allow to probe the models describing the inner accretion flow, connected radiative processes, and the effects induced by the curved space-time in the vicinity of the black hole. Such observations reveal that an accretion disk alone cannot provide an explanation for the high energy radiation of AGN. It is necessary to assume an additional medium being optically thin and very hot with temperatures between $10^8$ K and $10^9$ K. Radiative coupling between the two media then explains the appearance of the X-ray spectra observed: the hard X-rays produced in the hot phase irradiate the disk and are thus reflected as a soft X-ray component via Compton processes and absorption. This reprocessed component gives also rise to the fluorescent iron Ko-line, seen at 6.4 keV, which is an excellent probe for the innermost regions of AGN accretion disks. Details about the production of the hot medium and its geometrical location are still a matter of debate. One can imagine that the medium forms a hot corona above the surface of the accretion disk. This corona can be either continuous or fragmented (“patchy”). The heating mechanism for the corona can be related to
magnetic reconnection events forming compact, and temporary X-ray flares above the disk. The magnetic fields are assumed to be due to the differential rotation of the partly ionized disk, which should cause magnetic flux loops to rise, analogously to what is observed during solar X-ray flares.

The assumption of local magnetic fields distributed over the accretion disk gives a possibility to explain the fast X-ray variability of AGN. Observed X-ray time-lags of minutes between the radiation coming from the hot plasma and the reprocessed radiation from the disk require short light-traveling times between the two media. It is therefore suggested that the production of X-rays in AGN happens within small regions, which corresponds well to the local nature of magnetic flares.

Soft X-ray spectra of many AGN reveal another medium seen mainly in absorption. Various absorption features in the soft X-ray band can be resolved thanks to the last generation of X-ray satellites such as XMM-Newton and Chandra. The observations suggest that the absorbing medium, the so-called warm-absorber, is moderately ionized and mainly outflowing. Its connection to the accretion processes is still an open question. It was proposed that the warm absorber consists of an outflow originating from the accretion disk. However, the thermodynamical state, the ionization profile, and the dynamics of the absorbing medium still have to be constrained.

In summary, the production of the X-ray spectrum of AGN is complicated to disentangle. The purpose of this thesis work is to give some constraints on the X-ray production adopting the model of magnetic flares above an accretion disk. We model spectra of individual and multiple flares and also consider their time evolution and variability including the effects of general relativity. Furthermore, we present spectral modeling for the warm absorber depending on properties of the irradiating spectrum and the absorbing medium.

We focus our investigation on radio-quiet AGN. The extended radio-jets, having lengths of up to \( \sim 100 \) pc, which are seen in radio-loud AGN, emit synchrotron emission, which partly reaches into the X-ray band and further complicates the picture. Here we would like to investigate physical processes connected to the X-rays in the active nucleus and so we leave aside radio-loud objects.

The thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 gives an introduction to the phenomenology of AGN and connects it to the standard unification model. In chapter 3, we summarize the current picture of the X-ray properties of AGN, before giving a brief summary of conducted X-ray modeling in chapter 4. We present the radiative transfer codes used for our work in chapter 5.

The remaining chapters describe the modeling projects we conducted while this thesis was prepared. They refer to several aspects of the X-ray spectrum of AGN. In chapter 6, we present modeling of X-ray flares, leading to localized X-ray emission above the accretion disk. We model the spectra expected from such flares and describe in particular the reprocessed radiation coming from the accretion disk. Chapter 7 presents a toy model to consider time-evolution effects of a flare event. The reprocessed component coming from the disk is emitted with a certain delay, because the flare appears at a certain height above the disk. The toy model enables some constraints on the observed time-lags between various X-ray bands, and reproduces observational results for the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15.

Having focused on several aspects of individual X-ray flares, we extend our studies in chapter 8 to modeling of X-ray variability produced by large flares distributions across the accretion disk. We conduct Monte-Carlo simulations of flares appearing and disappearing above the disk, and we compare our results to the observed X-ray variability of MCG -6-30-15.

In chapter 9 we leave behind the modeling of X-ray flares and focus on the properties of the warm absorber modifying the soft X-ray spectrum of AGN. We present spectral modeling and results for the structure of a warm absorber in pressure equilibrium.

Conclusions drawn from our work and further perspectives are presented in the final chapter 10.
Chapter 2

The current understanding of AGN

In this chapter we give a brief summary of the observational appearance of AGN and summarize the main aspects of the currently accepted standard model, the so-called unified scheme. In the beginning, the object class of active galaxies as such did not exist - people discovered new types of astronomical objects that we nowadays summarize under the term AGN. These objects can differ remarkably in their observational appearance. The common ground of AGN is that they contain a very compact source putting out large amounts of energy within tiny volumes. Bright AGN are the most luminous steady sources seen in astronomy. They reveal a very broad spectrum reaching from the radio-band to X-rays or even γ-rays. These spectra vary on all observable time scales.

In the following, we first briefly explain the different types of AGN and their terminology (section 2.1). Then, the properties of the broad AGN spectra are summarized (section 2.2), before we have a look at their variability (section 2.3). The chapter closes with an introduction to the unified scheme (section 2.4).

2.1 A quick course in quasar zoology

In the year 1943, Carl Seyfert discovered six spiral galaxies hosting very luminous cores and showing strong, partly widened optical emission lines (Seyfert, 1943). This optically detected new type of astronomical sources was later called Seyfert galaxies and represents a large sub-group of AGN. Seyfert galaxies can be further divided according to the profile of major emission lines: the so-called Seyfert-1 galaxies exhibit broad emission lines with Doppler widths of thousands of km/s while emission lines of Seyfert-2 galaxies are more narrow having widths of only hundreds of km/s.

With the beginning of radio astronomy in the 1950s, another important subclass of AGN was discovered, the so-called radio galaxies (RGs). These objects reveal the typical broad AGN spectrum but emit particularly strongly in the radio band. Using interferometry on long baselines, it is possible to observe in detail the radio emitting structures that often form elongated jets anchored in the center of the host galaxy and evolve outward along its symmetry axis. The radio-jets can reach out to distances of several hundred kpc from the active galaxy. For the optical emission line spectrum of the active nucleus a similar division as for Seyfert galaxies exists dividing radio galaxies into broad line radio galaxies (BLRGs) and narrow line radio galaxies (NLRGs).

While in Seyfert and radio galaxies the host galaxy is visible, some active galaxies are so luminous and/or far away that the host galaxy is blended. In fact, some distant AGN with strong radio emission were not immediately identified as such, but had been called quasi-stellar radio sources.
(quasars). They looked like stellar dots on a photo plate while being surrounded by radio structures similar to those of RGs. Maarten Schmidt discovered in 1963 that one of these quasars, 3C 273, had a surprisingly high redshift putting the object far outside our galaxy (Schmidt, 1963). It hence could not be a stellar source at all. It turned out that this point-like quasar has spectral properties similar to those of Seyfert galaxies and RGs. It shows a luminous active nucleus embedded inside a barely visible host galaxy. Soon after, the same nature was confirmed for other quasars. Meanwhile, also quasars were divided into type-1 and type-2 objects according to their emission line characteristics, however, type-2 quasars are still rare. Furthermore, some quasars were found to have only weak radio-emission, they are sometimes referred to as quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) or radio-quiet quasars (RQQs) in contrast to radio-loud quasars (RLQs). We emphasize here, that the “point-like” definition of a quasar depends strongly on the instrumentation used for the observation. The phenomenological distinction between Seyfert galaxies and QSOs or between radio galaxies and quasars therefore is not precise. The term quasar generally is reserved for objects with a high intrinsic luminosity being significantly greater than for Seyfert or radio galaxies.

Some objects represent active galaxies even though they look quite different from those of the subclasses presented so far. The BL Lac objects, named after their first discovery in the constellation Lacerta, show extreme variability in various wavebands. They are AGN showing the typical high luminosities and broad spectra, while they have hardly any lines.

The overview presented here is not complete. For further information about AGN terminology we recommend to consult the textbooks of Peterson (1997) or Krolik (1999). However, denotations of AGN object classes continue to evolve as observational and theoretical progress is made.

2.2 The overall spectrum of AGN

In this section we present the main observational results for the overall AGN-spectrum from the radio to the X-ray range. The X-ray properties are discussed in more detail in chapter 3. We separately describe the spectral appearance for the continuum and for the emission and absorption features.

2.2.1 Continuum emission

A broad continuum spectrum is a defining property of AGN. It covers the whole range from the radio band to the far X-ray, sometimes even γ-ray band. In Fig. 2.1 we show composite spectra of AGN for quasars and Seyfert galaxies. The spectra are normalized to their luminosity at a wavelength of 1 μm. The spectral energy distribution in \( \nu F_\nu \) over \( \nu \) has a rather flat shape between the Far-IR and the X-ray energies. Several prominent features can be distinguished: the power in the radio band divides the sample into radio-loud and radio-quiet objects and is correlated with the (non-)existence of radio jets. A bump appears in the infrared range, another one in the optical and UV bands. The former one is called the infra-red bump, the latter the big blue bump (BBB). Both of these features correspond to thermal emission, in the case of the infra-red feature the temperature cannot exceed \( \sim 1000 \) K, whereas the BBB represents a continuum of temperatures up to \( 10^5 \) K or \( 10^6 \) K. The spectrum at even higher energies cannot be explained by only thermal black-body emission and therefore requires other mechanisms.

In the X-ray range, a difference between radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars is observed. The soft X-ray slope is flatter for radio-loud objects as was found by Wilkes & Elvis (1987) and Laor et al. (1997). The X-ray luminosity relative to the luminosity in the optical/UV is higher for Seyfert
galaxies than for quasars. The spectra of radio-loud quasars generally reach out very far into the X-rays.

2.2.2 Radio power

The level of radio-power gives a fundamental classification of AGN into radio-loud and radio-quiet objects. Radio-loudness generally is defined by a flux ratio $R = F_{\nu}/F_{\nu}(4400\text{Å})$ and declares an object as radio-loud, if this factor is significantly greater than unity. The value of $R$ depends on the reference radio frequency $\nu_r$. If one assumes $\nu_r = 5\,\text{GHz}$ and a threshold of $R = 10$, then $\sim 20\%$ of the Palomar-Green quasar sample are considered as radio-loud (Kellermann et al., 1989). The level $R$ of radio-loudness does not seem to correlate with the luminosity of the objects.

Unlike other wavebands, the morphology of the radio emission regions can be observed in detail with the help of interferometry methods. Radio-loud AGN show bipolar jet structures emerging from the center of the galaxy and extending out to distances of several hundred kpc. The polarization signatures of these radio lobes favor synchrotron emission to be the origin of the radio-spectrum. Therefore, the jets must contain a confined magnetic field and high-energy electrons to explain the strong synchrotron components observed. The synchrotron spectrum partly reaches out into the Far-IR range and merges with the thermal IR-bump. The radio-luminosity along the jets is not uniform but mostly structured in blobs and linear filaments. A further subdivision of radio-loud AGN, introduced by Fanaroff & Riley (1974) distinguishes between core-dominated (FR1) and lobe-dominated (FR2) radio-luminosity distributions along the jet.

Radio-quiet objects are obviously much weaker in the radio-band. However, in most radio-quiet
AGN a smaller and fainter radio-structure oriented perpendicularly to the host galaxy plane can be seen (see e.g. Kukula et al., 1998).

2.2.3 Infrared emission

The infrared spectrum of AGN is dominated by a bump over the range of 1 μm to 25 μm representing thermal emission from a medium at a temperature of several hundreds of Kelvin. Since for most objects the inner structures of AGN cannot be resolved by infrared imaging, it is a difficult task to distinguish between the infrared spectrum coming from the active nucleus and the one produced by the surrounding inner parts of the host galaxy. The composite infrared spectra of a normal galaxy correspond to thermal emission of ~ 30 K, and might be separable from the AGN spectrum. However, the situation is different in starburst galaxies. Actually, AGN compete observationally with a class of galaxies revealed by the IRAS satellite mission - these ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) emit strongly in the IR. It has to be analyzed individually if starbursts generate the strong IR emission or an AGN does.

Unifying models of AGN, that will be discussed in section 2.4, favor dust to be responsible for the thermal IR emission. Mid-IR spectra of different types of AGN reveal features of silicate and Poly-Aromatic-Hydrocarbon (PAH) dust grains, sometimes seen in emission, sometimes in absorption (Hao et al., 2005; Weedman et al., 2005). Infrared variability has revealed details about the spatial dust distribution in some objects (e.g. Glass, 2004) confirming that the inner radius of the dust distribution can be smaller than 100 light-days. While the IR emission in starburst galaxies seems extended over the whole galaxy it is rather compact in Seyfert galaxies (Siebenmorgen et al., 2004).

In radio-loud objects the spectral shape in the IR can be a superposition of thermal emission creating the IR bump and the tail of the synchrotron component coming from the inner parts of the radio-jets. The analysis of the IR spectrum is hence more complicated than for radio-quiet AGN.

2.2.4 The big blue bump

The BBB is prominent and clearly visible only in bright AGN, mainly quasars. In Seyfert galaxies it is less pronounced. Constraining the spectral shape of the BBB is confronted to substantial observational difficulties because of galactic absorption starting at the Lyman-limit of 912 Å. In addition to this, in many AGN the continuum spectrum is blended by Fe II emission lines, and by the Balmer continuum. Also, intrinsic reddening and host galaxy contamination may play an important role.

If these problems are accounted for in the fitting process one obtains an average optical-UV slope of $\alpha_{opt-UV} \sim 0.32$ (Francis et al., 1991) for a $F_\nu \propto \nu^{-\alpha}$ flux dependence. The UV-slope $\alpha_{UV}$ ranges around $\alpha_{UV} \sim 0.99$ (Zheng et al., 1997). As these slopes have been computed from composite spectra of large AGN samples, one should bear in mind that they can vary significantly from object to object. A composite spectrum from ROSAT observations of a large quasar sample obtained by Laor et al. (1997) shows that the Far-UV to Soft X-ray region is a smooth continuation of the spectral shape in the UV. The BBB spectra generally show a maximum in the range of 900 Å to 1100 Å. This shape of the BBB corresponds to a superposition of thermal black-body spectra for a range of temperatures between $10^5$ K and $10^6$ K.

The BBB can be further decomposed by subtracting the so-called small blue bump between 2300 Å and 4000 Å. This component consists of the Balmer continuum and of FeII emission multiplets (Wills et al., 1985).
2.2.5 X-ray spectra

The continuum shape of AGN X-ray spectra can be represented by a power-law, the so-called primary component, plus additional superimposed features. In this section, we only give a basic overview of the observed X-ray properties for radio-quiet AGN. More details will be added in chapter 3.

Below 1 keV the soft X-ray spectrum connects rather smoothly with the extreme-UV spectrum showing a spectral index of $\alpha \sim 1.5$, defined as $F_\nu \propto \nu^{-\alpha}$. Above 1 keV this index switches to $\sim 0.7$. The change in slope creates the so-called soft X-ray-excess observed for the majority of all AGN. About 50% of all Seyfert-1 galaxies reveal soft-X-ray absorption lines and edges. Also some quasars reveal narrow absorption lines in this spectral range.

The spectrum above 1 keV shows a superimposed broad emission line complex at $\sim 6.4$ keV. This line is identified with the K$\alpha$-line of neutral or weakly ionized iron. In some objects, the line complex has a strongly asymmetric profile (Nandra et al., 1997b).

The hard X-ray continuum is dominated by a smooth and broad hump centered around 30 keV and reaching out to several hundreds of keV before declining with an exponential cut-off (Gondek et al., 1996). The height of this hump is smaller than for the BBB and can be explained by direct Compton scattering events in a strongly ionized medium.

2.2.6 Emission and absorption features

The overall spectrum of radio-quiet AGN shows various emission and absorption features being particularly strong in the optical, the UV-, and the soft X-ray range. These features are different from those produced by stellar sources and by the interstellar medium. They are related to intervening clouds of atomic and molecular gas and of dust located around the central AGN engine. Detailed analysis of AGN emission lines has permitted the development of a rather well-defined classification between type-1 and type-2 AGN (see section 2.1), because the line properties remain very stereotyped within one category.

The infrared spectrum shows several dust features and a few atomic emission lines. Strong absorption features are seen at 9.7 $\mu$m and 18 $\mu$m due to siliceous dust. Poly-Aromatic-Hydrocarbon (PAH) dust features can be observed at 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and 11.3 $\mu$m, they are weaker in AGN than in starburst galaxies (Weedman et al., 2005) and can thus serve as a criterion to distinguish between these two object types. Some forbidden emission lines in the Mid-IR are detectable in AGN (see e.g. Giammuzzo et al., 1995), while no permitted lines are seen in this spectral range.

The optical and UV spectrum is dominated by strong high- and low-ionization emission lines. An important criterion in AGN classification is given by the width of these emission lines, dividing them into type-1 and type-2 objects (see section 2.1). In type-1 objects the emission lines show a broad profile corresponding to Doppler velocities of at least 1000 km/s — 2000 km/s. The velocity dispersion can reach 8000 km/s and more. The emitting broad line region (BLR) is thus a very dynamical part of the AGN. Broad line spectra of AGN are mostly dominated by the Ly$\alpha$, H$\alpha$, and CIV $\lambda\lambda 1549,1551$ emission lines. Also, CIII $\lambda 1909$ and MgII $\lambda 2800$ can be strong broad lines in type-1 spectra. In addition to that, there are broad emission multiplets coming from FeII. They are mostly detected in four clusters between 2200 Â and 5350 Â. None of the emission features listed here represent forbidden lines that are hardly detected in the BLR.

There is a correlation between the emission line width and the degree of ionization, with the most highly-ionized lines representing the largest velocity dispersions. This is observed in NGC 5548
(Krolik et al., 1991) and in NGC 4151 (Antonucci & Cohen, 1983; Ulrich et al., 1984). The low-ionization lines are slightly blue-shifted with respect to the high-ionization lines. Such a dependence of the line width and centroid on the ionization state suggests a stratification of the BLR. Further constraints on the geometry and the dynamics of the BLR can be obtained from reverberation mapping techniques (see section 2.3.2).

Another correlation exists between the equivalent width of CIV $\lambda 1549$ and the continuum luminosity in high-luminosity quasars. It was first pointed out by Baldwin (1977) that the equivalent width of CIV $\lambda 1549$ decreases with increasing luminosity. Follow-up studies have then revealed that the Baldwin effect exhibits a power-law dependence of the equivalent width of CIV $\lambda 1549$ and the continuum luminosity (Baldwin et al., 1989). However, this correlation is much weaker for other emission lines or lower luminosities.

All radio-quiet AGN have narrow emission lines, in fact, type-1 objects show a combination of narrow and broad emission lines, with the broad components dominating. In type-2 objects only narrow emission lines are detected, being similar to those known from stellar spectroscopy, and having Doppler widths of several hundreds of km/s. The lines are coming from the narrow line region (NLR). The narrow line spectra show forbidden lines like the [OIII] $\lambda\lambda 4959,5007$ doublet, and [OII] $\lambda 3727$ which are particularly prominent, along with the [NI] $\lambda\lambda 6548,6583$ doublet, [OI] $\lambda 6300$, and the [SII] $\lambda\lambda 6716,6731$ doublet.

For both, broad and narrow emission lines, the line width is correlated with the underlying continuum. This fact suggests, that the line emission is driven by the continuum source irradiating the line producing regions.

We mention here a special type of Seyfert-1 galaxies exhibiting “broad” emission lines, however, with a limited Doppler width of only 1000 km/s — 2000 km/s. The lines are not narrow enough to classify the object as Seyfert-2 galaxies. In addition to that, these narrow-line Seyfert-1 (NLS1) galaxies, show strong emission from FeII. We will come back to this object class in chapter 3 when we will discuss the particular X-ray properties of NLS1 galaxies.

Besides emission lines, AGN spectra also show atomic absorption features. Analysis of the absorption spectra, however, is confronted to the problem that absorption might happen not only inside the AGN but also in the intergalactic medium. This is particularly the case for high-redshift objects. Restricting our attention to the intrinsic absorption in the active nucleus or the host galaxy, the observations show that most AGN suffer from significant absorption. The individual absorption spectra differ from object to object. Several tens of percent of Seyfert-1 galaxies show narrow absorption lines that are generally offset by a Doppler velocity of 1000 km/s to the blue of the line centroid. These lines appear especially in the UV and Far-UV range.

About 50% of all Seyfert-1 galaxies exhibit atomic absorption features in the soft X-ray range, mostly identified by strong absorption edges of OVII and OVIII. Again the absorbing medium imprints a Doppler shift of several thousands of km/s to the blue, indicating an outflow. This medium is called the “warm absorber” and will be discussed more extensively in section 3.1.3.

Far more spectacular absorption lines are found in radio-quiet quasars. About 10% of them show broad absorption lines being blue-shifted from the laboratory wavelength by up to 60,000 km/s (Weymann et al., 1991). They are called broad absorption line QSOs or BALQSOs. A wide variety of absorption troughs are seen in BALQSOs, partly having a smooth profile, partly being of a bumpy shape. Some of these broad absorption lines are so strong that they saturate completely removing all flux around their spectral position. Broad absorption lines almost never appear in radio-loud objects (Stocke et al., 1992).

In the UV, the astonishing observation is made that the expected discontinuity at the Lyman-
limit of 912 Å is absent in most AGN. It is not obvious how to explain this effect, since at this edge the hydrogen dominated matter in AGN changes strongly in opacity. Another missing absorption feature, well-known from the interstellar medium in our galaxy, is the λ2275 absorption trough due to graphite and PAH dust grains. This feature fails to be reported in the extinction curves of most AGN (Maiolino et al., 2001; Gaskell et al., 2004).

2.3 Spectral variability of radio-quiet AGN

Variability is an important property of AGN. The combination of very high luminosities and short variability time scales indicates that the powerful energy source of AGN cannot rely on stellar processes. The observed time scales require a small volume of the emission region (e.g. Fabian, 1979).

Most active galaxies vary over the whole spectral range and on various time-scales from years down to minutes. The overall picture of AGN variability is complicated and not always consistent for all objects of one type. Especially, correlations between changes in different wavebands differ from object to object. The observed spectral changes, and time delays provide information about the nature and the location of emission and scattering regions inside AGN.

In this section, we briefly describe the observed variability properties of radio-quiet AGN. We leave aside radio-loud objects having much more complicated variability patterns. We separately discuss the continuum and the line variations. An extensive review about this subject can be found in Ulrich et al. (1997). The X-ray variability and its correlations with other wavebands are discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

2.3.1 Continuum variability

Observational data for time scales from years to minutes are available for only a few objects. The best studied object in terms of variability is the Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151 having photometric data available for a time period of almost 100 years. An extensively monitored quasar is 3C 273.

The results obtained so far, reveal that the continuum varies on all observable time scales. In Fig. 2.2 we show lightcurves in several spectral bands for the Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151. The amplitude of the spectral variations seems to have a maximum in the extreme UV and soft X-ray range. However, variability time scales and amplitudes may differ significantly from object to object. The characteristic time scale for variations of a factor of 2 in the UV scales with some power of the luminosity. For Seyfert galaxies this time scale is of the order of weeks while in luminous quasars it can be several years.

There are correlations between various wavebands marking a delay between the optical, the UV, and the extreme UV range. The extreme UV drives variations at longer and shorter wavelengths. The delay between extreme UV and UV is constrained to 0.25 days in NGC 5548 (Marshall et al., 1997), the one between the UV and the optical in NGC 4151 is 0.2 days (Crenshaw et al., 1996).

A well-established result from optical/UV monitoring of AGN is the fact that the spectrum hardens as the object brightens. For a number of objects, such spectral hardening can be explained by a decomposition in several spectral components with different variability properties. The small blue bump component that can be subtracted from the BBB (see section 2.2.4) varies with a smaller amplitude causing the observed changes of the BBB shape.

The level of variability is much weaker in the IR, sometimes not detected at all. The time scales are longer than for the UV and optical (Neugebauer et al., 1989; Hunt et al., 1994). At the
Figure 2.2: Light-curves showing a 10-day multi-wavelength monitoring period of NGC 4151 from the optical to the hard X-ray range. The curves are shifted vertically for convenience. A 10% change is indicated by the bar. The figure is published in Edelson et al. (1996)
same time the IR-variations occur with a delay compared to corresponding UV emission and are therefore consistent with being the re-emission coming from UV-heated dust clouds situated around the source of the optical/UV continuum.

### 2.3.2 Line variability

The emission line strength in AGN is correlated with the continuum flux, thus, the lines respond in the same sense to the changes of the continuum source. However, there is a delay between the leading continuum and the following line variations. This delay rises with luminosity of the object, suggesting that for a higher luminosity the line producing regions are farther out.

The discrepancy in line width between broad high- and low-ionization emission lines implies that the BLR is stratified. A more profound analysis of this stratification can be obtained from the method of reverberation mapping (Peterson, 1998), in which the time delay between a change in the continuum flux and the corresponding change of the emission lines is measured. Assuming that the continuum is produced by a compact central source illuminating the surrounding BLR, the measured time delay corresponds to the distance between continuum source and BLR. It turns out, that the high-ionization lines such as HeII λλ1640,4686 NV λ1240 have the shortest time delays, followed by CIV λλ1548,1551 and the Lyα line. The line wings generally vary faster than the core (Ulrich & Horne, 1996, e.g. for NGC 4151). The low-ionization lines Hα and Hβ have longer time-responses and vary with lower amplitudes than the CIV line. They are therefore assumed to be produced farther away from the continuum source.

Absorption lines in the optical and UV normally vary on longer time scales than the emission lines. The variations may or may not occur in the same sense as the changes of the continuum. Broad absorption lines are observed to change in flux while the line profile keeps the same velocity structure.

### 2.4 The unified scheme

It is a major challenge to find a satisfying model explaining all the different aspects observed in the context of AGN. In the following, we show that starting from the high luminosities it is necessary to assume accretion onto a supermassive compact object as the origin of the tremendous energy output. The geometry of the accretion flow has been a matter of debate, but recently disk models are favored. The main function of the so-called standard α-disks is to transport matter toward the central black hole and angular momentum out. This model was introduced by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) and computes the radial and vertical structure of an accretion disk. It reveals that the temperature profile rises toward the disk center. The observed optical and UV radiation, the big blue bump, is then interpreted as thermal radiation coming from different radii of the disk.

Apart from the enormous energy output, the various spectral features and variability properties of AGN have to be explained. Therefore, the black hole/accretion disk paradigm has to be further developed by subsequently adding specific emission, absorption and scattering regions. From the radio observations it is obvious that in radio-loud objects large jets have to be present. The IR emission seems to be due to optically thick dust accumulations around the central engine. These dust regions also serve to shield the BLR from the observers view at certain inclinations of the object. The type-1/type-2 dichotomy could therefore be explained as an orientation effect. In the following, we give a brief description of this unified model. A more detailed description can be found in Antonucci (1993) and in the textbooks of Krolik (1999) and Peterson (1997).
In this section we give a brief description of the various elements belonging to the unified scheme. In order to check this model against the observations, it is necessary to perform detailed modeling of the various physical processes included.

### 2.4.1 Accretion as the origin of AGN emission

Explaining the energy balance of AGN presents a major challenge. It is not immediately obvious how the broad spectra, big luminosities and strong variability of quasars can be explained with the additional constraint that the emitting region has a very small angular size. For stars, nuclear fusion is the origin of the emitted radiation. But, apart from the fact that stars cannot explain AGN variability, a compact stellar cluster needed to fuel an average AGN would have a gravitational binding energy being significantly higher than its radiative energy output (Lynden-Bell, 1969). Furthermore, due to outward-transport of angular momentum the center of an AGN collapses to form a black hole. The radiation emitted by AGN can then be explained by accretion of matter onto the black hole, a possibility that had been pointed out first by Salpeter (1964).

### 2.4.2 The $\alpha$-disk model

The accretion flow contains angular momentum and is thus supposed to form a differentially rotating disk (Pringle et al., 1973). This accretion disk has to transport angular momentum outwards and matter inwards. The friction between adjacent disk annuli generates heat that gives rise to the optical and UV part of the observed quasar radiation. The question of what creates the friction remains a matter of debate, as simple molecular viscosity is too weak. Significant progress has been made by studying turbulences induced by magneto-rotational instabilities (MRI) (e.g. Hawley & Villiers, 2004; Turner et al., 2005).

Even before knowing about MRI-turbulences, it has been possible to construct a rather sophisticated model for the accretion disk explaining the shape of the optical and UV continuum spectra. The fundamental paper of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) carried out a standard accretion disk model for the X-ray binary source Cygnus X-1 assuming that any kind of hydrodynamic stress inside the accretion disk is proportional to the total pressure $P$ (including gas and radiation pressure). The disk viscosity can thus be parametrized by a constant $\alpha$ with $\alpha \sim 0.1$. From the considerations of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) it then follows, that the flux $F$ emitted at the radius $R$ of an accretion disk around a black hole with mass $M$ and accretion rate $\dot{M}$ reads:

$$ F(R) = \frac{3G\dot{M}M}{8\pi R^3} \left[ 1 - \sqrt{\frac{R_m}{R}} \right], $$ (2.1)

where $R_m$ denotes the marginal stable orbit of the black hole and $G$ is the gravitational constant. Assuming that this flux is due to blackbody radiation, the temperature $T(R)$ is obtained directly from $F(R) = \sigma [T(R)]^4$, with the Stefan-Boltzmann-constant $\sigma$. The disk-temperature therefore rises toward the disk center. In the following we will refer to the disk model presented by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) as the $\alpha$-disk model.

Although developed for stellar black holes in X-ray binaries, the $\alpha$-disk model can easily be applied to AGN by scaling up the black hole mass. Pringle et al. (1973) predicted very high luminosities for accretion disks around massive black holes, which is in agreement with the observations.

Within the frame of this model the BBB in the UV can be explained by the thermal emission coming directly from different radii of the accretion disk as pointed out first by Shields (1978) and
reviewed by Rees (1984). The models show an increasing temperature toward the disk center and hence the UV and optical emission consist of a superposition of black body spectra associated with a continuous temperature distribution. The emitted spectral shape and the overall luminosity are mainly determined by the mass $M_{\text{bh}}$ of the black hole and by the accretion rate $\dot{M}$.

An important function of the accretion disk is to transport angular momentum outward. The disk hence exhibits a differential rotation and, since it is strongly ionized, it should create a magnetic field. This happens analogously to the solar dynamo effect that is based on the differential rotation of the sun. Studying the magnetic field in accretion disks is of particular interest (see e.g. Miller & Stone, 2000), as it leads to the MRI mechanism. Apart from that, magnetic reconnection above the disk supposedly creates flaring events, again analogously to what is observed in the sun. These flares heat up the atmosphere above the accretion disk and create a hot corona. We are going to investigate the effects of magnetic flaring above the accretion disk in more detail in chapter 6.

### 2.4.3 Emission from relativistic jets

The appearance or absence of radio-jets are not entirely understood. In the beginning, the double-lobe structures associated with most radio-loud AGN have been thought to be the remnant of a symmetric explosion that had occurred at an earlier time. This hypothesis was given up when Blandford & Rees (1974) suggested a mechanism to support a continuous output of matter along the polar directions of the active galaxy. A big advantage of this model was that it did not require the release of a huge amount of energy in one sudden event. Later detailed VLA observations of radio jets showed linear filaments at close distances from the galaxy center, further supporting the idea of a \textit{continuous transport of matter}. Collimated jets are also associated with other astrophysical objects, such as young stellar objects or galactic black holes. Even though they differ in size, it is assumed that they share the same physics of acceleration and emission (see e.g. de Gouveia dal Pino, 2005).

A major challenge in modeling of radio galaxies and radio-loud quasars is given by the connection between the radio properties and the spectral behavior in other wavebands. From polarization properties in the radio band it could be concluded that the detected radiation is mainly due to \textit{synchrotron emission} (see e.g. Hughes et al., 1989a,b) produced inside magnetic field structures aligned with the jet-direction. The tail of the synchrotron spectrum often reaches into the IR band. Furthermore, the continuous propulsion of the jet should create shock waves, since the jet drives into the surrounding interstellar medium. The emission created in and around the shock fronts can have complicated spectra contributing to all spectral bands. Especially, the inner parts of the jets partly blend the emission form the active nucleus, which further complicates the overall picture of radio-loud objects. Therefore, for this work we only consider radio-quiet objects.

### 2.4.4 Emission line regions

From the variability of broad and narrow emission lines one derives that the distance of the NLR from the ionizing continuum source is much larger than for the BLR. The two regions are thus spatially separated.

The narrow line spectra are similar to those reported for planetary nebulae, with the important difference that the range of different ionization states is much larger. In AGN, fairly low ionization states giving rise to forbidden lines like [OI] or [NI] are observed. But also highly ionized species like [NV] or [FeX] are seen. It is a well established result that photo-ionization is producing the
Figure 2.3: Artistic impression for the unified model of radio-quiet AGN. The figure represents a high-luminosity object with a large torus opening angle. For lower luminosities, the funnel of the dusty torus is much narrower forming a smaller half-opening angle.
emission lines. However, a broader ionizing spectrum than for planetary nebulae or HII regions is necessary. Such a continuum source is given by the central engine of the AGN having a spectrum that reaches out far into the UV.

In some nearby Seyfert galaxies, it was possible to map out the geometrical shape of the NLR. It turned out that it is consistent with a double-conical region along the symmetry axis of the host galaxy. These cones extend out to $10^2$ pc or $10^3$ pc, and are commonly called the ionization cones. Since the NLR extends farther out than the central region obscured by the torus, it can be explained that narrow lines are seen in both type-1 and type-2 objects.

The much closer BLR on the other hand is only seen for face on viewing angles. Its extension around the central source is $< 0.2$ lightyears. The broad velocity dispersion measured, might indicate that the BLR is clumpy, made of many clouds moving around the black hole. The velocity field of these BLR clouds must allow, that the projected velocities for a given line of sight reproduce the observed broad line profiles. However, also a continuous medium for the BLR is possible, incorporating the same velocity structure. The actual shape of the BLR still is a matter of debate.

For the low-ionization lines, it can be derived that the clouds have a higher density of $\sim 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ orbit in a disk-like geometry and possibly are emitted by the accretion disk itself (Collin-Souffrin, 1987). The high-ionization lines seem to originate in a more dilute outflow of $\sim 10^9$ cm$^{-3}$ (Collin-Souffrin & Lasota, 1988).

### 2.4.5 Absorption by equatorial dust regions

In sections 2.1 and 2.2.6 we mentioned the difference between type-1 and type-2 objects with respect to the emission line widths. It is hence observationally confirmed that in some AGN the BLR is visible while in others it is not. It would be possible to conclude that type-2 objects do not have a BLR, but one can also interpret the presence or absence of a BLR as an orientation effect. In this approach it is required to add obscuring elements to the unified model, as for type-2 viewing angles the BLR must be blocked from the observer’s view.

Such obscuration can be realized by optically thick distributions of dust, which at the same time can explain the infra-red bump as thermal re-emission of the absorbed UV continuum radiation. Especially, radio-loud objects reveal a preferred direction denoted by the jets - a simple approach for the geometry of the dust absorption region is hence an axisymmetric structure, co-planar with the equatorial plane of the object and with the accretion disk. At low inclinations, when the AGN is seen face-on, its inner parts are visible for the observer. For high inclinations, e.g. for an edge-on view, the center is blocked by the optically thick torus (see Fig. 2.3). In the unified model the BLR is placed within the central parts of the AGN, hence the presence of the torus can explain the dichotomy between type-1 and type-2 objects. The fundamental discovery that Seyfert-2 galaxies are actually hidden Seyfert-1 galaxies was made by Antonucci & Miller (1985). They found broad spectral lines in the polarized flux of the Seyfert-2 galaxy NGC 1068. The polarized radiation is scattered off free electrons within the ionization cones and therefore offers a periscope view around the torus and toward the central parts of the AGN.

The exact geometrical shape of a dusty torus in AGN still is a matter of debate, but there are strong constraints on its opening angle as it must correspond to the number ratio of type-1 to type-2 AGN. Observations suggest a half-opening angle $\theta \sim 38^\circ - 40^\circ$ (Osterbrock & Shaw, 1988; Tovmassian, 2001, e.g) for Seyfert galaxies. In quasars, larger opening angles are expected, as the central source pushes outward the sublimation radius, beyond which dust particles can survive. This helps to explain, why type-2 quasars are rare.
As both the torus and the accretion disk lie within the equatorial plane of the AGN it is likely that the torus plays a role in the accretion process providing new matter at the outermost parts of the accretion disk.

The equatorial dust regions provide a natural explanation for the thermal emission seen in the IR. The inner surfaces of the torus are directly exposed to the UV continuum source in the center and heated to a temperatures corresponding to the observed IR and Far-IR emission. The observed spectral shapes suggest graphite and silicate to be important components of the dust mixture. However, the exact compositions and grain size distributions of dust in AGN remain a matter of debate and are investigated by the construction of AGN extinction curves. Flat extinction curves (see e.g. Czerny et al., 2004; Gaskell et al., 2004) and dust composition similar to those of the Small Magellanic Cloud (Khare et al., 2004) are seen. The size of the dusty torus is far more difficult to constrain, as it is too small to be resolved for most near-by AGN. An exception is given by the bright and well-studied Seyfert galaxy NGC 1068. This object was recently observed using interferometric methods in the IR, showing a dusty region of 3.4 pc in diameter, and 2.1 pc in height surrounding the active nucleus. The temperature of this torus corresponds to 320 K (Jaffe et al., 2004). Such a torus is unlikely to remain in hydrostatic equilibrium. In order to form a half-opening angle of $\sim 40^\circ$ it would need some support to avoid a self-gravitational collapse. Magnetic and radiative support was proposed (Lovelace et al., 1998; Pier & Kroll, 1992). However, it is possible that the matter forming the torus is not in hydrostatic balance but constantly flowing in or out. Material might stream from the center toward the torus by magnetically expelled winds as described by Königl & Kartje (1994). Such a flow model could also help to explain the broad absorption lines seen in some AGN. Their strong blueshift and velocity dispersion might be due to a line of sight through a turbulent wind in the surface layers of the torus.

Even though the impressive observation of Jaffe et al. (2004) underlines the existence of the dusty torus in NGC 1068, the debate about the geometry of the equatorial dust accumulation in AGN continues. Elvis (2000) provided a synoptical wind model where the obscuration of the central parts in type-2 AGN is realized by an optically thick wind originating from the outer parts of the accretion disk. A distinction between the different models and further constraint on the torus geometry is possible by polarimetric observations and modeling (Goosmann & Gaskell, 2005).
Chapter 3

X-ray properties of AGN

Observations of AGN in the X-ray regime started in the later 1960s using rocket-borne detectors. An X-ray signal was found to be associated with the active galaxy M87 and with the brightest quasar 3C 273 (Friedman & Byram, 1967). Bowyer et al. (1970) confirmed the X-ray radiation from these objects and also found Cen A to be an X-ray emitter. Using satellite-based X-ray astronomy, it became clear that X-ray emission is a common property of AGN and that a significant fraction of their bolometric luminosity is emitted in the X-ray band (Elvis et al., 1978, 1994). The X-ray properties of AGN have been evaluated by various satellite missions with *Chandra* and *XMM-Newton* being the most recent ones. The X-ray radiation reveals information about the innermost parts of the accretion flow, and is therefore subject of relativistic effects in the curved space-time around the black hole. Hence, detailed analysis of X-ray spectra and their time-development should include not only radiative transfer computations in the high-energy range but also relativistic ray-tracing techniques (see chapter 4).

In this chapter we summarize the observational results for X-ray spectra (section 3.1) of AGN and their variability (section 3.2). We connect the observed X-ray properties to the various regimes of the unified scheme. The X-ray spectra of radio-loud and radio-quiet AGN are fundamentally different, because in radio-loud AGN the X-rays are partly produced in the jets. Therefore, we restrict our presentation to radio-quiet objects.

An extensive review about the X-ray spectra and their time variability was given by Mushotzky, Done, & Pounds (1993). More recent reports on a sample of 18 Seyfert-1 galaxies can be found in Nandra et al. (1997b,c) and on the PG quasar sample in George et al. (2000). Another analysis for PG-quasars using *XMM-Newton* is given by the two companion papers Piconcelli et al. (2005) and Jiménez-Bailón et al. (2005). The soft X-ray properties of a sample of Seyfert galaxies are given in Pfefferkorn et al. (2001), and Rush et al. (1996) describe the X-ray properties of AGN taken from the *ROSAT* All-Sky Survey. Laor et al. (1997) present results for soft X-ray observations of a sample of nearby quasars with *ROSAT*.

3.1 Observed spectra

The X-ray radiation, emitted at photon energies $E > 0.1$ keV, is a significant fraction of the bolometric luminosity for all AGN. However, this fraction depends on the AGN type - for Seyfert galaxies it is higher than for quasars (see Fig. 2.1) - and lies between 5% and 40% for AGN with X-ray luminosities $< 10^{44}$ erg/s (Ward et al., 1987). The X-ray spectra show high-amplitude
variability with factors of $\delta I/I \sim 1$ on very short time scales down to hours and even minutes. These extreme variability properties indicate short light-traveling times and therefore imply that the X-ray emitting regions are situated very close to the black hole.

The X-ray spectra of AGN can be decomposed into several characteristic components:

*The overall shape of the X-ray spectrum between 2 keV and 50 keV can be roughly fitted by a power-law with an exponential cut-off at the high-energy end.*

*A strong fluorescent K\textalpha emission line complex of iron in several ionization states is detected between 6.4 keV and 6.9 keV. In the range of 7.1 keV to 9.3 keV K-shell absorption edges of iron are also present.*

*A prominent and broad bump centered at around 30 keV marks the hard X-ray part of the spectrum.*

*Many AGN show a soft X-ray-excess just below 1 keV.*

*Around 50\% of all AGN reveal broad absorption features in the soft X-ray range.*

In radio-quiet objects, the shape of the X-ray spectrum is quite stereotyped, as shown in Fig. 3.1 where the average spectra of an AGN sample observed with *GINGA* and *OSSE* are plotted (data provided by Zdziarski et al., 1995; Wzorciak et al., 1998). The major difference between type-1 and type-2 X-ray spectra occurs in the soft X-ray range. The slope of type-2 objects is remarkably harder. Following the unified scheme and assuming that in type-2 objects the central engine is obscured by the dusty torus, we conclude that the torus is optically thick not only in the optical/UV but also in the soft X-ray range.

In the following, we discuss in more detail the characteristic features of the X-ray spectrum in AGN and we outline current interpretations.

### 3.1.1 The power-law component: coronal emission or a hot inner flow?

The power-law component of AGN continuum spectra in the X-ray range is observationally well-constrained. While in the optical and UV band the description of the spectral slope is usually made using an index $\alpha$ referring to the flux $F(E) \propto E^{-\alpha}$, X-ray spectra are preferably described by the photon index $\Gamma = \alpha + 1$. The photon index can be constrained most easily in the range between 2 keV and 12 keV. This spectral range can be observed with *XMM-Newton*, and Piconcelli et al. (2005) constrained the average photon index $\Gamma_{2-12}$ of 35 radio-quiet quasars to $\sim 1.89$. George et al. (2000) and Reeves & Turner (2000) conducted *ASCA* observations of samples of RQQs and found average values of $\Gamma_{2-10} \sim 1.97$ and $\Gamma_{2-10} \sim 1.89$, respectively.

Seyfert-1 galaxies share the power-law shape of the radio-quiet type-1 quasars (e.g. Nandra et al., 1991). The continuum of type-1 objects can be fitted with a similar power-law together with absorption by cold material in the soft X-ray range. At the high-energy end of the spectra, type-1 and type-2 X-ray spectra are equivalent (Matt, 2004).

The current picture of AGN supposes an underlying, optically thick accretion disk producing the thermal emission in the optical, UV, and partly the soft X-ray range. The temperature of the accretion disk thus lies in the range of $10^4$ K $-$ $10^5$ K. Such a multicolor disk does not explain the power-law shape reaching out into the hard X-ray range, up to several hundreds of keV. Modeling of the X-rays in AGN therefore requires another emission mechanism. It could be provided by a very hot plasma of $\sim 10^8$ K distributed above the disk surface. The hot electrons of such a corona can
produce the high-energy photons by inverse Compton scattering of the multi-blackbody radiation coming from the disk (see e.g. Svensson, 1996).

Neither the production of the hot corona, nor its geometrical shape are currently clear. It is possible to associate the primary component to magnetic reconnection events as observed in the solar corona. Since an accretion disk rotates differentially while being highly ionized, dynamo effects create magnetic field structures able to reconnect and release hard X-ray radiation - analogously to what happens during solar flares. If there are continuous reconnection events above the accretion disk atmosphere, the disk continuously supports flaring events. Thus a continuous, while fluctuating hard X-ray component is observed. At the same time, hot plasma can be evaporated at the disk’s surface and form the corona due to the heating by the primary radiation (Czerny & Goosmann, 2004).

For low luminosities, the hot plasma might exist in the form of a hot inner flow. This idea is taken from the analogy to galactic black holes, where transitions between so-called hard states and soft states are seen (see Fig. 3.2). These states correlate with the luminosity of the object, being higher for the soft state. In the modeling of galactic black holes, this is explained by the inner edge of the accretion disk being closer or further away from the innermost stable orbit of the black hole. When the disk is further out, a hot inner flow develops between the inner edge and the innermost stable orbit (see Zdziarski & Gierliński, 2004, for a review). The hot flow gives rise to
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the hard and soft states of Galactic black holes. In the hard state (a), the inner edge of the accretion disk is truncated and develops a hot flow toward the black hole. This hot flow produces the primary component by inverse Compton scattering of soft photons coming from the disk. For galactic black holes, the inner hot flow gives rise to the propulsion of a jet (the counter jet is omitted in the figure for clarity). In the soft state (b), the inner edge of the disk is much closer to the center, and the hot flow is suppressed. However, Compton reflection and reprocessing can occur from active regions that exist above the disk due to magnetic reconnection events (Zdziarski & Gierliński, 2004).

A hard power-law component as seen in the hard state. In the soft state, the inner flow is much weaker and hence the power-law component is missing. This picture is still simplified, as there are more states to consider for galactic black holes. However, the fundamental difference between hard and soft states in these objects should scale up to black hole masses of AGN (Done & Gierliński, 2004). While in galactic objects state transitions are seen on timescales of days, this is not expected in AGN, because such time-scales are proportional to the mass of the black hole. But it should be possible to observe also AGN in “high” or “low” states being quasi-permanent on human time scales. The states then correspond to AGN-types: if the inner hot flow exists, it produces the primary radiation and the X-rays are strong compared to the thermal radiation from the disk, as is observed for Seyfert galaxies. For AGN with less inner flow, the primary radiation is very weak and the thermal radiation is stronger, as observed for quasars.

Hybrid models of thermal Comptonization by a hot thermal corona and a non-thermal component have also been proposed to explain the continuum shape. In this case the electron population involved might have a Maxwellian (thermal) velocity distribution with a power-law (non-thermal) tail. For an extensive review about hybrid models and their role for AGN and Galactic black holes we refer to Poutanen (1998) and Coppi (1999). The importance of the non-thermal electron
populations for the emitted spectra is considered to be minor in AGN (Zdziamski et al., 1997). Eventual synchrotron emission from populations of relativistic electrons should leave imprints in the X-ray region but also in the IR, which is not observed in radio-quiet AGN. However, the injection of relativistic electrons could be important as a short-term effect during magnetic flare events (Torricelli-Ciamponi et al., 2005) creating active regions above the disk (see Fig. 3.2 for the analogy in Galactic black holes). Since the integration time in X-ray observations is mostly longer than such flare events in AGN, the non-thermal emission by the electrons will be blended by the thermal component. We are going to discuss magnetic flares and their spectral results in more detail in the chapters 4 and 6.

3.1.2 The soft X-ray-excess

Around 1 keV the majority of all AGN show a soft-excess, a small bump created by a change of the continuum slope. The exact spectral shape seems to depend on the luminosity of the object (Pounds & Reeves, 2002). For lower luminosities, the soft-excess has a sharp rise at $\sim$ 0.7 keV, while for higher luminosities the spectral rise is smoother starting at $\sim$ 3 keV (see Fig. 3.3). The interpretation of the soft-excess still is a matter of debate (see e.g. Sobolewska & Done, 2005). Often, its presence is coupled with a spectral deficit around 7 keV.

For a sample of PG quasars observed with XMM-Newton Piconcelli et al. (2005) modeled the soft-excess using different models. Each model contained a power-law fit and an additional component to represent the soft-excess: a (multi-)blackbody component, a second soft X-ray power-law, emission by bremsstrahlung, and thermal Comptonization. Possible contributions from starburst regions could be excluded, because the quasar emission is much more luminous and blends all radiation from the host galaxies. All models applied to the XMM-Newton data, enabled acceptable fits. Therefore, the decision, which combination of models is correct, has to be made on physical grounds.

It turns out that the results for blackbody or multi-blackbody models require an electron temperature of the Comptonizing medium exceeding the maximum temperature expected from the accretion disk (see also Page et al., 2004; de Rosa et al., 2004). The soft-excess can therefore not be
identified with even the most inner parts of the accretion disk. Another, hotter emitting medium would have to be added to the unified scheme. Besides, this model does not account at all for the deficit observed around 7 keV. Therefore modeling the soft-excess by high-temperature blackbody radiation seems not realistic.

Invoking a second power-law component (see Perola et al., 2000; de Rosa et al., 2004, for BeppoSAX observations of Mrk 509), gives a purely phenomenological description of the soft X-ray spectrum and lacks a clear physical interpretation.

Emission by bremsstrahlung could come from a transition layer between the accretion disk and the corona as was proposed by Nayakshin et al. (2000). The authors claim that for sources with spectra being dominated by thermal UV disk emission, bremsstrahlung from the transition layer could be important.

Another mechanism to account for the soft-excess is a second Comptonizing region with higher optical depth and lower temperature as the one responsible for the Compton bump and the broad iron Kα line. Such a region could be situated at the transition between the accretion disk and a hot inner flow (see Magdziarz et al., 1998, for the Seyfert galaxy NGC 5548), or in a warm skin on the surface of the accretion disk (Janiuk et al., 2001, for the quasar PG 1211+143). If one explains the soft-excess with the help of Comptonization of soft X-rays coming from the disk, a striking property of the Comptonizing medium can be found: the electron temperature from object to object remains practically constant being fixed in the range of 0.1 keV to 0.2 keV.

A problem in modeling the soft-excess by reprocessing was revealed during the monitoring of NGC 3516 with RXTE and ASCA. The observations show, that no significant variability time-lags exist between the hard X-ray range, representing basically the primary continuum, and the soft X-rays including the excess (Edelson et al., 2000). In a reprocessing model one would expect to measure a time-lag according to the distance between the source of the primary radiation and the Comptonizing mirror.

In this context, we also report the case of the source NGC 5506 hosting a heavily reddened NLS1 core. Its soft-excess was found to originate from an extended region with 350 pc diameter around the nucleus (Bianchi et al., 2003). This region is asymmetric but coincides well with radio structures published before by Schmitt et al. (2001). It turns out that the best model for the soft-excess invokes the reflection and reprocessing by the extended ionized region.

Analyzing XMM-Newton data of PG quasars, Gierliński & Done (2004) proposed that the soft-excess appears due to absorption of a softer continuum than given by Γ = 1.9. It is necessary to assume an ionized wind in turbulent motion with bulk velocities up to 0.2c in order to smear out the absorption lines and form a continuum-like trough over the region below 1 keV. However, such physical conditions do not seem very realistic ad moreover this model requires an additional source of UV emission. Therefore, Chevallier et al. (2005) favor a “hybrid” model where the primary UV-X-source could be produced by a disk-corona system and then be absorbed by a modest relativistic wind.

### 3.1.3 The soft X-ray absorption and emission lines

Halpern (1984) observed the quasar MR 2251-178 using the EINSTEIN satellite and discovered strong absorption in the soft X-ray spectrum below 3 keV. He suggested to model this feature by photo-absorption in a highly ionized medium, the so-called warm absorber. In the following, ASCA and ROSAT observations revealed that about 50% of all Seyfert galaxies and many quasars show similar absorption features due to warm absorbers (see e.g. Reynolds, 1997; George et al., 1998).
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Figure 3.4: Zoom of the soft X-ray spectrum of NGC 5548 reported by Kaastra et al. (2000). Several absorption lines, mostly of hydrogen- and helium-like ions are identified.

At that time, the warm absorber mostly was identified by strong absorption edges of highly ionized metals such as OVI at 720 eV and OVIII at 870 eV. The first detection of these edges was obtained for MCG -6-30-15 by Nandra & Pounds (1992). A review on the ASCA and ROSAT results is given by Komossa (1999).

The last generation of X-ray satellites like XMM-Newton and Chandra providing higher resolution spectroscopy has greatly improved our knowledge of the warm absorber and revealed that it exhibits numerous atomic features. Characteristic narrow absorption lines are seen, especially from hydrogen- or helium-like ions of C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg, Si, and FeXIV —XXI. Fig 3.4 shows a zoom of the soft X-ray spectrum of NGC 5548 obtained with Chandra (Kaastra et al., 2000). Several absorption lines are identified.

The composition of the spectral imprints by the warm absorber is complex. For instance, there are numerous M-shell 2p-3d-transitions for different ionization states of iron between wavelengths of 16 Å to 17 Å (equivalent to energies of 730 eV to 775 eV). These absorption lines form a quasi-continuous absorption feature, the so-called unspecified transition array (UTA) (Sako et al., 2001; Behar et al., 2001). In addition to that, some warm absorbers reveal the presence of dust (see e.g. Brandt et al., 1996; Komossa & Bade, 1998). Dust among the absorbing material often goes along with strong optical reddening of the object. The dust can be constrained by an inconsistency of the column densities derived from optical and from X-ray observations. This inconsistency disappears, when both observations are modeled with a mixture of ionized gas and dust (see e.g. Komossa & Fink, 1997, for the case of NGC 3227). The first direct evidence for dust intermixed with a warm absorber was obtained by Lee et al. (2001) detecting an Fe-L absorption complex in the spectra of MCG -6-30-15. This Fe-L feature is attributed to dust extinction.

Generally, the absorption lines in the UV and X-ray range are blueshifted indicating outflow velocities around ~ 1000 km/s (see e.g. Kaspi et al., 2002; Kaastra et al., 2002). The high ionization
states of the absorbing elements suggest, that the medium is part of the AGN irradiated by the central continuum source. Detailed analysis of the absorption spectra shows, that the absorbing material mostly consists of several components covering a certain range of ionization states and group velocities. All in all, the warm absorber seems to represent outflowing material close to the central engine. The wind is assumed to be stretched along the symmetry axis of the common unified AGN scheme. This assumption is supported by observational differences of the warm absorber between Seyfert-1 and Seyfert-2 objects: Seyfert-1 galaxies are dominated by absorption lines while in Seyfert-2 galaxies emission lines are more abundant (Kinkhabwala et al., 2002; Matt et al., 2004), which is consistent with the fact that for a type-1 view the compact and very luminous source appears behind the warm absorber while for type-2 objects it is seen from the side. It was emphasized by Netzer (1993), that reprocessing and the production of emission lines by the warm absorber is important if the optical depth of the medium is high enough. The exact geometry of the warm absorber still is a matter of debate. It could be an outflow originating at the accretion disk surface that is magnetically or radiatively accelerated (Konigl & Kartje, 1994; Murray & Chiang, 1995; Elvis, 2000).

Mathur et al. (1994) confirmed that the warm absorber in the quasar 3C 351 is consistent with the medium causing the UV absorption lines. This was later confirmed for most objects having warm absorbers (see e.g. Mathur et al., 1998; Crenshaw et al., 1999; Monier et al., 2001), although the kinematic features of the UV and soft X-ray range do not always coincide (see e.g. Behar et al., 2003, for the case of NGC 3783).

On the other hand, it was also shown that the UV/X-ray absorber in 3C 351 cannot be identical with the BLR, due to inconsistent physical properties of the photo-ionizing and -absorbing media (Mathur et al., 1994). In the case of the Seyfert galaxy NGC 3227 the warm absorber is intermixed with dust that could not survive in the BLR. Meanwhile, it is found in many AGN that the warm absorber is an independent, eventually dusty medium located farther away from the central engine than the BLR. However, this result is not ubiquitous, in some objects the warm absorber can be modeled as a high-density mass-loss from BLR clouds (Netzer, 1996), or optically thin and highly ionized clouds intermixed with the BLR (Shields et al., 1995).

A thoroughly examined object is the Seyfert galaxy NGC 3783 that was spectroscopically observed for 900 ks with Chandra (Kaspi et al., 2002). We show the obtained spectra in Fig. 3.5. This warm absorber was modeled using photo-ionization simulations by Krongold et al. (2003), who found out that the observed spectrum can be reproduced by a two-phase absorber, irradiated by a power-law continuum. Although both phases of the absorber differ significantly in column density and ionization state, they are consistent with a single outflow in pressure equilibrium. This is a physically probable condition for the absorbing material (Krolik & Kriss, 1995), although not considered in most modeling attempts. We come back to this issue in chapter 9, where we present modeling attempts for the warm absorber.

Note, that absorption in the soft X-ray range also happens in the intergalactic medium, as well as in the interstellar medium of the AGN host galaxy and of our own Galaxy. This “on-the-way-absorption”, however, is due to a much colder medium and has a different velocity structure. It can be accounted for in the fitting process.

3.1.4 The iron Kα-line and the Compton hump: X-ray reprocessing

First detections of a strong X-ray emission line at 6.4 keV came from *EINSTEIN* observations of heavily obscured Seyfert galaxies, such as NGC 4151 (Matsuoka et al., 1986). Deep observations
Figure 3.5: Detailed X-ray spectrum of NGC 3783 obtained with Chandra and reported by Kaspi et al. (2002). The inset is a zoom resolving individual lines below 1 keV.

using the GINGA satellite revealed that the emission line complex is a common X-ray feature of Seyfert galaxies (see e.g. Pounds et al., 1989; Awaki et al., 1991). It is attributed to fluorescent Kα emission. The Kα-line of iron is particularly strong due to a high cosmic abundance and a strong fluorescence yield. The line is often accompanied by a high-energy hump and by an absorption feature at \( \sim 7 \) keV, which is due to iron K-shell absorption (Pounds et al., 1990; Nandra & Pounds, 1994).

Contributions to the iron Kα-line complex may come from different ionization states causing line components in a range of 6.4 keV — 6.9 keV. However, the ionization states up to FeXVII have line energies close to 6.4 keV and FeXVIII—XXIV Kα-lines reach up to 6.65 keV. Only helium- and hydrogen-like iron produces lines at 6.7 keV and 6.9 keV respectively. The fluorescent lines are actually doublets due to fine structure effects. For neutral iron, the Kα-line at 6.4 keV splits up into a doublet of Kα1 at 6.404 keV and Kα2 at 6.391 keV. However, with current observing technology none of these differences can be resolved.

The ASCA satellite mission showed, that the observed line complexes mostly peak around 6.4 keV (Nandra et al., 1997b), indicating nearly neutral iron. The equivalent width of the line complex is in the range of 200 eV — 300 eV. From the observations, an anti-correlation between the equivalent widths \( EW(K_{\alpha}) \) and the spectral slope was found. Furthermore, in type-1 AGN the equivalent width of the narrow Kα-line component at 6.4 keV is anti-correlated with the soft X-ray luminosity of the active nucleus. This effect is commonly called the X-ray Baldwin effect (Nandra et al., 1997a; Reeves, 2003; Zhou & Wang, 2005). Confirmation of the effect seems less sure in a pure quasar sample, as reported by Jiménez-Bailón et al. (2005).

The absorption edges for K-shell photoionization for various ionization states are regularly distributed between 7.1 keV for neutral iron and 9.3 keV for the hydrogen-like ion. The GINGA observations of a sample of Seyfert galaxies conducted by Nandra & Pounds (1994) revealed higher ionization states for the K-shell absorption edges than those necessary to explain the emission lines. They concluded that the line emitting region and the absorbing medium are not identical. The later one should be a hotter, eventually outflowing medium that was identified with the warm absorber (see section 3.1.3).

The launch of the XMM-Newton observatory has greatly improved spectral observations of the
Figure 3.6: The profile of the iron Kα-line complex in MCG -6-30-15 observed with ASCA in 1994. The line spectrum is shown as a ratio to a power-law fit. One can clearly distinguish the broad red wing in the asymmetric profile (Iwasawa et al., 1996).

iron Kα-line (see e.g. Reeves, 2003). Even the much weaker Kβ line complex around ~ 7 keV can be detected in some objects, such as the Seyfert-2 galaxy NGC 4388 (Beckmann et al., 2004), or the Seyfert-1 galaxy NGC 3783 (Reeves et al., 2004). It turned out, that all detected Kα-lines from AGN contain a narrow component at 6.4 keV. However, in some objects the line complex shows a very asymmetric and broad profile. As an example, we show ASCA observations of the Seyfert galaxy MCG -6-30-15 (Tanaka et al., 1995), plotted as a ratio to a power-law fit, in Fig. 3.6. In this object, the iron Kα line is particularly strong showing a broad red wing. There is increasing evidence that the peculiar line profile is related to relativistic distortions. The line therefore offers a possibility to probe the physical conditions in the close environment of the accreting black hole. The observed line profile depends on many parameters, including the disk inclination, the emissivity distribution across the disk, or intervening matter on the line of sight. Meanwhile, broad iron Kα features are reported for several objects (see e.g. Nandra et al., 1999; Balestra et al., 2004; Porquet et al., 2004; Jiménez-Bailón et al., 2005). Detailed modeling therefore becomes important. We are going to discuss modeling of the iron Kα more extensively in the chapters 4 and 6.

Another peculiar iron Kα-line complex is found in the Seyfert-2 galaxy IRAS 18325-5926 (Iwasawa et al., 1996, 2004). While this line also indicates relativistic broadening, it peaks at a slightly higher energy than 6.4 keV, which is uncommon for Seyfert galaxies. This specific Kα-line therefore indicates emission from highly-ionized iron, dominated by hydrogen-like species.

Constructing a composite X-ray spectrum of eight Seyfert galaxies, Pounds et al. (1990) found that the iron emission line goes along with another spectral component forming a hump around 30 keV. This hump had been predicted early by theoretical work of Guilbert & Rees (1988) as well as
Lightman & White (1988). It is due to multiple Compton scattering successively decreasing photon energies. Modeling of X-ray reprocessing by a colder medium confirms the combined occurrence of the iron Kα-line and the reflection bump. Both effects are connected by the atomic physics of X-ray reprocessing. The unified scheme of quasars suggests several locations for the reprocessing media, such as the accretion disk, or the inner surfaces of the molecular and dusty torus. Hot clouds in the central region could also provide the high-ionization components seen in the iron lines (Karas et al., 2000).

For cold reprocessing, Magdziarz & Zdziarski (1995) found a parametrization for various shapes of the incident spectrum, the viewing angle, and the covering factor \( R \) measuring the strength of the reprocessed component. The value \( R \) is defined as the solid angle \( \Omega \) subtended by the reprocessing material and the primary source: \( R = \Omega/2\pi \). Applying their method to a sample of Seyfert galaxies, Magdziarz & Zdziarski (1995) find a strong correlation between \( R \) and the photon index \( \Gamma \) of the power-law component. For increasing \( \Gamma \), and thus for steeper X-ray spectra, the reprocessed component becomes stronger.

We already pointed out, that there is an observational correlation between the equivalent width of the Kα-line and \( \Gamma \). Together with the X-ray Baldwin effect, a correlation between \( EW(K\alpha) \), \( \Gamma \), \( R \), and the soft X-ray luminosity is established.

### 3.2 X-ray variability of AGN

Spectral variability is a defining feature of AGN. During the era of the EXOSAT-satellite, rapid and large amplitude variability in the X-ray band was confirmed to be common in Seyfert galaxies (McHardy, 1988; Pounds & McHardy, 1988; McHardy, 1989). The variability is seen on time scales of weeks to months, and 40% of all Seyfert galaxies even vary significantly within one day (Grandi et al., 1992). Since no physical signal can proceed faster than light, such short variability time scales are connected to small light traveling distances of only \( \sim 3 \times 10^{15} \) cm. Hence, the observed variability requires that the X-ray radiation of AGN is produced very close to the central engine. The overall X-ray variability is complex and only partly disentangled. In this section, we summarize the main observational results and their implications.

In Fig. 3.7, we show the X-ray light-curves of 3 Seyfert galaxies. The curves cover several years. The long-term behavior looks similar in all three objects, which is not evident in the first place, because they differ significantly in luminosity - for instance, NGC 5548 is a hundred times more luminous than NGC 4051. In contrast to the long-term similarities, the amplitudes of the short-term variations, on time-scales of \( \sim 1 \) day, are anti-correlated with the brightness (Barr & Mushotzky, 1986; Green et al., 1993; Nandra et al., 1997c). Brighter Seyfert galaxies thus vary less on short time scales.

With the launch of the RXTE-satellite it became possible to investigate X-ray variability in more detail. Extensive monitoring has been carried out for a few Seyfert galaxies (see e.g. Markowitz & Edelson, 2001; Markowitz et al., 2003) and for the radio-quiet quasar PG 0804+761 (Papidakis et al., 2003). Intensive observational campaigns allow construction of detailed power density spectra (PDS). The PDS is an efficient tool to analyze variability, as it quantifies the variability power exhibited for a given time-scale (section 3.2.1).

Meanwhile, strong X-ray variability can be traced down to time-scales of only hours or even minutes. Computing \( \text{rms-variability spectra} \) from long X-ray observations with XMM-Newton allows to investigate spectral changes around the iron Kα-line. As the line is the result of X-ray reprocessing,
insights in the time evolution of the reprocessed component with respect to the primary radiation can be obtained (section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Timing analysis using power density spectra

Lawrence & Papadakis (1993) and Green et al. (1993) analyzed EXOSAT data for AGN by constructing power density spectra $P(f)$. The PDS of a given light-curve is obtained by (discrete) Fourier-transformation. It hence gives a measure of the power contributed by periodic or quasi-periodic events with frequency $f$. Generally, PDS of AGN are monotonous functions with an overall negative slope. Such PDS are called “red noise”, because they do not show any prominent features corresponding to characteristic time-scales. Therefore, the variability seemed to be the result of randomly distributed and uncorrelated events. A similar conclusion had been drawn by McHardy & Czerny (1987) doing a fractal analysis of a three-day light-curve for the Seyfert galaxy NGC 5506.

With the launch of the RXTE-satellite, the PDS of AGN became a lot better in quality. It was shown that they can be fitted by a broken power-law $P(f) \propto f^{-\alpha}$, with $\alpha$ changing significantly at specific break frequencies (see e.g. Edelson & Nandra, 1999, for the case of NGC 3516). The turnover frequencies typically correspond to time-scales of days and months (McHardy et al., 1998; Chiang et al., 2000; Markowitz et al., 2003). Combining extensive RXTE and ASCA observations of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15, Nowak & Chiang (2000) revealed a turning point of the PDS in the high frequency range between $f = 10^{-4}$ Hz and $f = 10^{-3}$ Hz (Fig. 3.8). The PDS of MCG -6-30-15 is very similar to the PDS of the galactic source Cygnus X-1 (e.g. Belloni & Hasinger, 1990), when scaled in frequency by a factor of $\sim 10^3$. A similar conclusion was drawn by McHardy et al. (2004) from combined RXTE and XMM-Newton data of NGC 4051.

Figure 3.7: Long-term light curves for the Seyfert galaxies NGC 4051, MCG -6-30-15, and NGC 5548 (Uttley & Mhardy, 2004)
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Figure 3.8: Power density spectrum of MGC -6-30-15 composed from observations taken with \textit{ASCA} and \textit{RXTE} (Nowak & Chiang, 2000).

For galactic black holes, the turnover frequency of the PDS points out the size of the emission regions. We assume that the variability of AGN is also connected to the accretion process. From the \(\alpha\)-disk model (section 2.4.2), it follows that the local disk flux and therefore the luminosity of the object scale linearly with the black hole mass \(M\). So does the Keplerian time scale as a characteristic time-scale for the accretion process at a given radius. Therefore, the correlation between short-term variability amplitude and luminosity is expected to constrain the black hole mass of AGN in the same way as for galactic black holes.

Green et al. (1993) pointed out that the PDS is correlated to the spectral shape. Objects showing a softer X-ray slope show more intense variability on short time-scales. In the analogy of galactic black holes this corresponds to a “high-state” with the inner edge of the accretion disk reaching closer in, and with a less developed inner hot flow (see section 3.1.1).

Furthermore, it has been known for a while that luminosity changes of many Seyfert galaxies are correlated to variations of the spectral slope. A general trend is that the X-ray spectrum over 2 keV — 50 keV \textit{softens when the luminosity increases} (see e.g. Halpern, 1985; Perola et al., 1986; Matsuoka et al., 1990; Maraschi et al., 1991; Grandi et al., 1992; Leighly et al., 1996; Markowitz et al., 2003). Such variations can be explained by recalling the spectroscopic decomposition of the X-ray spectrum into a primary power law component and reprocessed radiation (see section 3.1). The variability correlation between the spectral shape and the luminosity can then be reproduced by different relative normalizations of the two components. This model works well for NGC 5548 (Nandra et al., 1991) and MCG -6-30-15 (Nandra et al., 1990).

Analysis of PDS shows, that the variability behavior of NLS1 galaxies is different from that of regular Seyfert-1 galaxies. In comparison to regular Seyfert-1 galaxies of similar luminosity, the
variability amplitude on time scales of days is significantly stronger. Hence, the connection between variability and accretion process must be different for NLS1 galaxies (Leighly, 1999; Turner et al., 1999). It is currently discussed, that NLS1-galaxies accrete at rates close to the Eddington rate, release a great fraction of the accretion power into a wind. It is possible that this wind contributes significantly to the observed variability, making the picture more complicated than for regular Seyfert galaxies or quasars.

Quasi-periodic variability is well-know for stellar mass black holes, with Cygnus X-1 being a famous prototype. For a stellar black hole, the emission region, the accretion disk, and the Keplerian time scales are smaller by several orders of magnitude compared to the case of AGN. Therefore, quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) of AGN are expected but very hard to observe today (Vaughan & Uttley, 2005). For a while it was claimed that QPOs had been found by EXOSAT observations of the Seyfert galaxy NGC 6814 (Mittaz & Branduardi-Raymont, 1989; Leighly et al., 1992) but, unfortunately, this had to be rejected when Madejski et al. (1993) reported a secondary, independent and periodic source appearing close to the center of NGC 6814.

3.2.2 X-ray flaring and the variability of the iron Kα-line

Recently, some AGN have been extensively observed, for $\sim 10^5$ s or more, using XMM-Newton and Chandra. Flux variability by factors of 1.5—3 within less than one hour was found - such X-ray flares have been reported for MCG -6-30-15 (Ponti et al., 2004), for NGC 5548 (Kaasra et al., 2004), and also for the bright quasar PDS 456 (Reeves et al., 2000). In Fig. 3.9 we show a light-curve of NGC 5548 taken with Chandra (Kaasra et al., 2004). Several flaring events are denoted by capital letters. Rising and fading of these eruptions are roughly symmetric in time. Judging by eye, one gets the impression that the X-ray variability on very short time scales is dominated by
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Figure 3.10: The rms-variability spectrum of a long XMM-Newton observation of MCG -6-30-15 as derived by Ponti et al. (2004).

For the strong flare reported in MCG -6-30-15, Ponti et al. (2004) investigated spectral variations during the actual flare period, and during the whole observation of 95 ks conducted by Wilms et al. (2001). The series of single spectra taken during the relatively short flare period of \( \sim 2000 \) s still suffers from a low signal-to-noise ratio. However, the spectral variability can be described with enough accuracy by computation of the fractional variability spectrum \( F_{\text{var}}(E) \). This rms-variability gives a measure for the variability power exhibited at a given spectral energy. It can be defined as:

\[
F_{\text{var}}(E) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(x(E, \Delta t_i) - \langle x(E) \rangle)^2}{N-1}}{\langle x(E) \rangle}},
\]

where \( x(E, \Delta t_i) \) is the source count rate in the energy band \( E \) during the time interval \( \Delta t_i \), the value \( \langle x(E) \rangle \) is the mean source count rate at energy \( E \) during the whole observation, and \( N \) is the number of time bins. We show the resulting rms-spectrum in Fig. 3.10.

An interesting feature in this rms-spectrum is the relative lack of variability at the location of the iron K\( \alpha \)-line. Such a behavior has been confirmed for various Seyfert galaxies (Markowitz et al., 2003) and suggests a different variability pattern for the primary spectrum and for the reprocessed component.

In the case of MCG -6-30-15, the suggestion was made that the suppression of variability around 6.4 keV can be understood by strong relativistic effects in the vicinity of a rapidly spinning black hole (Miniutti & Fabian, 2005).
Chapter 4

Modeling of X-ray reprocessing in AGN

In the preceding chapter 3, we have given a description of the average X-ray spectrum of AGN, its main components and variability properties. It became clear that the X-ray appearance of AGN is complex and not yet entirely understood. However, more accurate data become available with current and next generation X-ray satellites. Equally important is the development of sophisticated theoretical models for the various physical processes contributing to the X-ray properties of AGN.

In this chapter, we present some recent modeling projects being related to our modeling purposes concerning the reprocessed spectral component of AGN. This description gives us a helpful basis for the modeling carried out in the remaining part of this thesis. In section 4.1 we briefly recall different scenarios for the origin of the incident hard X-ray radiation, while in section 4.2 we compare the reprocessed radiation computed under different assumptions for the density and ionization structure of the illuminated medium. In section 4.3 we discuss possible approaches to the modeling of the local spectra produced by magnetic flares illuminating small areas of the disk, and section 4.4 presents the application of relativistic corrections to the spectra coming from orbiting spots. In this context, we also describe Monte-Carlo simulations for random flare distributions across the disk in order to model X-ray variability.

4.1 Production of the primary component

A basic constituent of X-ray spectra from AGN is the primary component. It is believed that the primary radiation mostly forms due to Comptonization of soft photons within a hot optically thin plasma. The temperature of the plasma must be very high, in order to “up-scatter” the soft photons to hard X-ray energies. However, the accretion flow, at least in bright AGN, is assumed to proceed rather in the form of a cool, optically thick accretion disk. Thus, the origin of a hot Comptonizing plasma is not obvious (see e.g. Narayan et al., 1998; Collin et al., 2001; Czerny et al., 2003).

One way, to explain the formation of a hot-corona above the disk, is by invoking the concept of magnetic flares. This concept was established in analogy to solar flares. The main idea was outlined by Galeev et al. (1979) and developed in several subsequent papers for both AGN and galactic sources (see e.g. Haardt & Maraschi, 1991; Haardt et al., 1994; Poutanen & Fabian, 1999). As an accretion disk around the central black hole of an AGN is assumed, it is suggested that the differential rotation within the disk should create magnetic activity in the same way as it is generated in the sun. Driven by the rotation of the disk, the magnetic pressure in the disk rises, so that some flux tubes are pushed away form the disk by buoyancy and reconnect at a certain
height above the surface. Such reconnection events release large amounts of magnetic energy and form compact blobs of an optically thin and highly ionized medium producing the observed primary radiation. Such flares are local phenomena, the rise of the magnetic flux tubes may be triggered by the magneto-rotational instabilities inside the disk. Therefore, we expect flares to appear with a certain randomness in position on the disk. On a time average, X-ray flares therefore create an extended, patchy corona (Haardt et al., 1994). The plasma in the localized blobs contain free electrons at high temperatures. The primary spectrum resulting from inverse Compton scattering has a power-law shape (e.g. Rybicki & Lightman, 1979; Sunyaev & Titarchuk, 1980). However, this rather qualitative description still contains a number of uncertainties. For instance, the velocity distribution of the electrons in the hot magnetized plasma above the disk does not necessarily have to be thermal but also could have a non-thermal component (Coppi, 1999).

For the remainder of this chapter and this thesis we are going to assume a few simple properties of the primary component without considering the details of its production. The primary source of a flare event is supposed to emerge from a very compact region around the position of the reconnection and it should have a power-law shape. For the X-ray range it is mostly convenient to describe it by the photon index $\Gamma$ for a photon number distribution $n(E) \propto E^{-\Gamma}$. The magnetic fields forming the newly connected flux loop are anchored in deeper layers of the accretion disk and therefore the compact source co-rotates with the disk. No specific assumptions about the angular distribution of the primary radiation are made, we simply assume the source emits an isotropic radiation field. In such a scenario, we expect half of the radiation to reach the disk where the reprocessed component emerges.

### 4.2 X-ray reprocessing by the accretion disk

The idea of X-ray radiation being reprocessed is known from other astrophysical contexts, such as the irradiation of the accretion disk by the compact X-ray source in a binary system (see e.g. Chiappetti et al., 1983). As explained in chapter 3, typical imprints of reprocessed spectra from irradiated media are the Compton bump at roughly 30 keV and atomic emission features, especially a fluorescent iron line around 6.4 keV.

Sunyaev & Titarchuk (1980) computed Comptonization effects and the time-development of incident photon spectra passing through ionized clouds. They conducted analytical modeling by solving the Kompaneets equations for Compton interaction in the energy range < 511 MeV, below pair production effects (Kompaneets, 1956). They investigated the effects of X-ray photons with photon energy $E$ being scattered off a colder electron distribution with temperature $T_e$, so that $E > kT_E$. The bump feature observed in AGN spectra, but also Comptonization effects on the shape of an X-ray emission line were predicted for clouds with a Thomson scattering depth of a few.

While the bump feature can be represented by analytical solutions of the Kompaneets equation, atomic reprocessing features are not incorporated. In order to also consider atomic emission and absorption processes, detailed radiative transfer simulations have to be conducted. This has been done extensively (see e.g. Lightman & White, 1988; Ross & Fabian, 1993; Zycki & Czerny, 1994; Zycki et al., 1994; Nayakshin et al., 2000; Ballantyne et al., 2000, 2001; Matt et al., 1993a,b; Różyńska et al., 2002). In the following, we present some projects for the modeling of the reprocessed component from an irradiated accretion disk.
4.2.1 Constant density models

As a first approach the reprocessed component can be modeled assuming a uniform density, plane-parallel slab for the medium. In most models both internal disk emission inside the slab and external X-ray radiation are defined. We present here some examples of models for the reprocessing.

Neutral medium with Comptonization

George & Fabian (1991) perform spectral modeling of Compton reflection and reprocessing by conducting Monte-Carlo simulations of photons irradiating a cold, neutral medium. The photons undergo Kα photo-absorption events with neutral iron or Compton scattering off bound electrons. The absorbed photons could then either be re-emitted as a fluorescent Kα- or Kβ-line photon and stay in the simulation or be lost by ejection of an Auger electron.

In their simulations George & Fabian (1991) investigate properties of the reprocessed medium for an incident radiation with a power-law shape. The photon index Γ of the power-law and the incident and viewing angles are changed systematically. It turns out that radiation being injected at grazing incident angles, has a higher probability to escape from the medium because these photons stay closer to the surface than those injected normally. For a given viewing angle the reprocessed radiation for low incident angles θ, measured from the normal to the surface, is hence lower than for higher θ. At the same time, photons escaping from the medium at directions close to the plane of the surface generally had to undergo several scattering events before. This is due to the Compton scattering phase function favoring forward and backward scattering. Therefore, the reprocessed flux for a given incident angle θ is a function of the viewing angle i, also measured from the disk normal, decreasing rapidly for grazing viewing directions.

Taking the approach a step further, George & Fabian (1991) perform simulations of Compton reflection and reprocessing by an accretion disk medium. The medium is either a semi-isotropically illuminated infinitely large slab, or a cylindrically-shaped disk irradiated by a source placed at a certain height above the disk surface on the disk-axis. The former model describes a model of X-ray irradiation, where the source of the primary continuum is embedded as a clumpy medium in the upper layers of the disk atmosphere, while the latter model assumes irradiation of the disk by a “lampaost”. Both of these approaches reproduce reprocessed spectra, showing strong Kα and Kβ lines of iron and a Compton hump as we show in Fig. 4.1.

The figure presents the Compton reflection/reprocessed spectrum for an incident radiation with photon index of 1.7 having a semi-isotropic angular distribution. Such an angular dependence corresponds to an optically thin hot corona. For different metallicities the spectral level changes significantly. If the metallicity increases the soft X-ray absorption is stronger and most iron line fluorescent photons are destroyed by the Auger effect and do not escape from the medium any more. From the Monte-Carlo method the existence of the Compton hump can be understood by multiple Compton scatterings successively decreasing photon energies. Since the energy decrement per scattering increases with photon energy, while for lower photon energies only coherent Thomson scattering occurs, an accumulation of photons at intermediate energies around ~ 30 keV is expected.

Models for ionized material

Simulating Compton reflection and reprocessing by a cold, neutral medium is not a sufficient approach for accretion disks in AGN. The viscous heating of the disk together with the external hard X-ray irradiation assure that most elements are highly ionized. The reflected spectrum therefore
Figure 4.1: Modeling of the Compton reflection and iron line fluorescence performed by George & Fabian (1991). Here we show their results for an irradiated plane-parallel slab. The solid curve (a) denotes the reflected component including the Kα and Kβ lines. The other two solid curves denote the same for lower (b) and higher (c) metallicity of the slab. The dashed line corresponds to the incident spectrum.

exhibits various atomic features in the optical and UV, but also in the soft X-ray range. In order to model correctly the X-ray spectra of AGN it is hence necessary to compute the ionization structure of the medium and to consider its impact on the reprocessing.

The ionization states at given point in the medium depend on the local temperature and on the radiation field. In the case of an accretion disk, these values can be obtained from the standard α-disk model given by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) if the fundamental parameters, the black hole mass $M$, the accretion rate $\dot{m}$ expressed in units of the Eddington accretion rate, and the disk radius $r$ are set. An important point in the modeling is that the α-disk model assumes a constant density of the medium. To add the external heating to the emission by the disk, a hard X-ray power-law spectrum is be added. The strength of the external X-ray heating is determined by the ionization parameter $\xi$ defined as follows:

$$\xi = \frac{4\pi F_{\text{inc}}}{n_H}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Herein, $F_{\text{inc}}$ denotes the incident flux and $n_H$ the surface number density of the medium.

This work was first conducted by Ross & Fabian (1993) who computed reprocessed spectra from an irradiated, plane-parallel element of an accretion disk at distance of 14 $R_g$. They chose the ionization parameter in such a way that the external X-ray flux equal the soft X-ray flux produced by the disk, and performed computations for two black hole masses, $10^7 M_\odot$ and $10^8 M_\odot$ and several accretion rates. It turned out that the overall spectral shape is governed by the ionization parameter $\xi$ and that the black hole mass normalizes the overall spectral level. In Fig 4.2 we show the results of Ross & Fabian (1993). The various solid curves denote dimensionless accretion rates, normalized to the Eddington accretion rate, between 0.15 and 0.30 around a $10^7$ solar mass black hole.
4.2. X-RAY REPROCESSING BY THE ACCRETION DISK

Figure 4.2: Modeling of the reprocessed spectra emitted by an ionized plane-parallel slab at constant density and illuminated by an external hard X-ray source (Ross & Fabian, 1993). The slab corresponds to an element at 14 $R_g$ of the accretion disk around a $10^7$ solar masses black hole. The ionization parameter $\xi$ of the external X-rays is chosen so that the X-ray flux equals the viscous flux produced in the disk element. The solid curves denote the reprocessed radiation for various accretion rates (see text). The dashed lines show the incident power law, and the dotted line the viscous soft X-ray flux. The curves have different offsets to enable comparison. Several emission lines are indicated.

The ionization profile of the accretion disk leads to spectral emission lines as shown in the figure. The Kα-line complex occurs for all accretion rates, and therefore for all values of $\xi$. The strength of the other emission lines decreases for higher accretion rates, as the material becomes more and more ionized.

4.2.2 The hydrostatic equilibrium

Further sophistication can be added to the modeling of the reprocessed component by including the hydrostatic equilibrium of the accretion disk. Assuming that the disk atmosphere has a constant density, one neglects the influence of the gravitational field in the vicinity of the black hole, as well as the pressure exerted by the radiation field. To obtain a more physical model, the density structure of the medium should be computed self-consistently with the energy and ionization balance, radiative transfer, and hydrostatic pressure equilibrium equations. Such investigations have been carried out by Nayakshin et al. (2000); Nayakshin & Kallman (2001) or Ballantyne et al. (2001).

Here we refer to the study of Rózanska et al. (2002). The code to compute the hydrostatic equilibrium of the disk is described in detail in chapter 5 and applied for our modeling presented in chapter 6. The hydrostatic equilibrium of the disk consists of a balance between the vertical component of the black hole’s gravitational field and the gas and radiative pressure. Rózanska et al. (2002) have conducted computations of the reprocessed spectra emitted by the accretion disk. The angular dependence of the incident radiation corresponds to the so-called lamp-post model, where the hard X-ray source is supposed to be located on the disk axis at a relatively large height above
Figure 4.3: The vertical temperature profile of an irradiated accretion disk computed under the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium (solid line). The dashed lines mark the individual iterations between the computations for the structure and for the radiative transfer Różańska et al. (2002).

the black hole. This hard X-ray lamp irradiates the accretion disk from above along all disk radii. The simulations described here are valid for the disk radius of 20 $R_g$, with $R_g = GM/c^2$ being the gravitational radius for a black hole of the mass $M = 10^8 M_\odot$. The accretion rate in the disk is $\dot{m} = 0.03$ Eddington units. A thermal spectrum for the disk emission is added based on the total disk flux and the disk temperature resulting from the hydrostatic equilibrium.

The Compton reflection/reprocessed component is calculated using the radiative transfer codes TITAN and NOAR (Dumont et al., 2000). The code TITAN conducts radiative transfer inside optically thick media. It computes the spectrum in the UV and soft X-ray range and also determines the temperature and ionization structure of the medium. Compton effects modifying the X-ray spectrum and also the energy balance of the medium are taken into account by the Monte-Carlo code NOAR. The modeling results presented in chapter 6 were also obtained using TITAN and NOAR. Both codes are described in more detail in chapter 5.

The radiative transfer simulations are iteratively coupled with the computation of the hydrostatic equilibrium and self-consistently solved. The obtained spectra represent thus the spectrum coming from an accretion disk being in hydrostatic equilibrium with the local gravity field and the radiation produced in the disk and arriving from the X-ray lamp.

In Fig. 4.3 we plot the temperature profile obtained after convergence of the iterations between the calculations of the hydrostatic balance and the radiative transfer. The temperature marks a rapid transition from high temperatures $\sim 10^7$ K at the surface of the medium to more moderate values of $\sim 5 \times 10^4$ K at deeper in the plane-parallel slab. Such a rapid temperature drop has also been modeled by Nayakshin et al. (2000) and Ballantyne et al. (2001) who conducted similar investigations. In Fig. 4.4 the resulting reprocessed component together with the emerging total spectrum are shown. The total spectrum as seen by a distant observer is given by the sum of the reprocessing and the primary radiation, because both radiation sources are seen superimposed. The figure shows spectra for a detailed calculation of the vertical disk structure under the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium and also for a simpler model assuming a constant density in the disk.
The spectra for both models of the density structure in the disk exhibit a strong thermal component in the UV. The X-ray part of the spectra clearly shows that the medium is moderately ionized. In contrast to Fig. 4.1 the spectra are much softer due to less absorption occurring in the soft X-rays and the UV band. The spectral differences between the case of an accurately computed vertical disk structure and a constant density approach are significant, especially in the soft X-ray range.

Similar spectral behavior for the reprocessed radiation of accretion disks has been obtained by Nayakshin et al. (2000), despite the fact that in this work various parameters are different, as is the way in which the structure of the medium is computed.

4.3 Spectral modeling of flare spots

The concept of magnetic flares in accretion disks around black holes is inspired by the observation and investigation of solar flares where magnetic structures evolve due to the differential rotation of the sun. Galeev et al. (1979) suggested a model for growing magnetic field loops above the accretion disks. The development of the magnetic flux tubes is driven by convective forces and by the differential rotation within the disk and leads to magnetically charged blobs being driven away from the disk surface (Haardt et al., 1994). Due to reconnection of magnetic fields in the disk corona, compact sources of hard X-ray spectra are created. In the framework of this model several observed properties of quasar X-ray spectra can be explained. Aside from the hard X-ray component seen directly by a distant observer, a fraction of the primary is reprocessed by the underlying disk producing the observed reprocessed component seen in the observations (see section 3.1). The flares may also explain the existence of the hot, optically thin plasma Comptonizing the primary radiation.

Understanding of the exact mechanisms leading to magnetic reconnection events above the disk has only started recently, as powerful magneto-hydrodynamical models are developed allowing to model the evolution of the magnetic structures in accretion disk in three dimensions (see e.g. Hawley & Villiers, 2004). In any case, magnetic flares should give an attractive way to explain the heating of the corona above the accretion disk and the production of the reprocessed component. As the magnetic reconnection events above the disk supposedly happen with a certain randomness, the flare model offers a way to explains the short term variability of AGN (e.g. Done & Nayakshin, 2001).

Among several other research groups (e.g. Nayakshin & Kazanas, 2002; Ross et al., 1999; Poutanen & Fabian, 1999; Beloborodov, 1999; Merloni & Fabian, 2001a,b, and others), reprocessed spectra of magnetic flares were computed by Collin et al. (2003). In this work an emphasis was put on the time-evolution of a flare - the approach takes into account that the underlying medium changes due to the onset of the flare and its temperature and ionization structure changes. However, different properties of the medium change with different reaction-times. The most important of these reaction times are the following:

1. the radiation transfer time, $t_{rt}$,
2. the time for readjustment of the ionization equilibrium, which is the longer of the ionization time, $t_{ion}$, and the recombination time, $t_{rec}$,
3. the time for thermal equilibrium, $t_{th}$,
4. the time for readjustment of the hydrostatic equilibrium $t_{dyn}$. 
In Collin et al. (2003) estimations for these time-scales are given to be compared to the characteristic time-scales of the flare. These are the following:

1. the "growing time" $t_{\text{grow}}$ during which the flare builds up the compact flare source,
2. the time-scale $t_{\text{fl}}$ for the observed increase of the X-ray continuum,
3. the intrinsic duration of the flare.

No reliable estimate can be given for the duration of the flare as there is no real indication yet. It could well be as large as $10^5$ s as suggested by the highest time-scales derived from the analysis of power-density-spectra (Markowitz & Edelson, 2004). For the other time scales estimates can be found on physical grounds. Their comparison with the characteristic time-scales of the medium leads to:

$$t_{\text{rt}}, t_{\text{ion}}, t_{\text{rec}}, t_{\text{th}}, \ll t_{\text{grow}} \sim 10^3 \, \text{s} \leq t_{\text{fl}} \ll t_{\text{dyn}} \sim 10^5 \, \text{s}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)
4.3. SPECTRAL MODELING OF FLARE SPOTS

Figure 4.5: Results for the structure and radiative transfer computations at the three different states 1, 2, and 3. The left panel shows the vertical density (thick line) and temperature (thin line) structure in terms of optical depth (Thomson units), the right panel represents the spectral flux between 1 keV and 100 keV for state 2 and state 3 (Collin et al., 2003).

Compared to the sampling time of an observation, the onset of a flare could thus be observed. The temperature and the ionization equilibrium respond immediately to an increase of flux, but the density structure remains unchanged. The adjustment of the density structure to a new hydrostatic balance takes much longer, and might not be achieved before the flare emission ends. It therefore makes sense to consider the reprocessed spectra at several times during a whole flare period. Right after the onset of the flare, the reprocessed emission comes from a previously non-irradiated medium and only after a significant time the spectrum changes as the disk settles into a new hydrostatic equilibrium due to the flare irradiation.

In their work Collin et al. (2003) conduct modeling of the structure in the disk medium and of the emerging reprocessed spectra at three different states. In the first state (1) no illumination is assumed corresponding to the situation before the onset of the flare. The same code as mentioned in section 4.2.2 is used to compute the hydrostatic equilibrium of an accretion disk, but without being connected to any radiative transfer modeling with TITAN and NOAR. Then, for the state (2) the flare irradiation is switched on and the coupled computations between the disk structure and the radiative transfer are carried out. The illumination of the disk by the flare is supposed to be significantly stronger than the disk emission and the angular dependence of the incident radiation is assumed to be isotropic. The latter assumption does not entirely correspond to the flare geometry, as we are going to discuss in more detail in chapter 6. This fact is indeed an important starting point for the work described in this thesis. Finally, for the state (3) the hydrostatic equilibrium has changed and the medium has a different vertical density structure. Again, structure and radiative transfer are obtained self-consistently.

The results for the disk structure and the emerging spectral flux at all three states are compared in Fig. 4.5. During state 2 the spectrum displays the characteristics of a strongly illuminated, dense gas with very intense soft X-ray emission lines and a strong iron absorption edge. During state 3
the hot reflecting layer is thicker and thus the reflected continuum is more intense. The iron line
indicates higher ionization states, it exhibits broadened Comptonized wings (Abrassart & Dumont,
2001), the soft X-ray spectra is much weaker than in state 2.

Comparing the observational properties with the prediction made in the context of this model,
it is suggested that the observed luminosity is dominated by transient states having not reached
hydrostatic equilibrium. An observed spectrum is likely to contain contributions from flares at
different states. Therefore, model spectra derived for a state out of equilibrium, like the state 2, are
useful to be compare with the data. We derive such spectra in chapter 6.

4.4 Relativistic effects and orbiting flares

An important idea about magnetic flares in accretion disks is the fact that they occur at random
positions. This includes very close distances to the black hole, where we expect spectral deformations
due to relativistic effects in the curved space-time near the black hole. Also Doppler shifts induced
by the orbital motion become more important at smaller disk radii. In order to account for the
spectral deformation of the reprocessing coming from the inner spots, the local spectra emitted at
the disk surface have to be convolved with a relativistic transfer function calculated for a distant
observer at a given viewing direction.

Application of relativistic ray-tracing in combination with the emission from orbiting flares
becomes an important subject, since more frequently there are claims, that orbiting spots are
actually seen in the data (see e.g. Kaastra et al., 2004, for NGC 5548). In the case of NGC 3516
(Iwasawa et al., 2004), the authors have applied a ray-tracing model including an orbiting spot. The
emitted reprocessed spectrum contains iron line emission and the resulting time-resolved spectra of
the iron fluorescent line compare very well to the data. The XMM-Newton observation of NGC 3516
seems to show a periodic event. However, the observation is not long enough to really confirm the
periodicity, although the data looks quite promising (Miniutti & Fabian, 2005).

A rotating accretion disk with an asymmetric emissivity distribution induces strong variability
already by its orbital motion. Flares, randomly distributed over the disk, hence produce a variable
spectrum. As the signal-to-noise ratio for short time-dependent X-ray observations of a single flare
is not yet available, variability considerations can give better access to model interpretations from
X-ray data. Czerny et al. (2004) conducted Monte-Carlo simulations of many flare spots distributed
across the accretion disk. The model includes relativistic effects and shows in particular that the
observed variability level of Seyfert galaxies requires a larger number of flares if their intrinsic
luminosity is not uniform across the disk but depends on the spot location. In general, the energy-
dependent variability derived in Czerny et al. (2004) is not very high and never exceeds 2%. Such
low variability levels are not sufficient to be compared to observational data. In chapter 8, we
explain that this is related to some simplifying assumptions about the local spot emission. Using
the same method, we are going to conduct similar simulations in chapter 8, where the method is
described in more detail. It is based on the consecutive sampling of large flare distributions across
the disk. For each consecutive time bin, relativistic ray-tracing between each flare spot and the
distant observer at a given viewing direction is carried out with the help of the ray-tracing code
KY (Dovčiak, Karas & Yaqoob, 2004; Dovčiak, 2004) described in chapter 5. From the resulting
time series of spectra the rms-spectrum can be derived for various parameters, such as the black
hole spin, the observer's inclination, or the average flare distribution across the disk.
Chapter 5

Applied radiative transfer methods

In this chapter we describe the radiative transfer methods we apply in our X-ray modeling codes. The first code we use computes the vertical structure of an accretion disk in hydrostatic balance. For the local radiative transfer we use the two iteratively coupled codes TITAN and NOAR. Effects due to the curved space-time in the vicinity of a black hole are computed by the code KY.

An algorithm to solve the differential equations describing the vertical profile of an accretion disk in hydrostatic equilibrium subsequently developed by Agata Różańska and described in Różańska & Czerny (1996), Różańska (1999), Różańska et al. (1999), and Różańska et al. (2002). The code uses an iterative method to find the density, temperature, and internal radiative flux along the vertical axis for a given radius of the accretion disk. The mass of the central black hole, and the accretion rate can be defined by the user. The code then includes viscous heating by applying the α-disk model of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). It solves the radiative transfer of the total flux and also considers energy transport due to advection processes.

The code TITAN, developed by Anne-Marie Dumont and described in Dumont et al. (2000, 2003), computes the radiation field for the optical, UV, and soft X-ray range of a plane-parallel medium and calculates its thermal and ionization profile. In order to solve the radiative transfer equation, TITAN applies the Accelerated Lambda Iteration method (ALI). This method is frequently used in the modeling of stellar atmospheres. An arbitrary density stratification of the atmosphere can be adopted by TITAN or calculated self-consistently under the condition of constant gas or total (= gas + radiation) pressure. Incident and emitted spectra can be defined and evaluated at various angles with respect to the vertical axis of the plane-parallel atmosphere. The medium can be illuminated on both sides and the code calculates reflected and transmitted spectra at various angles. Compton interactions between the incident radiation and the ionized medium cause a net energy input and therefore contribute to the temperature profile of the medium. Also, Compton effects have an impact on the shape of spectral features in the X-ray range. Therefore TITAN is iteratively coupled to the Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code NOAR (Dumont et al., 2000, 2003).

The NOAR code was developed by Arnaud Abrassart and described in Dumont et al. (2000, 2003) computes reflected and transmitted spectra in the energy range of 0.8 keV —500 keV based on a vertical density, temperature, and ionization profile computed by TITAN. During the execution of NOAR, incident photons are sampled working their way through the medium. The photons undergo absorption, re-emission, and Compton scattering events, leading to a net Compton heating profile. All radiative processes are sampled using a random number generator in combination with given probability distributions of the atomic and radiative transfer processes. The photons escaping from the medium form the transmitted or reflected spectra. As for TITAN, all spectra can be defined
and evaluated at various angles. The NOAR code can be applied to a plane-parallel medium or to a stratified shell. During the following iteration between the two codes, the Compton heating profile obtained is read-in by TITAN and taken into account for the computation of the vertical temperature profile. The temperature and ionization profiles computed by TITAN are then re-injected into NOAR. This procedure continues until convergence between the two codes is achieved. Usually, this happens with the second or third iteration.

The codes TITAN and NOAR consider the ten most abundant chemical elements in the universe: H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, and Fe and all their ionic species. The atomic data used are identical for both programs and were recently updated.

For our modeling of X-ray emission in the closer vicinity of the black hole we have to include relativistic corrections in a curved space-time. This is done by the ray-tracing program KY (Dovčiak, Karas & Yaqoob, 2004; Dovčiak, 2004). This code integrates photon trajectories for a given emissivity distribution on a thin accretion disk located in the equatorial plane of a Schwarzschild or Kerr black hole. The disk is supposed to be in Keplerian motion at each disk radius. A time evolution of the disk emissivity can be included. The code computes time-dependent spectra for a distant observer at a defined viewing direction.

In the following we describe these four codes in more detail including the basic physical concepts behind them. Note that in our descriptions we frequently do not distinguish between the denotation of an angle $\theta$ and its cosine value $\mu = \cos \theta$.

## 5.1 Determining the vertical disk structure

The vertical structure of an accretion disk is described by its density $\rho$, temperature $T$, flux $F$, and pressure $P$ as a function of the vertical depth $z$ inside the medium. In order to find these various profiles, they have to be connected by the differential equations in $z$ that describe the physics of an accretion disk in hydrostatic equilibrium. In the following, we are going to list the relevant physical values and the corresponding equations. We briefly sketch out how they can be solved.

### 5.1.1 Description of the flux

We allow two kinds of radiation inside the medium: the viscous flux $F_{\text{disk}}$ dissipated within the disk and X-ray flux $F_X$ coming from above the disk, for instance from the optically thin and hot corona. Both fluxes are related to the accretion process powering the overall generation of emission. We define here a fraction $f$ measuring the amount of radiation dissipated within the corona. It is therefore defined by:

\[
(1 - f)F_{\text{disk}} + fF_X = F_{\text{gen}}, \tag{5.1}
\]

where $F_{\text{gen}}$ is the total flux generated from the accretion process and dissipated in the disk and in the corona at a given position. Integrating $F_{\text{gen}}$ over the whole disk surface, one obtains the bolometric luminosity $L_{\text{bol}}$ of the object being connected to the accretion rate $\dot{M}$:

\[
L_{\text{bol}} = 2 \pi \int_{r_{\text{in}}}^{r_{\text{out}}} dr \int_{0}^{2\pi} d\phi F_{\text{gen}}(r, \phi, z = 0) = \dot{M}c^2. \tag{5.2}
\]

Herein, $r_{\text{in}}$ and $r_{\text{out}}$ denote the inner and the outer radius of the accretion disk. The disk surface is assumed to be circular, so that it can be described in cylindrical coordinates $r$ and $\phi$ at the fixed
height \( z = 0 \). The efficiency of the energy transformation in the accretion process is measured by \( \eta \), which is the fraction of accreted mass being radiated away on both sides of the accretion disk.

Assuming that the disk is axisymmetric, we drop the coordinate \( \phi \) for the following and we only consider a given radius \( r \). Then the only relevant dependence remains in the vertical direction given by the \( z \)-axis. At a given optical depth \( \tau \), the differentials of both components \( F_{\text{disk}} \) and \( F_X \) of the generated flux are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
    dF_{\text{disk}} &= \frac{3\Omega\alpha}{2} P dz, \\
    dF_X &= \rho \kappa_{\text{tot}} F_X(z) dz.
\end{align*}
\]

The disk flux is related to the viscous transformation of gravitational energy measured by the parameter \( \alpha \), as introduced by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). The formula for \( dF_{\text{disk}} \) can be obtained from Shakura & Sunyaev (1976). The Keplerian angular velocity is denoted by \( \Omega \) and \( \kappa \) is the total opacity coefficient. For the coronal X-ray flux a simple exponential decay due to absorption is assumed. For the total flux \( F \) at the depth \( z \) it follows:

\[
\frac{dF}{dz} = \frac{dF_{\text{disk}}}{dz} + \frac{dF_X}{dz} = \frac{3}{2} \Omega\alpha P + \rho \kappa_{\text{tot}} F_X(z).
\]

### 5.1.2 Description of the pressure

Equation 5.5 contains the pressure \( P \) of the medium at a given height. This pressure can be decomposed into gas pressure \( P_{\text{gas}} \) and radiation pressure \( P_{\text{rad}} \):

\[
P = P_{\text{gas}} + P_{\text{rad}}
\]

The gas pressure is given by the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium in the gravitational field of the black hole. In the Newtonian limit, the vertical component \( g_z \) of the gravity field is given by:

\[
g_z = -\Omega^2 (H - z),
\]

where \( H \) denotes the height of the disk atmosphere measured from the equatorial plane. The gas pressure gradient \( dP_{\text{gas}} \) can be obtained from this equation by multiplication with the mass density \( \rho \).

The radiation pressure \( P_{\text{rad}} \) can be obtained with the help of the total opacity coefficient \( \kappa_{\text{tot}} \):

\[
dP_{\text{rad}} = \frac{\rho \kappa_{\text{tot}} F}{c} dz.
\]

Hence, for the total pressure gradient, we obtain the expression:

\[
\frac{dP}{dz} = \frac{dP_{\text{gas}}}{dz} + \frac{dP_{\text{rad}}}{dz} = -\rho \Omega^2 (H - z) + \frac{\rho \kappa_{\text{tot}} F}{c}.
\]
5.1.3 Description of the temperature

The expression 5.9 for the total pressure is related to the temperature by the thermal equation of state:

\[ P = \frac{k}{\mu m_H} \rho T. \]  

Herein, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( m_H \) denotes the hydrogen mass. For cosmic abundances we choose a molecular weight of \( \mu = 0.5 \).

The temperature profile of the medium is found by considering an energy balance between heating and cooling processes in each layer of the medium. Here we include viscous heating, Compton heating and atomic heating and cooling. This leads to the following balance equation:

\[ \frac{3}{2} \Omega \alpha \frac{k}{\mu m_H} T + \kappa_{es} \frac{4k}{m_e c^2} (T_{IC} - T) - \rho \Lambda(\rho, T) + \rho \Gamma(\rho, T). \]  

Herein, \( \kappa_{es} \) denotes the Thomson opacity, \( T_{IC} \) is the inverse Compton temperature, and \( \Lambda \) and \( \Gamma \) are the atomic cooling and heating functions, that can be obtained from numerical radiative transfer computations with the code CLOUDY. The inverse Compton temperature varies with the depth \( z \) in the medium but can be approximated by the function:

\[ T_{IC}(z) = \frac{T_{IC}(0) F_X(z) + T_{disk}(z) F_{disk}(z)}{F_X(z) + F_{disk}(z)}, \]  

where \( T_{IC}(0) \) is the inverse Compton temperature determined by the incident spectrum \( F_X(0) \) at the surface \( z = 0 \) of the medium and \( T_{disk} \) denotes the black-body temperature \( T_{disk}(z) = \left[ \sigma^{-1} F_{disk}(z) \right]^\frac{1}{4} \) of the disk.

5.1.4 Determining the structure of the medium

The overall structure of the medium is obtained by solving the equations 5.5, 5.9, and 5.11 for all layers. This can be done by the iteration scheme described in Pojmanski (1986). A unique solution of these coupled differential equations requires boundary conditions at the top and bottom borders of the slab. These can be established by assuming given values of certain parameters. In order to compute the vertical profile of an accretion disk for instance, the surface density is assumed in advance and set to a considerably low value. Otherwise, the atmosphere would be infinitely high. At the equatorial plane of the disk, which is the bottom limit of the model slab, a total flux equal to zero is assumed due to the plane symmetry of the disk.

5.2 The photoionization code TITAN

The radiative transfer code TITAN computes the radiation field and the physical state of a given plane-parallel medium. It considers the temperature, ionic abundances, and the level populations of all ionic species throughout the atmosphere by assuming a stationary state. This condition ensures a local balance between all ionizing and recombining processes as well as between excitations and relaxations. Furthermore, conservation of energy is maintained locally and over the whole medium.

The TITAN code connects two iteration schemes, one regarding the solution of the radiative transfer equation (section 5.2.1) and another one to calculate the physical properties of the gas (section 5.2.2). We describe both iteration procedures and their interaction (section 5.2.3).
Figure 5.1: Definition of the specific intensity in the general case (upper-left) and for a plane-parallel atmosphere as assumed in TITAN

5.2.1 Solving the radiative transfer problem

A radiation field at frequency $\nu$ is defined by its specific intensity $I_\nu$ at every point of the region considered. Using the denotations shown in Fig. 5.1 (upper-left), $I_\nu$ measures the energy $dE_\nu$ of bandpass $d\nu$, that during a time period $dt$ progresses through a surface $dA$ and into the solid angle $d\Omega$:

$$dE_\nu = I_\nu \, dA \cos \theta \, d\Omega \, dt \, d\nu.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

Using this definition, the “zeroth” moment of $I_\nu$ in $\mu = \cos \theta$ is called the mean intensity $J_\nu$ giving a measure for the energy density of the radiation field:

$$J_\nu = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-1}^{1} d\mu \, \mu^0 \, I_\nu = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-1}^{1} d\mu \, I_\nu.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)

The first and second moments of $I_\nu$ in $\cos \theta$ determine the energy flux $F_\nu$ and the radiative pressure $P^\text{rad}_\nu$:

$$F_\nu = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-1}^{1} d\mu \, \mu I_\nu,$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.15)

$$P^\text{rad}_\nu = \frac{2\pi}{c} \int_{-1}^{1} d\mu \, \mu^2 I_\nu.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.16)
For the modeling of spectra emitted by an astrophysical medium we want to compute the flux leaving the medium at its boundaries. These fluxes are connected to the field of $I_\nu$ throughout the whole medium. In order to determine this field, interactions between radiation and matter by emission and absorption have to be considered at every point. To quantify these processes we recall the coefficients for emission $\eta_\nu$, absorption $\kappa_\nu$, and scattering $\sigma_\nu$. They measure the energy added to or removed from the specific intensity at a given location and for a given frequency. The astrophysical problems we consider in our work, are treated in plane-parallel geometry as shown in Fig. 5.1 (right). The vertical depth inside the medium is denoted by the coordinate $z$ and $\mu$ measures the angle of the light ray with respect to the negative $z$-direction. With these denotations the transfer equation for $I_\nu$ reads:

$$\mu \frac{dI_\nu(z, \mu)}{dz} = [\kappa_\nu(z, \mu) + \sigma_\nu(z, \mu)] I_\nu(z, \mu) +$$

$$-\frac{\sigma_\nu(z, \mu)}{2} \int_{-1}^{+1} d\mu' I_\nu(z, \mu') +$$

$$-\eta_\nu(z, \mu).$$

The first term on the right hand-side of this equation denotes extinction by the medium being directly proportional to the specific intensity. Both, radiation removed from the beam by pure absorption and by scattering is considered. The second term describes the radiation scattered back into the beam scaling with the local mean intensity of the radiation field. Finally, the third term quantifies the radiation added to the beam by emission.

The above equation is an integro-differential equation of first order, that can be rewritten in a more compact form:

$$\mu \frac{dI_\nu(\tau_\nu, \mu)}{d\tau_\nu} = I_\nu(\tau_\nu, \mu) - S_\nu(\tau_\nu),$$

where we switched to the elementary optical depth, which is given by $d\tau_\nu = [\sigma_\nu(z) + \kappa_\nu(z)] dz$. Thereby, we assume that the coefficients $\eta_\nu$, $\kappa_\nu$, and $\sigma_\nu$ are independent of $\mu$, and we define the so-called source function

$$S_\nu(\tau_\nu) = \frac{\sigma_\nu(\tau_\nu) J_\nu(\tau_\nu) + \eta_\nu(\tau_\nu)}{\sigma_\nu(\tau_\nu) + \kappa_\nu(\tau_\nu)}.$$  

(5.19)

Solving equation 5.18 generally is a difficult task. Its solution depends on the values of the coefficients $\kappa_\nu$, $\sigma_\nu$, and $\eta_\nu$ that may vary significantly with the radiation field. Unless very simplifying assumptions about the emission and absorption properties of the medium are made, the solution has to be found by iterative processes that consider the radiation and the properties of the matter self-consistently.

In the following, we will present a formal solution of the radiative transfer equation in $I_\nu$ for both continuum radiation and absorption/emission lines. We consider the case of a plane-parallel atmosphere with finite height $z^*$ corresponding to the total elementary optical depth $\tau^*$. In TITAN the transfer for the continuum and for the lines is treated separately by the ALI method. For the lines, the statistical equilibrium of the level population has to be connected to the radiative transfer equation.
Computing the continuum radiation

The formal solution of equation 5.18 for the specific intensity at the optical depth \( \tau_\nu \) is given by:

\[
I_\nu(\tau_\nu, \mu) = I_\nu(0, \mu) e^{\frac{\tau_\nu}{\mu}} - \frac{1}{\mu} \int_0^{\tau_\nu} d\tau'_\nu S_\nu(\tau'_\nu) e^{-\frac{\tau_\nu - \tau'_\nu}{\mu}}, \text{ for } \mu > 0, \tag{5.20}
\]

\[
I_\nu(\tau_\nu, \mu) = I_\nu(\tau^*_\nu, \mu) e^{-\frac{\tau^*_\nu - \tau_\nu}{\mu}} + \frac{1}{\mu} \int_{\tau_\nu}^{\tau^*_\nu} d\tau'_\nu S_\nu(\tau'_\nu) e^{-\frac{\tau_\nu - \tau'_\nu}{\mu}}, \text{ for } \mu < 0. \tag{5.21}
\]

Herein \( I_\nu \) denotes the specific intensity for \( \mu > 0 \) going toward the top surface and for \( \mu < 0 \) going toward the bottom surface of the slab. For the special case of \( \mu = 0 \) the formal solution is simply \( I_\nu(\tau_\nu) = S_\nu(\tau_\nu) \). Calculating the first moment in \( \mu \) of the above formal solution, we obtain the mean intensity as a function of \( S_\nu \):

\[
J_\nu(\tau_\nu) = J_\nu^{BC}(\tau_\nu) + \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{\tau_\nu} d\tau' S_\nu(\tau') E_1(|\tau' - \tau_\nu|), \tag{5.22}
\]

where \( J_\nu^{BC} \) sums up the contributions by the intensities \( I_\nu(0, \mu) \) and \( I_\nu(\tau^*, \mu) \) at the boundaries of the slab and \( E_1(x) \) is the first order exponential integral defined by:

\[
E_n(x) \equiv \int_1^\infty \frac{e^{-xt}}{t^n} dt. \tag{5.23}
\]

By convenience, we will drop any dependencies on \( \tau_\nu \) for all symbols to follow. The mean intensity can be synoptically expressed with the help of the so-called \( \Lambda \)-operator:

\[
J_\nu = J_\nu^{BC} + \Lambda [S_\nu], \tag{5.24}
\]

Herein, \( \Lambda \) is defined by the expression:

\[
\Lambda[S_\nu] = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{\tau^*_\nu} d\tau' E_1(|\tau' - \tau_\nu|) S_\nu(\tau'), \tag{5.25}
\]

Both, the mean intensity \( J_\nu \) and the source function \( S_\nu \) are continuous functions defined along the vertical axis of the medium. However, for computational purposes, it is necessary to discretize them and the integral contained in the definition 5.25 of the \( \Lambda \)-operator becomes a quadrature sum:

\[
J_\nu^d = J_\nu^{BC} + \sum_{d'} \Lambda_\nu^{dd'} S_{dd'}. \tag{5.26}
\]

Herein, \( d \) and \( d' \) denote indexes for the discretized optical depth. The above equation shows that the \( \Lambda \)-operator can be represented by a square matrix. The entries of the \( \Lambda \)-matrix depend on the source function \( S_\nu \) that again is a function of the mean intensity \( J_\nu \) to calculate. Therefore the \( \Lambda \)-operator must be obtained by an iterative method between \( S_\nu \) and \( J_\nu \). In order to develop an iterative scheme for \( S_\nu \), we split up equation 5.19 into a sum of a \( J_\nu \)-dependent and an independent part and combine it with equation 5.24:
\[ S_\nu = (1 - \epsilon_\nu) \Lambda_\nu [S_\nu] + (1 - \epsilon_\nu) J^{BC}_\nu + \epsilon_\nu B^*_\nu. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.27)

Herein, we have defined the values \( \epsilon_\nu = \frac{\kappa_\nu}{\kappa_\nu + \sigma_\nu} \) and \( B^*_\nu = \frac{\eta_\nu}{\kappa_\nu} \). The above expression is a self-consistent equation for \( S_\nu \) that, however, is very inconvenient to solve. It represents a set of differential equations to be solved simultaneously for all optical depths \( \tau_\nu \) and all directions \( \mu \) considered, which quickly leads to unrealistic calculation times. Therefore, equation 5.27 is solved by the \( \Lambda \)-iteration method, which is classical in numerical analysis. It starts from the following representation of the \( \Lambda \)-operator (Cannon, 1973):

\[ \Lambda_{\tau_\nu} = \tilde{\Lambda}_{\tau_\nu} + (\Lambda_{\tau_\nu} - \tilde{\Lambda}_{\tau_\nu}). \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.28)

We denote by \( \tilde{\Lambda}_\nu \) an approximate \( \Lambda_\nu \)-operator that is easy to invert. The source function and the mean intensity of the current iteration is given by the symbol \( S_\nu^0 \). Based on equations 5.27 and 5.28 we construct a value \( S_\nu^{n+1} \) of the following iteration:

\[ S_\nu^{n+1} = \left[ 1 - (1 - \epsilon_\nu) \tilde{\Lambda}_\nu \right]^{-1} \left[ (1 - \epsilon_\nu)(\Lambda - \tilde{\Lambda}) [S_\nu^n] + (1 - \epsilon_\nu) J^{BC}_\nu + \epsilon_\nu B^*_\nu \right], \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.29)

where the expression \([\ldots]^{-1}\) denotes operator inversion. In the code \textit{TITAN} the operator \( \tilde{\Lambda}_\nu \) is chosen as a diagonal matrix taking the elements on the diagonal of \( \Lambda_\nu \). This is justified by the fact that the kernel of the exponential integral \( E_1(|\tau' - \tau|) \) peaks in a narrow range around \( \tau \). The computations are accelerated by the implementation of an algorithm extrapolating the source function of every fourth iteration based on the three preceding points (Ng, 1974).

**Computing the line transfer**

The basic difference between continuum and line transfer lies in the source function depending on the emission and absorption coefficients. The \textit{TITAN} code solves the radiative transfer for the continuum as well as for \( \sim 1000 \) lines in emission and absorption. The application of the ALI method for the lines is very similar to the calculations conducted for the continuum, with the exception that the emission and absorption coefficients \( \eta_\nu \) and \( \kappa_\nu \) are defined in a different way. In the spectral region of a line, the emission and absorption part of the source function contains both a continuum part \( S^c_\nu \) and a line contribution \( S^l_\nu \). The whole source function reads as follows:

\[ S_\nu = \frac{S^c_\nu \kappa^l_\nu \phi_\nu + S^c_\nu (\kappa^l_\nu + \sigma_\nu) + J^l_\nu \sigma_\nu}{\kappa^l_\nu \phi_\nu + \kappa^c_\nu + \sigma_\nu}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.30)

Herein, all expressions with index \( c \) denote the continuum values, while the index \( l \) stands for the line. The line is described by a line profile \( \phi_\nu \) defined around the centroid. In \textit{TITAN}, \( \phi_\nu \) is given by a Voigt-profile. The source function \( S^c_\nu \) contains the Einstein coefficients and the populations for the specific ion and transitions considered. Photo-absorption processes are considered as well as induced and spontaneous emission. Further details can be found in Coupé (2002).

The iterative scheme of the ALI method is then constructed analogously as for the continuum, as the source function in equation 5.30 can again be separated in a \( J_\nu \)-dependent part and a part independent of it.
5.2.2 Physical state of the medium

Equation 5.29 depends on the emission, absorption and scattering properties of the medium. The coefficients $\eta_\nu$, $\kappa_\nu$, and $\sigma_\nu$ generally are a function of the level populations depending on the radiation field, hence on $J_\nu$ as computed from equation 5.24. Therefore, the coefficients have to be computed self-consistently with the radiation field using an iterative method. The ALL-algorithm is thus embedded into a global loop to calculate the properties of the medium. The code TITAN considers the following emission and absorption processes:

**free-free-emission and absorption**

**free-bound-processes**: radiative ionizations and recombinations, dielectric recombinations, collisional ionizations and recombinations, charge transfer by H- and He-atoms, Auger effects

**bound-bound processes**: collisional excitation and relaxation, photo-excitation and relaxation, two-photon-processes

**Thomson-scattering**

Most of these interactions lead to an exchange of energy between radiation and matter, that can be summarized in net heating terms depending on the temperature $T$. For the free-free processes, the heating term $G_{ff}(T)$ and cooling term $P_{ff}(T)$ read:

\[
G_{ff}(T) = 4.64 \times 10^9 \sum_i \frac{N(X^i) \nu^2}{N_{tot}} \int J_\nu \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{h \nu}{kT}}}{\nu^3 \sqrt{T}} g_{ff} d\nu, \tag{5.31}
\]

\[
P_{ff}(T) = -6.84 \times 10^{-38} \sum_i \frac{N(X^i) \nu^2}{N_{tot}} \int \frac{e^{-\frac{h \nu}{kT}}}{\nu^3 \sqrt{T}} g_{ff} d\nu, \tag{5.32}
\]

where $g_{ff}$ is the integrated Gaunt factor calculated by Karzas & Latter (1961), $i$ denotes the charge of the ion $X^i$, and $N$ stands for the density of the species indicated. For the free-bound processes the analogous formulae are:

\[
G_{bf}(T) = \frac{4\pi}{N_e N_H} \int \kappa_{tot}(\nu) d\nu, \tag{5.33}
\]

\[
P_{bf}(T) = -\frac{4\pi}{N_e N_H} \int \eta_{tot}(\nu) d\nu, \tag{5.34}
\]

with $\kappa_{tot}(\nu)$ and $\eta_{tot}(\nu)$ being the total absorption and emission coefficients at a given frequency. These values are computed from photoionization cross-sections and recombination coefficients, from the electron density, and from the density of all ions. Finally, the bound-bound processes have the following net energy balance:
\[ F_{\text{net}}^\text{bb} = \sum_{\text{lines}} \left[ N_2 A_{21} - (N_1 B_{12} - N_2 B_{21}) J_{12} \right] \frac{\hbar \nu}{N_e N_H}, \] (5.35)

which is a sum over all line transitions. The populations of the two levels for each transition are given by \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \); \( J_{12} \) is the mean energy for the line, and \( A_{12}, B_{12}, \) and \( A_{21} \) denote the Einstein coefficients. The populations of the levels are calculated from balance equations, again assuming a stationary state between processes increasing and those decreasing the population. These equations consider the changes of the populations by the radiation-matter-interactions listed above.

For a stationary state, the sum of all heating processes, including the net Compton heating computed by \textit{NOAR} (see section 5.3), is compensated by the sum of the cooling processes. Hence, the local temperature of the gas can be derived by summing up equations 5.31—5.35 and setting this sum equal to zero.

### 5.2.3 Computational scheme of \textit{TITAN}

Before launching the program, \textit{TITAN} requires the definition of several input parameters, in particular the shape of the incident spectrum on both sides of the plane-parallel slab, the total incident flux \( F_{\text{inc}} \), the number of angles \( \mu \) to consider, and a Compton heating profile.

Assuming an initial value of the mean intensity \( J_\nu \) and some boundary conditions, the iteration scheme starts with the computation of the temperature \( T \) in every layer of the medium, as outlined in section 5.2.2. This calculation can be performed under the condition of constant pressure throughout the medium. It is possible to put the condition of constant gas pressure only, or of constant total pressure, i.e. gas plus radiation pressure. If this option is not used, the code adopts a given density stratification defined by the user.

From the temperature, the depending coefficients \( \eta_{\nu}, \kappa_{\nu}, \sigma_{\nu} \), and the optical depth \( \tau_\nu \) are derived for all frequencies \( \nu \). Once these values are obtained throughout the medium, the radiative transfer is computed, according to what is presented in section 5.2.1, and a new value of \( J_\nu \) is obtained. From here, the iteration scheme starts over until the initially chosen total number of iterations has been completed.

At the end, \textit{TITAN} saves the final spectra obtained on both sides of the slab, the density and the ionization profile of the medium, and its temperature structure. The physical profiles of the medium can then be injected into \textit{NOAR} to obtain a more accurate Compton heating profile for the next iteration between the two codes.

### 5.3 The Monte-Carlo code \textit{NOAR}

The code \textit{NOAR} is a Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code modeling X-ray spectra for energies between 0.8 keV and 500 keV. The code takes specific care of Compton scattering events. It follows individual photons through a medium in plane-parallel or shell geometry. The incident photons enter the medium at one side either at a given angle \( \mu \) to the normal of the surface or in a semi-isotropic angular distribution. During their passage through the medium they generally undergo electron/Compton scattering, absorption, and re-emission events (see Fig. 5.2). The occurrence of particle interactions, scattering directions, and photon path-lengths, are ruled by Monte-Carlo routines.

The incident spectrum can be defined by a power-law \( I(E) \propto E^{-\alpha} \) or it may have an arbitrary shape read from a file. Outgoing photons are captured on both sides of the medium forming a
Figure 5.2: Illustration of three different photon trajectories during a run of the Monte-Carlo code NOAR. The photons are injected into the medium at a defined angle \( \mu \). Some of them are transmitted through the medium (a) after several scattering events, others are absorbed (b). A certain fraction of photons is “reflected” leaving the medium on the same side (c).

reflected/reprocessed spectrum and a transmitted component. The NOAR code requires definition of the vertical stratification in temperature, density, and ionization fraction for each species. These data are obtained by the TITAN code (see section 5.2).

The code traces the reflected and transmitted spectrum and calculates the vertical profile of the net energy transferred to the medium by Compton scattering events. The Compton heating structure is an important result to be used by the TITAN code.

In the following, we briefly recall the principle of the Monte-Carlo method (section 5.3.1) and its application to the physical processes considered in NOAR (section 5.3.2). Then, we briefly describe the necessary input data and the output produced by the code (section 5.3.3).

### 5.3.1 The Monte-Carlo method

Radiative transfer problems can be solved using the Monte-Carlo method, which works by sampling individual photons and following their path through a given model space. In order to determine the photon trajectory, path-lengths and scattering angles are sampled by “throwing the dice”, hence using a random number generator on the given probability distribution \( P(x) \) of a physical value \( x \) having a probability density \( p(x) \):
\[ r = P(x) = \int_0^x p(x')dx'. \] (5.36)

Herein, \( r \) denotes a random number between 0 and 1 corresponding to the possible span of the physical value \( x \). The monotonous probability distribution function \( P(x) \) can be inverted to obtain a single value \( x \):

\[ x = P^{-1}(r). \] (5.37)

In the following, we give an overview of the physical processes of NOAR that are based on the Monte-Carlo method and we present the sampling equations derived from equations 5.36 and 5.37. Random numbers are denoted by \( r \).

### 5.3.2 Physical processes and photon transfer

The Monte-Carlo code NOAR follows single photons from their creation until they are absorbed or escape from the medium. While conducting a random walk through the model atmosphere, it is affected by the following physical processes and transfer methods.

#### Injection of a new photon

A newly created photon starts out at the surface of the medium and enters at a certain direction, defined by two angles \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) with respect to a regular Cartesian coordinate system. The initial position of the photon is at the center of this system.

In the spherical case, the initial direction is normal, because it is assumed, that the shell is irradiated by a compact source at the center. In the plane parallel case, the angle \( \phi \) can be set arbitrarily for symmetry reasons:

\[ \phi = 2\pi r_1. \] (5.38)

If the incident radiation is defined at a specified angle \( \theta_0 \), it directly follows \( \theta = \theta_0 \). Hence, the illumination of the slab happens by an infinitely thin cone with a fixed half-opening angle \( \theta_0 \). However, it is also possible to define the incident radiation with a semi-isotropic distribution, which corresponds to a constant specific intensity at all incident directions. In this case the angle \( \theta \) is sampled by:

\[ \theta = \arccos(1 - 2r_2). \] (5.39)

#### Sampling photon path lengths

If we ignore scattering back into the beam, the intensity of a photon beam traversing a slab of scattering material with particle number density \( n \) and extinction cross-section \( \sigma \) will drop by a factor \( e^{-\sigma l} \), with \( l \) being the distance traveled inside the scattering region. The same factor therefore determines the probability density of a photon-particle interaction at the distance \( l \). This leads to the sampling function:

\[ l = \frac{1}{n\sigma} \ln(1 - r_3). \] (5.40)
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The factor $\frac{1}{l_{obs}}$ denotes the mean free path length, calculated for each layer from the density and ionization profile given by TITAN. The extinction cross-section represents the sum of all absorption and scattering cross-sections involved. Aside from photoionization and Compton scattering, this includes a cross-section for free-free absorption.

After the photon was shifted by a path length and before conducting the next scattering event, it is necessary to check if the photon is still inside the scattering cloud. The geometry of the scattering region, either a plane-parallel slab or a spherical shell, is described by simple mathematical inequalities that are compared to the current photon position.

Sampling scattering angles

In NOAR, a photon can undergo two sorts of scattering events, “atomic scattering”, which actually means absorption and re-emission of the photon, and Compton scattering. In the former case, the “scattering” is assumed to be isotropic and the new flight direction of the photon is derived by the sampling equations:

\[
\theta = \arccos(1 - 2r_4), \quad \phi = 2\pi r_5. \tag{5.41}
\]

In the case of Compton scattering, the scattering phase function is more complicated to compute. We assume a photon of energy $hv$ proceeding along an initial direction $\Omega_i$. Then, the probability $p(hv, v, \Omega_i, \Omega_s)$ for this photon to be scattered off an electron of velocity $v$ and to end up in the direction $\Omega_s$ is given by the following expression:

\[
p(hv, v, \Omega_i, \Omega_s) = \frac{N(v)(1 - v\frac{\Omega_s}{c}) \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega_s}}{\int \int N(v)(1 - v\frac{\Omega_s}{c}) \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega_s} d\Omega' d^3v}, \tag{5.43}
\]

where $\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}$ denotes the differential cross-section for Compton scattering. The above formula assumes an isotropic velocity distribution $N(v)$ of the electrons. It can be integrated and inverted in order to deliver sampling equations for the scattering angles (Gorecki & Wilczewski, 1984). In NOAR a Maxwellian velocity distribution of the electrons, according to the local temperature of the medium is used.

The outgoing photon undergoes a shift in energy. The new energy $hv'$ is given by the usual Compton formula:

\[
hv' = \frac{hv(1 - v\frac{\Omega_s}{c})}{1 - v\frac{\Omega_s}{c} + \frac{hv}{m_e \gamma(1 - \Omega_i \Omega_s)}}, \tag{5.44}
\]

with the electron mass $m_e$ and the Lorentz-factor $\gamma$ associated with the velocity $v$ of the electron. The difference in energy $hv - hv'$ is added to the net Compton heating profile at the local position of the medium.

Absorption and emission by ions

The photon path length is sampled according to the total cross-section at a given location of the material. Following, from the populations and cross-sections for each ion considered, the random number generator decides which kind of interaction between photon and matter is to be considered.
In the case of Compton scattering, the photon is scattered and shifted in energy. If the photon is absorbed by an ion, there are several options:

*Photo-ionization of the outer electron shell:* In this case the photon is lost. However, for all hydrogen-like or helium-like ions, the Monte-Carlo cycle starts over by creating a new photon at the same position. This photon is assumed to be the result of a recombination event - the method corresponds to the on-the-spot-approximation stating, that at each location, a photoionization event is counter-balanced by an electron recombination. The recombining electron arrives at some energy level of the ion and then falls down the levels in a relaxation cascade. From this cascade, only the last transition to the fundamental level is considered for the re-emission of a new photon.

*Photo-ionization of the inner electron shell:* In the case of photo-ionization of a K-shell electron, the ion is brought into an unstable excited state. This state can relax by the Auger effect leading to a secondary ionization of the ion, or by fluorescent emission of a Kα-line photon.

\[
X^i + h\nu \Rightarrow X^{i+1\ast} + e^- \Rightarrow \begin{cases} X^{i+2} + e^- + e^- , \\ X^{i+1} + e^- + h\nu_{K\alpha}. \end{cases}
\]  

(5.45)

Herein, \(X^i\) denotes an ion with charge \(i\), the star stands for the excited unstable state. The initial photon energy \(h\nu\) has to be large enough to exceed the ionization threshold of the strongly bound Kα photons. In the case of fluorescent emission by iron, also the Kβ-line lies in the X-ray range. Thus, in this case, \(NOAR\) also takes into account a third option:

\[
Fe^i + h\nu \Rightarrow Fe^{i+1\ast} + e^- \Rightarrow Fe^{i+1} + e^- + h\nu_{K\beta}.
\]  

(5.46)

Recalling the specific fluorescence yields, the random number generator of \(NOAR\) decides, if the relaxation leads to the emission of a Kα- or Feβ-photon, which then is created at the same position. In the case of the Auger effect, the photon is lost and a complete new cycle starts.

**Free-free processes**

In \(NOAR\) a free-free contribution is considered for the calculation of the total extinction cross-section \(\sigma\). For the spectra, free-free emission is neglected, because in the modeling cases we are interested in here, the bremsstrahlung spectrum already cuts off below 0.8 keV.

### 5.3.3 Input and output of \(NOAR\)

To launch \(NOAR\), it is necessary to define basic model parameters, such as the shape of the incident spectrum, the angular distribution of the incident photons, and the total number of photons to be sampled. The density, temperature and ionization profiles of the medium are obtained from the preceding run of \(TITAN\).

The code then samples a user-defined number of photons, injecting them into the medium. Photons escaping from the model region are “detected” on both sides of the slab. They are counted in different channels depending on their flight direction, so that the medium can be observed at several inclinations. The viewing angles are divided in equal steps of \(\mu = \cos \theta\). Constant count rates in all angular channels, neglecting the usual Monte-Carlo fluctuations, hence correspond to semi-isotropically transmitted or reflected radiation.
5.4 Relativistic ray-tracing with KY

The ray-tracing code KY (Dovčiak, Karas & Yaqoob, 2004; Dovčiak, 2004) allows to compute relativistic effects induced by the curved space-time around a Schwarzschild or Kerr black hole. It requires the definition of the local emissivity across an accretion disk located in the equatorial plane of the black hole. The disk is supposed to be optically thick, geometrically thin, and in Keplerian motion. The KY code includes time-evolution effects, as the local emissivity can be defined as a time-dependent function. It then produces a series of spectra over a defined “observational” period. In the following, we briefly describe the physical concept of ray-tracing and its application in KY.

5.4.1 The transfer functions

Radiation coming from an accretion disk and traveling in the vicinity of a black hole is affected by several effects. Already the Keplerian motion of the disk induces a Doppler shift of photon energy; at the same time all photons are gravitationally redshifted. Light beams passing very close to the black hole undergo a significant lensing effect. Imagining the radiation as bundles of light rays, the lensing deforms the cross-section of such bundles, which changes the flux they represent. Furthermore, there is an aberration effect, since the photon trajectories are bent and hence the local emission angle generally differs from the viewing angle. Finally, the photon trajectories linking different regions of the accretion disk with a distant observer often differ in length. Furthermore, regions with different gravity have separate time scales. This causes a relativistic time-delay between events that in Euclidean space would coincide.

In order to account for these effects, individual transfer functions can be found. They rely on the analytical description of the photon trajectory that is obtained by integrating the 4-momentum vector \( p^\alpha \) of the photon, starting in the equatorial plane and ending in infinity, where we assume the distant observer to be. The description of the photon momentum \( p^\alpha \) in Kerr metric was given by Carter (1968). Integration of \( p^\alpha \) over the coordinate time leads to the transfer functions we are going to present here. For further details we refer to Dovčiak (2004) and the extensive textbook of Misner et al. (1973).

For the following formulæ, we adopt the convenient convention of \( GM = c = 1 \), where \( G \) is the gravitational constant, \( M \) is the black hole mass, and \( c \) is the speed of light. As usually done in relativistic calculations, summation signs are omitted and expressed by equal co-variant and contra-variant indexes (Einstein sum convention).

**Photon energy shift: the \( g \)-factor**

The so-called \( g \)-factor, combining the gravitational and Doppler shifts, is simply defined as the ratio between the photon energy \( h\nu_e \) in the co-rotating frame of the disk element and the relativistically corrected energy \( h\nu_o \) observed at infinity. It can be computed from:

\[
g = \frac{h\nu_o}{h\nu_e} = \frac{p_{0\alpha}}{p_{e\alpha}U^\alpha} = -\frac{1}{p_{e\alpha}U^\alpha}, \tag{5.47}
\]

where \( U^\alpha \) denotes the 4-velocity of the disk element considered, and \( p_{0\alpha} \) is the time-coordinate of the photon vector at infinity, which is equal to unity. Far away from the black hole, \( g \) approaches unity.
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the geometry assumed in KY. Photon trajectories connect a small region of the accretion disk with a distant observer. The local emission angle $\mu_e$ and the emitting region $dS_e$ are transformed due to relativistic effects and result in $\mu_o$ and $dS_o$.

**Aberration of the emission angle**

The local emission angle $\mu_e$, defined in the local co-rotating frame of the disk, measures the cosine of the angle between the outgoing direction of the photon trajectory and the normal of the disk surface. Following the bended trajectory, this angle is generally different from the distant viewing angle $\mu_o$ (see Fig. 5.3). For a given $\mu_o$ it is possible to trace back the original $\mu_e$ by the equation:

$$\mu_e = -\frac{p_e \alpha n^\alpha}{p_e \alpha U^\alpha} \quad (5.48)$$

Herein, $n^\alpha$ denotes the 4-vector of the disk normal that depends on the viewing angle $\mu_o$. The aberration effect is strongest for light rays passing very closely to the black hole, and, in the case of a Kerr black hole, for large inclinations (edge-on view).

**Gravitational lensing**

Understanding the gravitational lensing becomes more clear, when we consider a small surface area $dS$ oriented perpendicular to a given bundle of light-rays. Let $dS_e$, as defined at the emission point in the co-rotation frame of the disk, be a parallelogram subtended by the two 4-vectors $dY_{e1}$ and $dY_{e2}$. Then the area of $dS_e$ is given by the expression $||dY_{e1}||^2 ||dY_{e2}||^2 - <dY_{e1}, dY_{e2}>^2$. Herein, the magnitude of a 4-vector is denoted by $||...||$ and the scalar product of two 4-vectors by
<..., ...>. Following the light-rays from their origin in the disk to the distant observer at infinity, \(dS_e\) is assumed to be deformed to the area of unity. The vectors \(dY_{e1}\) and \(dY_{e2}\) are transported along geodesics by the equation of geodesic deviation (see Fig. 5.3). For the ratio \(l\) of the surface elements \(dS_e\) and \(dS_o\) this leads to:

\[
l = \frac{dS_o}{dS_e} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{||dY_{e1}||^2 ||dY_{e2}||^2 - <dY_{e1}, dY_{e2}>^2}},
\]

and since the measured flux is proportional to \(dS_o\) the value \(l\) directly gives the change in flux due to gravitational lensing. Lensing becomes particularly important for emissivities located “behind” the black hole with respect to the observer. In such a situation the light-rays are focused toward the observer.

**Relativistic time-delays**

In order to compute time-delays between different emission regions of the accretion disk, we have to know the time \(\Delta t\) elapsed in the rest-frame of a distant observer, while radiation proceeds along a geodesic from its initial position in the disk to the observer at infinity. This delay is obtained by numerically integrating the time component of the photon 4-vector \(p^0_e\).

**The overall transfer function**

We are interested in the time-dependent photon flux \(\Delta N^\Omega_o(E, \Delta E, t)\), observed between energy \(E\) and \(E + \Delta E\), and at the time \(t\), coming from the entire accretion disk. Therefore, the individual transfer functions have to be evaluated across the disk and for all times \(t\), with respect to the radiation ending up in the observer’s direction. If we denote the viewing direction with \(\Omega_o\), we obtain the following relation for the observed flux:

\[
\Delta N^\Omega_o(E, \Delta E, t) = \int_{r_{\text{in}}}^{r_{\text{out}}} dr \int_{\phi}^{\phi + \Delta \phi} d\phi \int_{E/g}^{(E + \Delta E)/g} dE_I \mathcal{N}_I(E_I, r, \phi, \mu_e, t - \Delta t) g^2 l \mu_e r, \tag{5.50}
\]

where \(\mathcal{N}_I(E_I, r, \phi, \mu_e, t - \Delta t)\) is the local photon flux, defined in the co-rotating frame of the disk at the position \((r, \phi)\) being usual 2D-polar coordinates. The expression \(g^2 l \mu_e\) is usually called the **overall transfer function**. The values, \(r_{\text{in}}\) and \(r_{\text{out}}\) denote the inner and outer radius of the disk region to consider.

**5.4.2 Computational scheme of KY**

For practical reasons, the individual transfer functions are pre-calculated and stored in data tables. In order to launch KY, it is necessary to give a measure for the local emissivity over the whole disk. This can be done by calculating reprocessed spectra using TITAN and NOAR and implementing them into KY. Furthermore, a viewing direction has to be chosen in polar and azimuthal directions. If the emissivity of the disk is not isotropic, the azimuthal position has an impact on the “observed” spectra. Finally, the code needs a definition of the time period \(T_{\text{obs}}\) to consider. The main routine of KY integrates all photon trajectories connecting the disk with the user-defined viewing direction according to equation 5.50. This results in a time-series of spectra covering the period \(T_{\text{obs}}\).
Chapter 6

Spectral modeling of X-ray flares

In this chapter, we perform detailed spectral modeling of the radiation we expect from a magnetic flare event occurring above the accretion disk of an AGN. Our particular interest is laid on the reprocessed component re-emitted by the accretion disk atmosphere. The flare is supposed to last shorter than the dynamical time-scale of the disk, so that the hydrostatic equilibrium of the disk atmosphere remains constant and only its thermal and radiative properties change (see chapter 4).

In a first step, we describe the method of our modeling starting out with the computation of the disk’s density profile under the condition of hydrostatic balance (section 6.1). In this context, we present vertical density, temperature, and flux profiles of accretion disks at different radii and for several model configurations of AGN. These results for the structure of the disk atmosphere before the illumination by the flare serve as a basis for the following radiative transfer modeling of the reprocessed spectra.

We analyze the local spectrum as seen by a co-moving observer at the hot spot underneath the flare source (section 6.2). The spot is structured because the properties of the irradiating hard X-ray emission change with the distance from the spot-center. This structure leads to spectral differences for the reprocessed radiation coming from different positions inside the spot. We therefore conduct detailed radiative transfer simulations varying the input parameters with respect to the flare geometry across the spot. We show reprocessed spectra of hot spots for an accretion disk around a Schwarzschild black hole with a mass $M = 10^8 M_\odot$ and a disk accretion rate of $\dot{m}_{\text{disk}} = 0.001$, where $\dot{m}$ is expressed in units of the Eddington accretion rate (called Eddington units in the following).

In this case, the irradiating flux of the flare largely dominates the local emission by the disk. We consider spectra coming from two disk radii, at $7 R_g$ and at $18 R_g$. The spectra are evaluated by measuring spectral flux ratios and by analyzing the equivalent width of the iron Kα-line. Integration over the hot spot leads to the total locally emitted spectrum, at different inclination angles.

For hot spots orbiting on the accretion disk at radii close to the black hole, relativistic effects and Doppler shifts due to the Keplerian motion of the spot become important. We take them into account in order to construct the spectrum seen by a distant observer (section 6.3). We investigate the effects on the reprocessed spectra with the help of a relativistic ray-tracing technique. Spectra are then evaluated for various phases of an orbiting spot. We then construct time-dependent spectral simulations for short-term flares assuming that a magnetic reconnection event creates a short-lasting hard X-ray source above the disk. The distance between the source and different positions of the underlying hot spot induces time-delay effects that can be taken into account by our ray-tracing technique. We construct light-curves and integrated spectra of such short-term flares.

Finally, we summarize and discuss our modeling results in section 6.4.
6.1 The vertical profile of the accretion disk

In a first step, we compute the vertical structure at a given radius $R$ of a non-irradiated accretion disk. Compared to the expansion of the whole disk, we only consider a small, locally illuminated region. Therefore, we can approximate the disk atmosphere $R$ by an infinitely wide, plane-parallel, vertically stratified slab. For such a slab, we compute the vertical structure in hydrostatic equilibrium using a modified version of the code described in Różańska & Czerny (1996) and Różańska (1999). Since for the radiative transfer we are going to include relativistic corrections, we also implement such corrections into the computation of the density structure. We describe these modifications in section 6.1.1. Then, we apply the code to several examples of accretion disks and compare the obtained vertical profiles (section 6.1.2). Thereby, we also make comparisons between calculations of the hydrostatic equilibrium with and without including the relativistic corrections.

6.1.1 Implementation of the relativistic corrections

For the disk radius at the center of the hot spot we compute the vertical density, temperature, and radiation flux profile within the accretion disk. The calculations using the code described in Różańska & Czerny (1996) and Różańska (1999) consider thermal emission inside an $\alpha$-disk around a central black hole of mass $M$, dimensionless spin parameter $a$, and accretion rate $\dot{m}$. The radiative transfer in the medium is computed in the diffusion approximation and vertical energy transport by advection is also included. The hydrostatic balance of the medium is determined by the equilibrium between radiative and gas pressure on the one hand-side and the vertical component of the gravitational field in the vicinity of the black hole on the other (see chapter 5). In its most recent version, relativistic corrections based on the work of Novikov & Thorne (1973) and Page & Thorne (1974) have been added to the code. It was shown that the influence of general relativistic effects on the dynamics of a time-stable, axis-symmetric accretion disk around a Kerr black hole can be summarized in three correction functions depending on the disk radius. Following the notation of Krolik (1999), we call these functions $R_R(x)$, $R_T(x)$, and $R_Z(x)$, with $x = R/R_g$. For the equation describing the viscous heat produced at a given disk radius we then obtain:

$$F(r) = \frac{3GMm}{8\pi r^3} R_R(x),$$

(6.1)

hence the factor $1 - \sqrt{x^{-1}}$ for the classical boundary condition at the inner edge of the disk is replaced by $R_R(x)$ (see equation 2.1). The second correction factor $R_T(x)$ enters in the equation for the conservation of the disk momentum:

$$\int dz T_{r\phi}(z) = -\frac{\dot{M}\Omega_K(r)}{2\pi} R_T(x).$$

(6.2)

Herein, the left side denotes the vertically integrated element $T_{r\phi}$ of the stress-tensor, $\dot{M}$ is the mass accretion rate, and $\Omega_K$ denotes the non-relativistic Keplerian orbital frequency. Finally, the last correction factor affects the equation for the vertical component of the black hole's gravity field:

$$g_z = -\frac{GMz}{r^3} R_z(x).$$

(6.3)

In Fig. 6.1, we plot the three correction factors as a function of the normalized disk radius $x$ for the Schwarzschild metric and for the case of a Kerr black hole with maximum spin.
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Figure 6.1: The three general relativistic correction factors as a function of the normalized radius $x$. The left panel shows the factors $R_r(x)$ (solid curves) and $R_T(x)$ (dotted curves). The solid curve in the middle shows the Keplerian value $R_K(x) = 1 - \sqrt{x^{-1}}$ with the marginally stable orbit at $x_{ms} = 6$. The curves extending to $x = 1.24$ are for a black hole with $a = 0.998$, those stopping at $x = 6$ are for Schwarzschild black holes. The right panel shows $R_z(x)$ again for a Schwarzschild and for a Kerr black hole (Krolik, 1999).

6.1.2 Results for the vertical disk profile

We present results for the vertical profile of an accretion disk in hydrostatic equilibrium before the illumination of the flare. The computations are carried out with a value of $\alpha = 0.1$ for the viscosity parameter. The opacity $\kappa = 0.343 \text{ cm}^2/\text{g}$ represents the Thomson opacity for a completely ionized medium with solar abundances, and the transformation efficiency is set to $\eta = 1/12$ as widely used in the literature. In Fig. 6.2 we show the density, temperature, and flux distributions at several distances of an accretion disk with $\dot{m} = 0.02$ around a black hole with $M = 10^8 M_\odot$. We consider a Schwarzschild metric with the relativistic corrections for the hydrostatic balance turned off (a), the same black hole with the relativistic effects turned on (b), and the relativistic results for a Kerr black hole with the maximum spin parameter $a = 0.998$ (c).

For all cases, the density profiles rise toward higher depths within the medium. Partly, this can be explained by the barometric effect, which is also known from the earth’s atmosphere. The deeper the layer of the medium considered, the heavier the column of material above, which leads to a higher density. However, the analogy is more complex for the accretion disk around a black hole, as the vertical gravitational force decreases toward the equatorial plane. Besides, at small disk radii viscous heating and radiative pressure effects have an important impact on the hydrostatic equilibrium of the medium.

The density profiles change almost regularly with the distance from the black hole. The smaller the radius considered, the higher the density values. Only at higher depths of the medium the behavior of the density profile seems to be slightly more complex. For a given case (a), (b), or (c) of Fig. 6.2, the overall shape of the density profile is similar at different disk radii. From the limiting $z$-values of the density curves one can tell that the total height of the atmosphere depends on the
Figure 6.2: The vertical density, temperature, and flux profiles of an accretion disk around a black hole with a mass of $10^8 M_\odot$. The two top figures represent results for an accretion rate of $\dot{m}_{\text{disk}} = 0.02$ Eddington units and a spin parameter $a = 0$ with the relativistic effects turned off (a) and on (b). The bottom figure shows results for the same setup but with $a = 0.998$ (c). The various curves denote different disk radii: $7 R_g$ (black, solid), $12 R_g$ (red, dashes), $18 R_g$ (blue, dots), and $40 R_g$ (green, dashes/dots).
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Figure 6.3: Left graph: plots of the vertical density, temperature, and flux profile of an accretion disk around a non-rotating black hole with a mass of $10^8 M_{\odot}$ and an accretion rate of $\dot{m} = 0.001$ Eddington units. The various curves denote different disk radii: $7 R_g$ (black, solid), $12 R_g$ (red, dashes), $18 R_g$ (blue, dots), and $40 R_g$ (green dashes/dots). Right graph: Similar curves for a maximally rotating black hole with $a = 0.998$, $M = 10^7 M_{\odot}$, and an accretion rate of $\dot{m} = 0.02$. Here the different curves represent the disk radii of $18 R_g$ (black, solid), $6 R_g$ (orange, dashes/double-dots), and $3 R_g$ (magenta, dots/double-dashes). In addition to that, the non-relativistic profiles are plotted for comparison (black, dashes).

disk radius considered. The height rises from inner to outer disk radii, hence, under the condition of no external illumination, the disk has a “flared” shape.

The temperature profiles remain flat in the upper part of the disk atmosphere. They rapidly rise toward the equatorial plane, after reaching a turning-point, which varies regularly with $R$. The flux profiles remain constant along the whole vertical depth and only drop sharply close to the equatorial plane, where the boundary condition of a zero net flux is imposed. The regular dependence of the density profiles with the disk radius is generally not the same for the temperature and flux curves. The zero-torque boundary condition at the marginally stable orbit induces a drop of the viscous heating at small radii, which reduces the net flux and the temperature. The position of this drop varies with the relativistic corrections. In our examples it can be seen in the case (b) of a Schwarzschild black hole, that flux and temperature values at $7R_g$ are smaller than those at $12R_g$, while for the Kerr black hole of case (c) these distances are still too far away from the marginal
stable orbit to show the drop of the viscous heating.

In Fig. 6.3 (left), we present the density, temperature, and flux profiles for the case of a Schwarzschild black hole with $M = 10^8 M_\odot$ and an Eddington accretion rate of $\dot{m}_{\text{disk}} = 0.001$. Comparing Fig. 6.3 (left) with the equivalent case of a higher accretion rate shown in Fig. 6.2 (right) reveals a similar behavior of all profiles. The main difference between the two cases is given by the total thickness of the disk, which increases with the accretion rate.

In Fig. 6.3 (right) we show the vertical profiles for a Kerr black hole of maximum spin with $M = 10^7 M_\odot$ and $\dot{m}_{\text{disk}} = 0.02$. We also plot the profiles for a Schwarzschild black hole at $18 R_g$ for comparison. One can tell that at $18 R_g$ the influence of the black hole spin is of a minor importance. However, for a Kerr black hole with maximum spin, the profiles change significantly as one considers smaller radii. At $3 R_g$ the emerging flux at the disk surface is more than 100 times higher than at $18 R_g$ while the total thickness of the disk is by a factor of 10 lower.

6.2 The local properties of the reprocessed spectra

We want to explore local tendencies for the spectral shape and its changes during the appearance of a flare event. In our approach, we focus on the reprocessed component coming from the $\alpha$-disk after the flare source has been switched on. The hydrostatic equilibrium of the disk is computed for the spot center as shown in the previous section 6.1. We do not expect it to vary significantly across the spot, since we choose a flare height of only $h = 0.5 R_g$, which leads to a relatively small spot radius as shown in section 6.2.1.

The reprocessed spectra of the consecutive concentric spot-rings depend on the incident X-ray flux $F_{\text{inc}}$ coming from the flare source and on the flux $F_{\text{disk}}$ emerging from the underlying disk. We choose a normalizing value $F_0$ at the spot center in such a way so that the integrated incident flux over the whole spot $F_{\text{inc}}^{\text{tot}}$ gives a fixed ratio to the disk flux $F_{\text{disk}}$. We set $F_{\text{inc}}^{\text{tot}}/F_{\text{disk}} = 144$. This ratio ensures that the incident radiation by the flare is much stronger than the disk emission. The incident flux from the source arriving at a given spot-ring decreases with the third power of $\cos \theta$ as shown in section 6.2.1. Herein, $\theta$ denotes the incident angle of the X-rays with respect to the disk’s normal.

We consider a Schwarzschild black hole, with the mass $M = 10^8 M_\odot$ accreting with an accretion rate of $\dot{m} = 0.001$ Eddington units. The surrounding $\alpha$-disk is considered at two radii, $7 R_g$ and $18 R_g$. Following the argument of Collin et al. (2003) mentioned in chapter 4, we assume that the dynamical time-scale of the atmosphere is significantly longer than its thermal time-scale, so that the onset of the flare radiation does not immediately change the density structure of the disk. Thus, an initial solution for the hydrostatic equilibrium, calculated for a non-irradiated accretion disk atmosphere at radius $R$ (see section 6.1) remains valid for the whole flare period. The assumed vertical density profiles of the accretion disk for our modeling cases are shown in Fig. 6.3 (left).

6.2.1 Geometrical aspects of magnetic flares

We imagine a magnetic reconnection event above the accretion disk producing a compact blob of hot plasma, which emits hard X-ray radiation. Let this flare source be located at a height $h$ above the accretion disk and illuminate the disk surface (see Fig. 6.4). Since we assume isotropic emission, half of the primary radiation coming from the source will reach the disk surface. However, the main fraction of the flux is reprocessed directly underneath the flare source because radiation emitted further sideways reaches the disk far away and thus becomes geometrically diluted. Hence, the hot
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the hot spot at the disk surface underlying the flare. The illuminated region is divided into concentric rings of equally intercepted fractions of the flare luminosity. Each spot ring corresponds to a different incident angle $\theta$ of the hard X-ray radiation. For the outer rings the flare source is farther away and hence the illuminating flux is lower than for the inner rings. The spot is limited by the flare half-opening angle $\theta_0 = 60^\circ$. The reprocessed spectra can be evaluated at various emission angles $\psi$.

The spot is defined with a finite radius and centered on the point directly underneath the flare source. The hot spot and the point-like flare source define a limiting cone of half-opening angle $\theta_0$. In the following, we assume that all the radiation is reprocessed inside this cone and we neglect the disk irradiation outside the hot spot. The distance $R$ of the flare from the central black hole is measured for the spot center. The density and temperature profiles we calculate for the hydrostatic balance are valid only for this specific distance from the center of the disk. In order to have a sufficiently good approximation for the radiative transfer, we therefore limit the half-opening angle of the flare cone to $\theta_0 = 60^\circ$ and the height $h$ of the source above the disk to $h = 0.5R_g$. We thus obtain a small spot radius of $h \tan \theta_0 \sim 0.866 R_g$, hence the vertical disk structure across the spot should not change significantly and can be approximated by the solution obtained for the spot center.

In the previous flare modeling carried out by Collin et al. (2003) and described in chapter 4 the spot irradiation was assumed to have a semi-isotropic angular dependence. Here, we add some sophistication to the model by taking into account that the hot spot is structured due to the flare geometry. From Fig. 6.4 it becomes clear that the properties of the incident radiation change with the position inside the hot spot. As one moves away from the spot center, the incident angle of the radiation reaching the disk becomes larger, while the irradiating flux becomes lower due to the larger distance from the source and by projection onto the inclined surface. We divide the spot into five concentric rings (see Fig. 6.4). Within each ring, the incident angle of the hard X-ray illumination and the irradiating flux are approximately constant. It is convenient to parametrize the rings not with their radial distance from the projected position of the flare but with the cosine $\mu = \cos \theta$ of the incident angle $\theta$ of irradiating flux.

It is not necessary to perform radiative transfer computations for the whole vertical disk structure
because the principal spectral features are produced within a few Thomson depths of the disk surface. We hence limit our radiative transfer calculations to the disk surface layer, defined down to a Thomson optical depth of 7, and we assume that this layer is heated from underneath by the black body radiation of an underlying disk that we define by its black body temperature $T_{\text{disk}}$ and the emerging total flux $F_{\text{disk}}$. These values are read from the temperature and flux profiles computed as described in section 6.1.2.

The primary radiation is modeled as a power-law spectrum with the photon index $\Gamma = 1.9$, extending from 0.001 keV to 100 keV. The external illumination of each spot ring is then determined by the incident angles, parametrized by their cosine values $\mu_i$, and by the ionization parameters $\xi_i$. These values are connected to the X-ray luminosity $L_{\text{flare}}$ of the flare by the relation:

$$\xi = \frac{L_{\text{flare}} \mu_i^3}{\pi h^2},$$

as derived from the geometry shown in Fig. 6.4. In the above equation $n$ denotes the surface number density of the disk that can be obtained from the density profiles computed before. The reflected spectrum of each ring is computed accurately by solving the radiative transfer locally. The computations are performed with the coupled use of the codes TITAN and NOAR (Dumont et al., 2000, 2003) as described in chapter 5. The resulting spectra can be evaluated separately at different emission angles $\psi$, i.e., local viewing angles, varying in constant steps of $\cos \psi$.

The total spectrum of one spot, as it would be seen by a local observer, is obtained by integration over the rings. Due to their adopted parametrization, the integration actually reduces to a simple summation of the contributions from all rings.

### 6.2.2 Temperature structure of the medium

In Fig. 6.5 (top graph) we show the vertical temperature structure underneath the five concentric rings forming a hot spot at $7 R_g$ (left) and $18 R_g$ (right) after the onset of the flare. The profiles are plotted as a function of the optical depth $\tau$ increasing toward the equatorial plane of the disk. The overall response of the irradiated material to the incident flux confirms results that were shown before (see chapter 4). A hot layer forms at the top of the disk atmosphere followed by a rapid transition to a colder, less ionized medium. However, considering also the horizontal structure of the irradiation, the individual temperature profile at each ring shows the dependence on the varying ionization parameter. At the spot center the temperatures are higher and the less ionized layers lie deeper in the medium.

For a given spot-ring, the temperature profiles at $7 R_g$ and $18 R_g$ are about at the same level. This can be understood from the corresponding vertical disk structure presented in section 6.1 and from the fact that the ratio of $F_{\text{inc}}$ to $F_{\text{disk}}$ is defined equally at both distances. For a Schwarzschild black hole, the density, temperature, and flux profiles at $7 R_g$ and $18 R_g$ before illumination already are roughly at the same level (see Fig. 6.3, left). Thus, the incident radiation $F_{\text{inc}}$ is of the same order at both distances and also the temperature profiles after the onset of the flare have a similar normalization.

### 6.2.3 The reprocessed emission across the hot spot

In the following, we analyze the obtained reprocessed spectra and their dependencies on the position in the spot and on the emission angles in more detail. In Fig. 6.5 (bottom graph) we show local reprocessed spectra emitted from concentric rings covering the spot surface for a distance to the
Figure 6.5: The top graph shows the vertical temperature profiles for three concentric rings of the hot spot. They correspond to incident angles of $\theta = 18^\circ$ (top curves), $\theta = 41^\circ$ (middle curves), and $\theta = 57^\circ$ (bottom curves). In the same order, the three panels of the bottom graph show the corresponding local reprocessed spectra at four different emission angles: $\psi = 10^\circ$ (blue, solid), $\psi = 30^\circ$ (magenta, dots), $\psi = 60^\circ$ (red, dashes), and $\psi = 80^\circ$ (black, dashes/dots). The angles $\theta_0$ and $\psi$ are measured to the disk normal. Results for a spot at the distance $R = 7 R_g$ (left) and $R = 18 R_g$ (right) are presented.
black hole of $7\, R_g$ (left) and $18\, R_g$ (right) respectively. The three panels refer to different radial positions inside the spot, presenting results for the inner, for an intermediate, and for the outer ring. The four flux spectra of each panel correspond to different emission angles $\psi$. For a local observer, they represent a range from a nearly face-on view at $\psi = 10^\circ$ to a nearly edge-on view at $\psi = 80^\circ$. Between different emission angles, the spectra reveal different slopes and proportions. At both distances from the black hole, the Compton hump over 10 keV —60 keV is similar for all rings at the two lower emission angles at $\psi = 10^\circ$ and $\psi = 30^\circ$, which correspond to a type-1 view of an AGN. The bump splits up to different levels and the spectral slope becomes flatter as one goes toward edge-on viewing directions. The overall normalization of the spectra in Fig. 6.5 (bottom graph) levels down as $\psi$ rises.

The continuum

The dependencies on the local viewing angles are analogous for both distances from the black hole. We investigate them in more detail by considering the spectral intensity in narrow energy bands at 4 keV and 28 keV and by computing the intensity ratio for each of the five spot rings at both distances from the black hole. The spectral intensity can be obtained from the flux spectra simply by dividing them by $\cos \psi$. The results are plotted as a function of the local inclination angle in Fig. 6.6.

From the spectral intensities one can derive a limb-brightening effect. Practically all spectra have a rising tendency toward larger local viewing angles. Only for the spot center at $18\, R_g$ the intensity at 28 keV goes slightly down toward higher emission angles. This effect can be understood from the vertical temperature structure of the plane-parallel medium (see Fig. 6.5, top graph) observed at different inclinations $\psi$. We illustrate the situation in Fig. 6.7. The upper layers of the disk surface are very hot, therefore highly ionized, and optically thin. A local observer looking at the medium at a normal direction $\psi \approx 0^\circ$ can see down to the deeper, less ionized layers, because along his line-of-sight the temperature drops significantly within $\tau = 1$. However, a local observer looking at the same medium from a higher inclination $\psi \approx 60^\circ$ rather sees the highly ionized surface layers dominated by electron scattering and exhibiting less absorption. Along his line-of-sight the extinction within $\tau = 1$ is dominated by scattering and thus more intensity is preserved than for the observer at low inclinations.

For the intensities at 28 keV, absorption is less important because the photon energies largely exceed the ionization thresholds. Therefore, at low emission angles, the intensity curves in the middle panels of Fig. 6.5 are very similar. However, they diverge at higher inclinations with the intensities from the outer rings being higher than for the spot center. This effect can be understood from the Compton scattering phase function. As the top layers of the atmosphere are highly ionized, the incident photons are likely to undergo Compton interactions largely favoring forward scattering of the radiation. Hence, an electron entering the medium at the spot center ($\theta = 0^\circ$) is likely to proceed in the same direction until reaching the deeper, colder layers where it can become absorbed. Photons entering the medium at higher angles $\theta$ are likely to remain closer to the surface and thus they have a higher probability to escape.

The intensity ratios show that the spectra become harder at lower inclinations, i.e. when the emission direction is close to the normal of the spot surface. This behavior varies quantitatively with the location in the spot considered. In the spot-center, for $\cos \theta = 0.95$, the irradiating flux is strongest and the softest spectra appear. This is true for all possible emission angles. The matter can be understood by the relatively thicker high-temperature layer at the disk surface (see Fig.6.5,
Figure 6.6: Spectral intensities at 4 keV (top) and 28 keV (middle) and their ratio (bottom) as a function of the local viewing angle $\psi$ (inclination) for a hot spot at $7R_g$ (left) and at $18R_g$ (right). The five curves denote the consecutive concentric rings forming the hot spot. They are parametrized by the cosine of the incident angle $\theta$ of the illuminating primary radiation. The angles $\theta$ and $\psi$ are measured to the disk normal.
Figure 6.7: Stratified plane-parallel slab seen at two different local viewing angles. The medium is separated into a hot, dilute surface layer and an underlying colder, denser layer. Observer 1 can see the low-temperature medium and the extinction on his line-of-sight contains a significant absorption component. Observer 2 rather sees the high-temperature surface layer; along his line-of-sight, scattering is dominating.

due to the emission angle and the position in the spot can also be derived from the spectral appearance of the iron Kα-line complex that we investigate in Fig. 6.8. This figure presents a zoom of Fig. 6.5 (bottom graph) onto the region between 1 keV and 12 keV. For clarity, the spectra of different inclinations contain a vertical offset. Several components of the line complex are visible for all rings and inclinations shown: the component at 6.4 keV of weaker ionization states of iron, the helium-like iron Kα-line at 6.7 keV, and sometimes even the hydrogen-like iron Kα-line at 6.9 keV. A Kβ-line at 7.1 keV of weakly ionized iron is also visible if the Kα line at 6.4 keV is strong.

The different components of the iron-line complex vary strongly with the inclination. For a given spot-ring the lines seen at high inclinations denote more strongly ionized iron than those seen toward a face-on view. Again, the effect is analogous for both distances from the black hole and can be understood from the temperature and ionization structure of the medium and from the geometry (see Fig. 6.7). Since the temperature drops with increasing vertical depth, the highest ionization states of iron are found closer to the surface.

In order to quantify the behavior of the iron emission line complex as a function of the position in the spot and of the inclination, we investigate the equivalent width (EW) of the line. Therefore we
Figure 6.8: Zoom of the spectra shown in Fig. 6.5 (bottom graph) on the region of the iron Kα-line. From top to bottom the panels correspond to incident angles of $\theta = 18^\circ$ (top), $\theta = 41^\circ$ (middle), and $\theta = 57^\circ$ (bottom). Each panel shows curves at four different viewing directions $\psi$ as indicated (inclination). The angles $\theta$ and $\psi$ are measured to the disk normal. Results for a spot at the distance $r = 7R_g$ (left) and $r = 18R_g$ (right) are shown. For clarity the spectra of different inclinations contain a vertical offset.
Figure 6.9: Illustration of our measurements for the equivalent width of the Kα-line. The underlying continuum is fixed at three featureless bands and approximated by a parabolic function.

define a continuum at three different locations between 3 keV and 10 keV avoiding other emission and absorption features. The continuum is then approximated by a parabolic function, as we illustrate in Fig. 6.9, and the EWs are computed assuming that the line flux is the whole flux above the continuum in this region. In Fig. 6.10 we show the resulting EWs for each spot ring as a function of the inclination angle for both distances of 7 R_g and 18 R_g from the black hole. The dependence of the EWs on the inclination varies systematically with the spot-ring considered. For the spot center the EW of the Kα-line rises toward higher (edge-on) inclinations, while at the spot rim the tendency is reversed. At intermediate positions inside the spot, the relation between the EW and the inclination depends on the distance of the spot from the central black hole.

All values of the EW measured are higher than 1 keV - which is significantly higher than the usually observed values. One reason for this is given by the fact that we only consider the pure reprocessed radiation and we leave aside any dilution by the primary component. Furthermore, we expect strong lines with respect to the continuum, because in our model relatively cold disk matter of roughly 10^5 K is irradiated by hard X-rays corresponding to a temperature of 10^7 K —10^8 K. Since we consider the medium only for a short instance assuming that the flare duration is significantly shorter than the dynamical time-scale, the density structure does not change. For longer flare durations, the medium must expand, as we show in Czerny & Goosmann (2004), and obtain a lower density leading to weaker line emission (Collin et al., 2003).

6.2.4 Integrated spectra of a whole spot

For magnetic flares close to the black hole, it is important to take the structure of the hot spot into consideration, as the modifications due to general relativistic effects affect different parts of the spot in a different way. However, if the spot is located farther away from the disk center, the relativistic modifications generally play a minor role and the observed spectrum can be constructed as a simple integration of the individual ring-spectra.

Due to the parametrization of the rings chosen, the integration is equivalent to a simple sum-
6.3 Computation of the spectra seen by a distant observer

We now investigate the effects of general relativity in the vicinity of the black hole on the observed reprocessed spectra. We therefore apply the ray-tracing code KY using the local single-ring spectra described in section 6.2.3 to define the emissivity of the disk. In a first step, we only consider time-stable spots orbiting around the black hole with the Keplerian velocity of a given distance $R$ to the disk center (section 6.3.2). Then, time-dependent effects induced by the distance to the flare source that varies with the position in the spot are investigated.
Figure 6.11: Integrated spectra from the entire hot spot seen at different local viewing angles $\psi$. The top panel shows spectral fluxes. From top to bottom, the inclination $\psi$ corresponding to the curves decreases in 20 constant steps of $\cos \psi$ between $\cos \psi = 0.975$ (face-on) and $\cos \psi = 0.025$ (edge-on). The middle panels shows the same data but plotted as spectral intensities. Here, the inclination for the curves increases from top (edge-on) to bottom (face-on). The distance of the hot spot from the disk center is 7 \(R_g\) (left) and 18 \(R_g\) (right).

6.3.1 Keplerian motion and relativistic effects

The propagation of radiation through the curved space time around the black hole is computed by using the code KY (Dovčiak, Karas & Yaqoob, 2004; Dovčiak, 2004) described in chapter 5. The program integrates the photon geodesics between a position withing the flare spot and a distant observer. The integration method takes into account the energy shift of the photon along the geodesics, arrival time-lags, and the lensing-effect. Spectra can be computed for various viewing directions of a distant observer based on a given emissivity distribution of the disk. We define this emissivity for a local hot spot corresponding to a compact source at the height \(h = 0.5R_g\). From the half-opening angle $\theta_0 = 60^\circ$ of the flare-cone, a spot radius of \(r_0 = \sqrt{3}h = 0.866 R_g\) follows.

The flare above the disk surface is assumed to be in a Keplerian motion. This is rather a natural assumption if flares form as magnetic field lines expelled from the disk interior due to buoyancy. The spot center directly underlying the flare follows the same Keplerian orbit. The overall shape of
the spot stays circular. However, the kinematics of the spot is affected by the differential rotation of the disk: spot regions located closer to the black hole have a larger angular velocity than spot regions farther away. This means that there is a relative drift of the material through the spot, with some material leaving the spot region and cooling off while new material enters and is heated. We assume that at each part of the spot the motion is Keplerian. However, for simplicity, we neglect the effect of the drift of the material, hence, we assume that the heating and cooling of the drifting material is instantaneous. This is a good approximation since the heating and cooling timescales are short compared to the dynamical time-scale (see chapter 4). From the Keplerian motion of the spot it follows that the observed spectrum depends not only on the disk inclination \( i \) but also on the azimuthal starting position \( \phi_0 \) of the spot within the disk.

We mention here that we consider the relativistic corrections only for the radiation coming from the hot spot after reprocessing. Modeling also the relativistic effects for the incident radiation on the way between the flare source and the disk is not included. However, this can be justified by several explicit ray-tracing computations we performed for photons traveling along the limiting flare-cone as defined by \( \theta_0 = 60^\circ \). In a flat space, these photons define a circle in the surface plane of the disk. We perform ray-tracing computations of photons along the limiting flare cone for a Schwarzschild black hole. The result is shown in Fig. 6.13 (left) where we plot the trace of the limiting cone on the disk surface with and without relativistic corrections.

The spot-center is located at \( 7R_g \) from the black hole. One can tell immediately, that the relativistic trace does not differ significantly from the circle obtained in flat space. Treating the incident radiation as traveling through flat space is hence a good approximation.

Repeating the same simulations for a Kerr black hole with maximum spin parameter \( a = 0.998 \) and for several distances from the disk center, we evaluate the limit of our simplifying assumption for the incident radiation. In Fig 6.13 (right) we show the trace of the limiting flare-cone on the surface of the disk. Again the inner circle denotes the results in a flat space, while the deformed lines
Figure 6.13: Traces on the disk surface of the trajectories for photons emitted by the compact flare source along the limiting flare-cone with \( \theta_0 = 60^\circ \). The disk surface is seen from above and parametrized by plane-coordinates \( x \) and \( y \) given in units of \( R_g \). In flat space, the limiting cone leaves the trace of a circle, which is included in the figures for orientation. The projected position of the flare source at the height \( h = 0.5R_g \) is above the center of the circle. The left figure shows the transformation of the circle as one switches to the metric at a distance of \( 7R_g \) of a Schwarzschild black hole. The differences to the case of a flat space are very small. In the right figure, the same transformation to a Kerr metric for several distances to the black hole is shown. With increasing deformation the trace-lines denote distances at \( 3R_g, 2.75R_g \) and \( 2.5R_g \). At a disk radius of \( 3R_g \) the trace-line still reminds of a circle.

represent the case of a Kerr black hole with maximum spin. The stronger the lines are deformed in comparison to the circle, the closer is the disk radius considered. From the figure we derive that a limiting disk radius for the modeling of the hot spot as a circle lies around \( 3R_g \).

6.3.2 Spots at different phases of the orbit

In the \( KY \)-code, the disk surface is parametrized by plane radial coordinates \( R \) and \( \phi \). The spot radius is determined by the height \( h = 0.5R_g \) of the flare source and by the maximum half-opening angle \( \theta_0 = 60^\circ \) to \( r_0 = h \tan \theta_0 \). In order to define the spot with the spot center at \( (R_0, \phi_0) \), we derive the following formula for the local emissivity \( \epsilon(E, R, \phi, \psi) \) at the photon energy \( E \), disk position \( (R, \phi) \), and emission angle \( \psi \):

\[
\epsilon(E, R, \phi, \psi) = \begin{cases} 
F(E, r, \psi), & r < r_0, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}
\]  

(6.5)

Herein, \( F \) denotes the local flux and \( r = \sqrt{R^2 + R_0^2 - 2RR_0 \cos(\phi - \phi_0)} \) the distance between the spot center and the point \( (R, \phi) \) considered. We are interested in the spectral effects induced by general relativity and by the orbital motion of the spot at various phases of the orbit. Therefore, we conduct the ray-tracing for a whole orbital period ignoring the fact that the hydrostatic equilibrium should change over the dynamical time-scale. The spectra produced here, can, however, provide helpful insights into the spectral behavior along the orbit.

In Fig. 6.14 we show color coded plots of the spectral flux received by a distant observer at four different inclinations for a theoretical hot spot completing a full orbit. On the horizontal axis the
6.3. COMPUTATION OF THE SPECTRA SEEN BY A DISTANT OBSERVER
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Figure 6.14: Color-coded maps of the spectral flux coming from a theoretical hot spot completing an entire Keplerian orbit. The horizontal axis denotes the orbital phase divided into 800 units; the vertical axis marks the photon energy between 1.3 keV and 10.3 keV. The color codes follow the rainbow-colors with blue representing the lowest flux. The maps are normalized to the maximum flux of all energies and orbital phases in each case. The color-codes are not extended up to unity, in order to allow clearer distinction of the fainter features. The panels consecutively represent different viewing angles $i$ of a distant observer as measured with respect to the disk normal: $i = 10^\circ$, $i = 30^\circ$, $i = 60^\circ$, and $i = 85^\circ$. The distance of the hot spot to the black hole is $7 R_g$ for the left panels and $18 R_g$ for the right ones. The orbit starts at the closest approach to the observer.

orbital period is given, the vertical axis denotes the photon energy. Prominent features, especially strong emission lines, appear in red. The combined Doppler and gravitational energy shift is clearly visible by the position and S-like shape of the line traces. For lower inclinations corresponding to a face-on view, the Doppler effect causing the wavy shape of the line is weaker but the trace remains gravitationally redshifted with respect to the laboratory minimum energy 6.4 keV of the line complex. This gravitational redshift is stronger for the shorter distance to the black hole as expected.

When the spot passes behind the black hole with respect to the observers direction, a strong lensing-effect can be observed especially for high inclinations corresponding to an edge-on view. At this orbital period, marked at $\sim 450$ units on the horizontal axis of Fig. 6.14, the flux rises particularly strongly for inclinations $i$ becoming larger than $60^\circ$. At the quasi-alignment, of the spot, the black hole, and the distance observer, the black hole acts like a lens collecting the radiation of the spot emitted in various directions to focus it along the line of sight. The spectra at all other periods are relatively low.

In order to better understand the spectral behavior we divide the orbit into eight phases and provide the integrated spectrum for each phase at four different local viewing angles $i = 10^\circ$, $i = 30^\circ$, $i = 60^\circ$, and $i = 85^\circ$. The result is shown in Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16. For the two distances of the spot to the black hole considered, we illustrate the spectra over 2 keV and 50 keV (left panels) and for a zoom on the range between 1 keV and 10 keV (right panels) at different phases of the accretion
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Figure 6.15: Spectra coming from a theoretical hot spot at 8 different phases of an entire orbit. In each panel the bottom/middle spectrum denotes the closest approach of the hot spot to the observer. The disk is supposed to rotate clock-wise. The spot is located at a distance of 7 $R_g$ from the black hole. The panels consecutively represent different viewing angles of a distant observer as measured with respect to the disk normal: $i = 10^\circ$, $i = 30^\circ$, $i = 60^\circ$, and $i = 85^\circ$. The panels on the left show the whole spectra modeled over 2 keV to 50 keV, while the panels on the right present a zoom on the region of the K$\alpha$ line between 1 keV and 10 keV.

disk. The effects due to general relativity and Doppler shifts, induced by the Keplerian motion of the spot, become more important for higher inclinations. They affect the normalization of the reprocessed spectra as well as the shape of specific spectral features.

The effects are relevant even at the relatively large distance of 18 $R_g$ from the black hole. The spectra are significantly deformed at some orbital phases and already at low inclinations. This can be seen especially from the zoom onto the K$\alpha$-line region shown in Fig. 6.16. For $i = 10^\circ$ the line complex shows a slight gravitational red-shift and phase-dependent deformations of the K$\alpha$-line complex. At higher inclinations these deformations become stronger due to the larger velocity component of the spot along the line-of-sight, which smears out the lines. When the spot passes behind the black hole, from the point of view of a distant observer, the lensing-effect becomes important especially at high inclinations.

As expected, the deformations are much stronger at 7 $R_g$ than at 18 $R_g$. At 7 $R_g$ basically all orbital periods and for all inclinations the K$\alpha$-line complex cannot be decomposed into single components any more. An exception is given at the inclination of $i = 60^\circ$, where shortly “after” the passage behind the black hole some structure of the line appears. However, the spectral deformations due to the lensing-effect remain very strong. The stronger deformations of the spectra in comparison to the larger distance at 18 $R_g$ are explained by a higher gravitational redshift of the photons but also by the higher Keplerian velocity of the spot.

The decomposition into eight orbital phases also shows that for inclinations smaller than 60° the flux enhancement during the passage behind the black hole takes its maximum at a slightly “later” orbital phase, i.e. when the spot already accelerates again toward the observer. One can see that in Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16, high normalizations of the spectra do not only appear in the upper-middle panel but also in the upper-right one. Physically, this can be explained by the interplay of two
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Figure 6.16: Spectra coming from a theoretical hot spot at 8 different phases of an entire orbit. In each panel the bottom/middle spectrum denotes the closest approach of the hot spot to the observer. The disk is supposed to rotate clock-wise. The spot is located at a distance of 18 $R_g$ from the black hole. The panels consecutively represent different viewing angles $i$ of a distant observer as measured with respect to the disk normal: $i = 10^\circ$, $i = 30^\circ$, $i = 60^\circ$, and $i = 85^\circ$. The panels on the left show the whole spectra modeled over 2 keV to 50 keV, while the panels on the right present a zoom on the region of the $K\alpha$ line between 1 keV and 10 keV.

effects: the lensing which indeed produces a maximum flux enhancement for a spot-position exactly behind the black hole, and the energy blueshift rising along the approaching phase. Both effects combine and create the maximum flux enhancement at the slightly “later” orbital phase. For the extreme inclination of $i = 85^\circ$ the gravitational lensing is so strong that the effect of energy blue shift can not compete and the maximum flux enhancement appears again during the passage of the spot directly behind the black hole. The combination of lensing-effect and photon energy shift also explains why the traces of the emission lines in the color-coded plots of Fig. 6.14 do not look entirely sinusoidal: the concave phases of the traces are always longer than the convex ones and this trend becomes stronger with increasing inclination.

The plots of the reprocessed spectra at various orbital phases clearly show modifications of the spectral slope and of the emission lines depending on the azimuthal position of the hot spot. These deformations are stronger for a closer distance to the black hole and therefore we are going to analyze them in more detail for our case of a hot spot at the disk radius of $7\, R_g$.

### 6.3.3 Short-term spots at different orbital phases

The previous investigation of a theoretical hot spot completing a whole orbit illustrates the consequences of the relativistic effects and the Keplerian motion on the reprocessed spectra. However, the results are not entirely consistent as we assume that the spot emission is persistent over the whole Keplerian time-scale of the disk. During this time, the illuminated disk would settle into a new hydrostatic equilibrium and the properties of the locally emitted spectra would change.

In the following investigation, we therefore consider only short-term flares completing a small fraction of the orbit. The model configuration is identical to the one described in section 6.3.2,
only the flare duration is much shorter. The flare is assumed to occur at a defined orbital phase and the radiation of the flare source is switched on instantaneously. It lasts for a time period $T$ corresponding to the light-crossing time of the hot spot and then the source is instantaneously switched off again. The geometry illustrated in Fig. 6.4 shows that the time-dependent emissivity pattern across the spot depends on the distance to the flare source and on the duration of the primary emission. During the onset and fading of the flare the hot spot will evolve from the center, where the first primary photons arrive, to the rim. For a long-living flare observed at an even longer integration time, the irradiation can be considered as a stationary process, as it was done in section 6.3.2. Therefore, the results obtained for hot spots completing a whole Keplerian orbit can serve as a guideline to the interpretation of the spectra we obtain for the short-flares. However, if the duration of the primary emission and of the observation are short, the evolution of the hot spot emissivity induces new time-dependent effects on the spectrum.

The intrinsic evolution of the emissivity across the hot spot starts at a certain time $t_0$ at the spot center and ends there at $t_0 + T$. If $r = \sqrt{R^2 + R_0^2 - 2RR_0 \cos(\phi - \phi_0)}$ denotes the distance of a given position $(R, \phi)$ on the disk and the spot center $(R_0, \phi_0)$, the time-dependent local emissivity $\varepsilon_i$ at the time $t$ is given by:

$$
\varepsilon_i(E, R, \phi, \psi, t) = \begin{cases} 
\varepsilon(E, R, \phi, \psi), & t_0 < t - \frac{r^2}{r^2 + \beta^2} < t_0 + T, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
$$

(6.6)

Herein $E$ is the photon energy, $\psi$ denotes the local emission angle, and $h$ the height of the flare source above the disk. Implicitly, we assume in the above formula that the reprocessing happens instantaneously.

As before, we consider hot spots at the two different distances of $R = 7 R_g$ and $R = 18 R_g$ from a Schwarzschild black hole with the mass $M = 10^6 M_\odot$ and the accretion rate $0.001 M_\odot$ per year. The radiative transfer solutions for the local reprocessed spectra are the same as in section 6.3. We compute sets of time-dependent spectra at four viewing angles $i = 10^\circ$, $i = 30^\circ$, $i = 60^\circ$, and $i = 85^\circ$ of a distant observer. The viewing angle is measured with respect to the disk symmetry axis. For the initial azimuthal position $\phi_0$ of the flare we consider the four values $\phi_0 = 0^\circ$, $\phi_0 = 90^\circ$, $\phi_0 = 180^\circ$, and $\phi_0 = 270^\circ$. The origin of the azimuthal scale at $\phi = 0^\circ$ is at the closest approach of the hot spot to the (inclined) observer, for $\phi = 180^\circ$ the spot is farthest away and behind the black hole for very high inclinations around $i \sim 90^\circ$.

In Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18 we present the obtained integrated spectra for the whole observed flare periods and corresponding lightcurves. The four panels of each figure denote the different azimuthal positions.

**The spectral appearance**

The figures show that the line broadening is important also for short-term flares. However, in this case the contribution of the Doppler energy shift due to the Keplerian motion to the line broadening should be weak. During the flare period the spot only proceed for $\sim 3^\circ$ on the orbit, which is almost negligible. From the short flare spectra we can therefore conclude that the line broadening is caused to a large extent by general relativity. Due to the expansion of the spot, the photons arriving at the distant observer originate at different distances from the central black hole. Hence, their gravitational redshift, which only depends on the distance of the emission point from the black hole, covers a whole range and the line appears to be broadened. At $18 R_g$ the gravitational line broadening and the orbital motion are weaker and the iron Kα line appears resolved into its
sub-components at all orbital phases. Comparing them at different inclinations for a flare at a
given orbital phase, the effect of the vertical ionization and temperature profiles become visible as
explained for the local emission spectra of the single concentric rings (see Fig. 6.8).

Some aspects of the spectral shape are consistent with the results obtained in section 6.3.2 for
hot spots over the whole orbit. The Doppler shift of the emission line, for instance, corresponds to
the orbital phase of the flare and increases with higher inclination due to a larger velocity component
along the line-of-sight. For a flare occurring “behind” the black hole, i.e. for $\phi_0 = 180^\circ$ the lensing
effect strongly modifies the spectrum and increases the overall flux. At this phase and for high
inclinations the iron Kα-line is entirely smeared out.

The lightcurves

The new time-dependent element in this model is given by the consideration of the different light-
travel times between the elevated source and the different positions of the hot spot. This effect
can be seen in the shape of the lightcurves that were integrated over the whole spectra between 2
keV and 50 keV. The observed flare period is not the same for all inclinations and orbital phases.
Physically, it depends on the difference in length between the longest and the shortest photon
trajectories connecting the spot with the distant observer. These trajectories are a function of the
defined geometry and of the time-dependent emission across the spot. In the figures, the origin of
the time axis is set when the photons coming from the spot-center arrive at the distant observer.

At low inclinations the lightcurves have a characteristic and regular shape showing consecutively
the rising and fading period of the flare emission. The shape of the lightcurve is not at all box-like
as assumed for the incident radiation illuminating the disk. The geometrical expansion of the spot
induces different time-delays for the reprocessed radiation and so the onset and fading of the spot
emission are smoothed out.

Going toward higher inclinations the shape of the light curve changes and generally becomes
more symmetric - with an exception for the phase $\phi = 180^\circ$, which corresponds again to the passage
of the spot “behind” the black hole. Quite complete symmetry is reached for inclinations of $\sim 60^\circ$.
However, for even larger angles the flux decreases rapidly and the lightcurves become much flatter.

In the diagrams, the time axis is given in units of one orbital time-scale. At the two distances
from the black hole, with $M = 10^8 M_\odot$, considered, the Keplerian time-scales are $5.5 \times 10^4$ s at $7 R_g$
and $2 \times 10^3$ s at $18 R_g$. Hence, the observed flare durations are of the order of a few hundreds or
thousands of seconds.

6.4 Summary and discussion

In this chapter we analyzed in a detailed way the reprocessed emission from an irradiated hot spot
orbiting on the accretion disk around the black hole. Such spots are expected to develop during
magnetic flares producing compact X-ray lamps above the disk. Before the onset of the flare we
assume the disk to be in hydrostatic equilibrium.

We modeled the vertical disk profile including relativistic corrections. Our simulations for the
density, flux, and temperature reveal correlations with the distance of the flare from the central
black hole. For closer distances, the disk is geometrically thinner while the densities are higher.
Also the flux and temperature distributions increase toward the disk center, but when approaching
the marginally stable orbit, they level down due to the imposed boundary conditions. Such a
behavior is similar for the temperature and flux at the disk surface computed from the standard
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formulae of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). The surface values for the flux and for the temperature we obtain are close to the standard values calculated by equation 6.1 and by other standard formulae of the α-disk model. However, in our modeling we also obtain the vertical disk structure, which differs significantly from the assumption of constant density as assumed by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). Including the relativistic effects into the computation of the vertical disk profiles, induces changes particularly when the spot is close to the black hole because the cut-off function at the inner boundary is different.

Using the vertical disk profiles at a given distance from the black hole, we investigated the Compton reflection/reprocessed component coming from an irradiated hot spot on the disk surface. The local spectra show dependencies on the position in the spot due to the changing incident flux coming from the flare source. In the soft X-ray range and for local inclinations ψ < 60°, the strongest intensity appears at the spot-center. It levels down toward the spot rim. This is due to higher ionization and less absorption in the more strongly irradiated medium at the spot center. In the hard X-ray range the emission intensity rises and the spectra hardens at all inclinations as one goes from the center toward the rim. At the same time, the hot spot exhibits a limb-brightening effect, as the emission rises toward larger local viewing angles. The different components of the Kα-line complex indicate the temperature and ionization state of the medium seen at a given inclination.

Adding relativistic ray-tracing to the model of orbiting hot spots leads to strong dependencies of the spectra on the orbital phase. For long-term flares completing a significant fraction of the Keplerian orbit, relativistic and Doppler effects induce time-variability for the lines and for the continuum. The orbital variations of the Kα-line position and intensity are enhanced for small
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Figure 6.18: Flux spectra and lightcurves for short-term flares at four different initial azimuthal positions of the spot: \( \phi_0 = 0^\circ \) (top panels, left), \( \phi_0 = 90^\circ \) (middle panels, left), \( \phi_0 = 180^\circ \) (bottom panels, left), and \( \phi_0 = 270^\circ \) (above panels). The left panels show broad spectra between 2 keV and 50 keV, they were integrated over the whole observed flare period. From top to bottom the spectra denote the disk inclinations \( i = 10^\circ \), \( i = 30^\circ \), \( i = 60^\circ \), and \( i = 85^\circ \). The spectra contain a systematic offset of a factor of 10 between each other for clarity. The right panels show the corresponding lightcurves integrated over the whole spectra. The distance of the spot to the black hole is \( R = 18R_g \).

distances from the central black hole and at high inclinations of the disk. Such results have been presented by several authors (see e.g. Ruszkowski, 2000; Dovciak, Karas & Yaqoob, 2004) and these results can now be confronted to the recent discovery of a quasi-periodic pattern in the iron line profile of the Seyfert-1 galaxy NGC 3516 (Iwasawa et al., 2004; Fabian & Miniutti, 2005), as mentioned in chapter 4.

For short-term flares, additional time-variability is caused by the light-traveling paths of the incident radiation to different positions within the hot spot. However, the modeling of single short-term flares requires the declaration of many free parameters: distance \( R \) to the black hole, mass \( M \), spin parameter \( a_\ast \) and accretion rate \( \dot{m} \) of the black hole, disk inclination \( i \), initial azimuthal angle \( \psi_0 \) of the spot, flare duration \( T \), height \( h \) of the flare above the disk. In the preceding investigation, we did not yet vary the spectral slope of the incident spectrum and neither the height of the flare. Nevertheless, it would be useful to expand the grid of models as already in current X-ray data, the lightcurves of AGN show features corresponding to short-term flares. In the following chapter, such a flare event reported for MCG -6-30-15 is investigated in terms of its time variability. The lightcurve is shown in Fig. 7.1 (left). The flare part has a rather symmetric shape that, however, we cannot yet explain with our short-term flare model. Our results for the short-flares show symmetric shapes of the lightcurve only if the inclination of the object is at higher inclinations of \( \sim 60^\circ \) or more (see Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18), which is not the case for this object. Furthermore, in MCG -6-30-15, the low mass black hole is supposedly rapidly spinning (Young et al., 2005), a case that we have not considered yet in our modeling. Especially at small disk radii there are important consequences on the disk structure, the local radiative transfer, and on the relativistic effects.

More precise tests of our flare-modeling are expected from the X-ray data obtained by future
satellite missions such as Constellation-X and XEUS. The time-resolved spectra obtained with these observatories will be of much higher quality than the ones obtained at the present day. For the flare event in MCG -6-30-15, mentioned in the preceding paragraph, Ponti et al. (2004) have provided a series of time resolved spectra during the flare period from the XMM-Newton data. However, the signal-to-noise ratio of these spectra is far from being comparable to the model. With the next generation of X-ray satellites the data should be of much higher quality and it will be useful to analyze theoretically magnetic flare emission at different time periods of their existence. However, the present data can still be powerful in testing the statistical variability properties predicted by time-resolved simulations of large numbers of flares. In chapter 8, we therefore conduct Monte-Carlo simulations for large number distributions of flares across the disk and characterize the expected variability behavior of such a configuration.
Chapter 7

Modeling time-lags of X-ray flares

Time-lags between soft and hard X-ray spectra of accreting sources can be modeled as a result of multiple scattering within the hot, optically thin plasma producing the power law component. Such an interpretation was also suggested for a flare event in MCG -6-30-15 as described by Ponti et al. (2004). In this chapter we discuss an alternative possibility. We assume that the source of the primary power law emission is given by magnetic reconnection above the disk, and the delay in various energy bands is due to a delay of the radiation traveling between the source and the reprocessing disk. This leads to a time-dependent behavior of the observed spectral shape. We construct a simple toy model to show general trends of the observed time-lags between various energy bands.

In section 7.1 we present the modeling setup and the mathematical functions describing the time-evolution of the primary component and of the reprocessed radiation. We then compute a grid of models varying systematically the height of the flare source above the disk and the properties of the primary and the reprocessed radiation. General results of this modeling are presented in section 7.2, as well as an application to the flare event seen in MCG -6-30-15. We discuss implications of our results in section 7.3. Further details of the modeling we present here can be found in Goosmann & Czerny (in preparation).

7.1 Description of the model

The investigation we conduct is analogous to the data analysis done by Ponti et al. (2004) for the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15. The object was observed for 95 ks with XMM-Newton (Wilms et al., 2001) and showed a bright flare lasting for ~ 2000 s. We show the light-curve over the flare-period in Fig. 7.1 (top). From their data, Ponti et al. (2004) computed X-ray time-lags using cross-correlation functions between the light-curves of separate X-ray bands. These computations reveal the reaction time of the spectrum as a function of energy, shown in Fig. 7.1 (bottom).

For our model, we assume that the flare is created by a magnetic reconnection event at a height $h$ above the surface of the accretion disk. The reconnection creates a compact source of hard X-ray radiation. This primary component $I_p$ partly shines up and is detected by a distant observer, partly it irradiates the disk and creates a hot spot. The hot spot gives rise to a Compton reflection/reprocessed component $I_r$ providing an iron Kα-line around 6.4 keV and a Compton hump centered at ~ 30 keV. In Fig. 7.2 we illustrate the geometrical setup between the flare source, the reprocessing disk, and the viewing direction of a distant observer. From the figure it becomes clear
Figure 7.1: The light-curve (left) between 0.2 keV — 10 keV for a strong flare in MCG -6-30-15 and the energy-dependent reaction-time (right) of the flare spectrum. (Ponti et al., 2004).

that the response of \( I_r \) to spectral variations of \( I_p \) is delayed by the light-travel time to the disk surface and back. This time-lag depends on the location inside the hot spot and on the viewing direction.

We define mathematical descriptions of the intensities \( I_p \) and \( I_r \) depending on energy \( E \) and time \( t \). They read as follows:

\[
I_p(E,t) = \mathcal{L}_p(t, t_0, \Omega)E^{-\alpha_p}, \quad \text{(7.1)}
\]
\[
I_r(E,t) = N \mathcal{L}_r(t, t_0, \delta, \Omega, b)E^{-\alpha_r}. \quad \text{(7.2)}
\]

Herein, the two functions \( \mathcal{L}_p \) and \( \mathcal{L}_r \) are given by the expressions:

\[
\mathcal{L}_p(t, t_0, \Omega) = \frac{\Omega^2}{(t - t_0)^2 + \Omega^2}, \quad \text{(7.3)}
\]
\[
\mathcal{L}_r(t, t_0, \delta, \Omega, b) = \frac{b^2\Omega^2}{[t - (t_0 - \delta)]^2 + b^2\Omega^2}. \quad \text{(7.4)}
\]

For both \( I_p \) and \( I_r \) we assume a power-law shape in energy with different indexes \( \alpha_p \) and \( \alpha_r \). In the case of the reprocessed component, this description neglects particular features like the emission lines, we will thus only examine the time-dependent effects relying on the spectral slope of \( I_r \). Although some spectroscopy during the flare in MCG -6-30-15 is given in Ponti et al. (2004), its signal-to-noise ratio is not sufficiently high to enable an observational constraint for \( \alpha_r \). We therefore adopt a value taken from modeling of the reprocessed component emitted by a hot spot as presented in chapter 6. It follows from this work that the X-ray spectrum between 1 keV and 30 keV for a hot spot orbiting a \( 10^7 M_\odot \) black hole at 7 gravitational radii can be roughly approximated by a power-law with \( \alpha_r = -0.1 \). Regarding the primary emission we explore two different values for \( \alpha_p \), the average value of large samples of radio-quiet AGN, \( \alpha_p = 0.9 \) (Nandra et al., 1997b; Piconcelli et al., 2005; George et al., 2000), and a limiting case derived from time analysis of a long observation of MCG -6-30-15 conducted by Vaughan & Edelson (2001). In their work, the observed spectral
shape can be fitted by a power-law component with a spectral index varying around 1.2. Assuming, that the primary radiation is still slightly steeper to account for the reprocessed component in the observed spectrum, we choose $\alpha_p = 1.3$.

The time-development of both functions is modeled by Lorentzians, $L_p$ and $L_r$, taking a point in time $t_0$ for the maximum of the primary emission to appear and a half-width $\Omega$. These functions are chosen according to the shape of the light-curve for the observed flare in MCG -6-30-15 (see Fig. 7.1, top), which can be approximated by a Lorentzian. We imagine the time modulation of $I_p$ and $I_r$ as consecutive pulses. The primary leads the reprocessed spectrum by a delay $\delta = h/c$ giving a measure of the light travel-time between the source of the flare and the accretion disk. From the reported flare in MCG -6-30-15 we adopt $t_0 = 2200s$ and $\Omega = 500s$. For the reflected component, the width of the Lorentzian can be broadened by a parameter $b$. This is expected from the geometrical setup as the time-lag between $I_p$ and $I_r$ depends on the path between the source and the flare-spot (see Fig. 7.2). There are path lengths possible between $h$, for the center of the spot, and $h/\cos \theta_0$ for the spot's rim. Note that it is also influenced by the inclination at which the flare-spot is seen. Exact quantification of the broadening is not necessary for our purposes. Generally, we assume $b$ to be in the range of 1.5 to 4.5.

An overall factor $N$ is included in $I_r$ to normalize the reflected component against the primary. We define $N$ with respect to the ratio $K$ of the total energy release of $I_p$ to $I_r$ over the range between $E_{\text{min}} = 0.2 \text{keV}$ and $E_{\text{max}} = 12 \text{keV}$ as used for the analysis by Ponti et al. (2004). To obtain the total values, the intensities are integrated over time and energy:

\[
K = \frac{N \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt \mathcal{L}_r(t_0, \delta, \Omega, b) \int_{E_{\text{min}}}^{E_{\text{max}}} dE E^{-\alpha_r}}{\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt \mathcal{L}_p(t_0, \Omega) \int_{E_{\text{min}}}^{E_{\text{max}}} dE E^{-\alpha_p}}
\]

\[
K = \frac{Nb(1 - \alpha_p) E_{\text{max}}^{1-\alpha_r} - E_{\text{min}}^{1-\alpha_r}}{1 - \alpha_r} \left( \frac{E_{\text{max}}^{1-\alpha_p} - E_{\text{min}}^{1-\alpha_p}}{E_{\text{max}} - E_{\text{min}}} \right).
\]

Hence, for a given value of $K$, the normalization $N$ is a function of the energy limits, the broadening, and the spectral indexes. If we again consider the modeling conducted in chapter 6, we
find values of $K \sim 0.15$. This leads to a normalization of $N \sim 0.022$, for a broadening of $b = 2$ and the spectral slopes assumed here.

The distant observer is supposed to detect the sum $I_{\text{tot}}$ of $I_p$ and $I_r$, thereby we make the assumption that all the primary radiation going toward the disk is reprocessed inside the spot.

$$I_{\text{obs}}(E,t) = I_p(E,t) + I_r(E,t). \quad (7.7)$$

We now compute cross-correlation functions for $I_{\text{obs}}(E,t)$ taken for the energy bands $\Delta E_i$ as defined in Ponti et al. (2004). These energy bands are summarized in Table 7.1, together with all other model constants.

On the basis of the energy bands $\Delta E_i$, we construct light-curves $L_i$:

$$L_i(t) = \int_{\Delta E_i} I_{\text{obs}}(E,t) dE. \quad (7.8)$$

To investigate the time-lag between the spectral response of the energy band $\Delta E_i$ and $\Delta E_j$ we compute (normalized) cross correlation functions $F_{CCF}^{ij}(\tau)$:

$$F_{CCF}^{ij}(\tau) = \frac{\int_{-\tau_{\text{max}}}^{+\tau_{\text{max}}} L_i(t)L_j(t-\tau) d\tau}{\sqrt{\int_{-\tau_{\text{max}}}^{+\tau_{\text{max}}} L_i^2(t') dt'} \times \sqrt{\int_{-\tau_{\text{max}}}^{+\tau_{\text{max}}} L_j^2(t'') dt''}}, \quad (7.9)$$

where $\tau_{\text{max}}$ has to be sufficiently big, to lead to a converged shape of $F_{CCF}^{ij}(\tau)$. The global maximum of the cross-correlation function appears at the observed time-lag of the spectral variations between the two energy bands.

In Ponti et al. (2004), the spectral and cross-correlation analysis reveal a time-lag of $\sim 600$ s between the hard ($\Delta E_6$) and soft ($\Delta E_1$) X-ray variations. We compute a set of models in order to compare our results to the flare found by Ponti et al. (2004). Exploring parameter space will deliver some instructive insights on how the time-lags are influenced by the spectral shape of the intrinsic radiation or the emission geometry.

### 7.2 Modeling results

In a first step, we calculate several sets of models for the two given slopes $\alpha_p = 0.9$ and $\alpha_p = 1.3$ of $I_p$. We vary the intrinsic delay $\delta$, and the normalization $N$ of $I_r$. Physically, this is equivalent...
7.2. MODELING RESULTS

to assuming different heights of the flare and different reflectivities of the hot spot. We plot the
time-lag as a function of the energy bands $\Delta E_i$. Then, we investigate the behavior of the time-lags
depending on the broadening parameter $b$. Finally, we compare our results to the time-lags observed
in MCG -6-30-15.

7.2.1 Dependencies on the intrinsic delay and on the relative normalization

We vary the intrinsic delay $\delta$ between the two pulses, $\delta$ being 500 s, 700 s, 1000 s and 1700 s.
Different values of the normalization $N$ between 0.01 and 0.9 are set. The results for the case of
$\alpha_p = 0.9$ and a broadening parameter of $b = 2$ are shown in Fig. 7.3. From the cross-correlation
functions $F_{CCF}^{ij}$ we obtain the time-lags of the spectral response for each energy band $\Delta E_i$, with
$i > 1$, compared to the lowest energy band $E_1$ defining the origin of the scale.

It is obvious, that for the very low normalization value of $N = 0.023$, taken from radiative
transfer modeling of hot spot emission, no significant time-lags appear. Reasonable time-lag curves,
which can be compared to actual observations, only appear for values of $N$ being higher by at least
one order of magnitude. Hence, measurable time-lags in the range of minutes between the energy
bands require a higher amount of reflection, than is expected for an isotropically emitting flare
source. In addition to that, the following trends can be derived from the graphs:

1) As expected, the overall normalization for the time-lag curves increases with the in-
trinsic delay $\delta$.

2) All time-lag curves have a positive slope, the spectra therefore evolve from softer to
harder X-ray energies.

3) The level of the time-lag curves increases with the relative normalization $N$. However,
for higher values of $N$, the curves start to become concave and saturate at a level, which
scales with $\delta$ if $\delta$ does not become too big.

4) For very high intrinsic delays $\delta$, the concave shape of the curves disappears again.

The first statement can be understood by the fact that $\delta$ gives a measure for the height of the
flare source above the disk. For higher values of $\delta$ the reflected component appears later and the
time-lags must become larger.

In order to understand the shape of the time-lag curves in more detail, we plot in Fig 7.4
model curves for $I_p$ and $I_r$ and their sum $I_{tot}^{obs}$ across the defined energy bands $\Delta E_i$. Assuming
a normalization $N = 0.7$, the solid pink curve describes $I_{tot}^{obs}$ at $t = 0$, before the two pulses, when
$I_p$ and $I_r$ are still very low. We now imagine, that $I_p$ increases by a certain factor, here we choose
10, while $I_r$ remains still constant. This transforms the solid curve into the dashed one. The figure
shows that $I_{tot}^{obs}$ increases by a larger factor at the low energy bands than at higher ones. During
the rise of $I_p$, the main changes thus happen in the soft X-ray bands, therefore their time-lags are
shorter. Then the rise of the reflection component $I_p$ follows, and the dashed curve changes into
the dotted one. From the diagram it becomes clear, that now the main changes happen in the hard
X-ray range, thus showing longer lags. This qualitative reasoning helps to understand the positive
slope of the time-lag curves in Fig. 7.3 scaling with the relative normalization $N$. The concave
Figure 7.3: Time-lags calculated as a function of energy. The left column shows the results for the case of $\alpha_p = 0.9$, the right column for $\alpha_p = 1.3$. From top to bottom the panels were obtained for intrinsic delays $\delta = 500$ s, 700 s, 1000 s and 1700 s. The various curves denote the following values for $N$: 0.01 (red, solid), 0.05 (orange, dots), 0.1 (yellow, short dashes), 0.3 (green, long dashes), 0.5 (blue, dashes/dots), 0.7 (pink, dashes/double-dots), and 0.9 (black, double-dashes/dots). Note, the change in the vertical scale for the last two panels of the right column.

The shape of the time-lag curve is due to the fact that the rising phases of $I_p$ and $I_r$ partly overlap. The variations in the hard X-ray band are thus partly caused already by $I_p$, which diminishes the time-lags that would be induced by $I_r$ alone.

For low values of $N$, this effect is less relevant and the time-lag curves are straight lines. If the time variations of $I_p$ and $I_r$ do not overlap enough because $\delta$ is too high, the concave shape of the time-lag curves vanishes.
Figure 7.4: Illustration to qualitatively explain the shape of the time-lag curves obtained. The diagram shows the primary component $I_p$ (red, dashes/double-dots), the reflection $I_r$ (blue, double-dashes/dots), and their sum $I_{\text{tot}}$ (brown) before the two pulses (solid), after the rise of $I_p$ (dashed), and after the rise of $I_p$ and $I_r$ (dotted). The curves are plotted on logarithmic scales and in terms of $E \times I$.

We repeat the same modeling for a steeper primary spectrum choosing $\alpha_p = 1.3$. The results are shown in Fig. 7.3 (right) and contain the same general features and tendencies than for the flatter slope investigated before. However, the overall normalization of the time-lag curves is higher and the curves are generally slightly steeper in the soft X-ray range. It is interesting to note that the overall shape of the time-lag curves and their scaling with $N$ and $\delta$ are quite robust against changes of $\alpha_p$ and $\alpha_r$. By obtaining sets of models for various values of these parameters, we continue to find the same qualitative shape of the time-lag curves, which have only different normalizations.

### 7.2.2 Influence of the broadening

We now examine the behavior of the time-lags as a function of the broadening $b$ of the light-curve for $I_r$ in comparison to $I_p$. One can imagine, that the radiation is beamed toward the accretion disk and released within a cone of a certain half-opening angle $\theta_0$ (see Fig. 7.2). This half-opening angle determines the size of the hot spot for a given height $h$ of the flare. In the geometry of our reprocessing model, a larger half-opening angle leads to a wider range of light-travel times between the flare source and the disk, and hence the broadening of the pulse for $I_r$ changes. Therefore, by varying $b$ we change the physical picture assuming a different angle $\theta_0$, i.e. a different angular release of the primary radiation.
Figure 7.5: Time-lag curves derived for various values of the broadening \( b \). The normalization \( Nb \) of the total energy released is kept constant at \( Nb = 1.8 \). The upper curve (solid) represents the value \( b = 1.5 \). From top to bottom, the value increases in steps of 0.5 for each curve and ends up at \( b = 5 \) for the lowest curve (dots/double-dashes).

To investigate the influence of \( \theta_0 \) on the time-lags, we conduct another series of models varying the broadening parameter \( b \). However, we would like to keep the time-integrated luminosity for the reprocessed component. Hence, for each value of \( b \) we have to find the corresponding value of \( N \), otherwise, we would vary the half-opening angle of the flare cone and the strength of the reflection at the same time. Equation 7.6 shows that for a constant ratio between the total primary and the reprocessed luminosity, \( b \) and \( N \) are connected by inverse proportionality. Therefore, we choose a grid of seven values for \( b \) and \( N \) with \( bN = 1.8 \). The resulting time-lag curves for an intrinsic delay \( \delta = 1000 \text{ s} \) are shown in Fig. 7.5.

It can be seen, that for a given luminosity of the reprocessed component a whole range of curves for the time-lags can be obtained. Therefore, the half-opening angle \( \theta_0 \) or, equivalently, the spot-size have an important impact. For larger values of \( b \), the time-lags remain smaller. This can be explained qualitatively by the lower normalization \( N \) required to keep the same value of \( bN = 1.8 \). As was shown in section 7.2.1, the time-lag curves level down for lower values of \( N \). However, the larger value of \( b \) has an impact too, due to the fact that the variations of \( I_p \) start early in time and hence, the time evolution of \( I_p \) is less ahead.

In this example, the choices of \( bN = 1.8 \) and \( \delta = 1000 \text{ s} \) are more or less arbitrary. Conducting the same investigation for other values of \( bN \) delivers similar results. The overall normalization of the time-lag curves is again given by the choice of \( \delta \), as one would expect from the geometrical setup.
7.2.3 Modeling measured time-lags of MCG -6-30-15

Having described some general dependencies on the modeling parameters, we now attempt to find a model fit to the time-lags for the flare of MCG -6-30-15, as shown in Fig. 7.1 (bottom). In the preceding sections we have shown that three physical parameters have to be considered:

1) The height $h$ of the flare source above the disk described by the model parameter $\delta$
2) The reflectivity of the hot spot giving the normalization $N$ of $I_r$ with respect to $I_p$.
3) The half-opening angle $\theta_0$ approximately described by the broadening factor $b$.

Conducting the modeling attempt of the time-lag data for the flare in MCG -6-30-15, it turns out that several combinations of values of $\delta$, $N$, and $b$ could reproduce the data with sufficient accuracy. Partly, this is due to the large error bars attached to the data points in Fig. 7.1 (bottom). But another problem is intrinsic to the toy model. We have seen in the preceding sections, that for a given $\delta$, similar time-lag curves can be produced for quite different parameter values of $N$ and $b$. This becomes clear for the case of $\delta = 1000$ s when comparing Fig. 7.3 (third panel on the left) with Fig. 7.5. Given the error bars in the data of MCG -6-30-15, obtaining an accurate fit leading to some physical constraints becomes difficult.

For higher accuracy of this modeling, an absolute normalization $K$ of the reprocessed power with respect to the primary is required. In this case the value $bN$ can be computed from equation 7.6, and $N$ and $b$ are no longer independent.

In order to obtain the value $K$ for the specific case of the observed flare in MCG -6-30-15, it would be necessary to conduct a more detailed spectral analysis. A spectral decomposition in primary component and reprocessing with the help of a radiative transfer model would be necessary, such as explained in chapter 6. However, the flare period only lasted $\sim 2000$ s and the obtained spectra are not of a sufficient accuracy to allow such an investigation. Therefore, we present here, our best possible representations of the time-lag curve for the data of MCG -6-30-15, relying on individual sets of parameters. The curves are shown in Fig. 7.6 together with the time-lag data provided by Ponti et al. (2004).

The representations shown indicate that an intrinsic time delay of at least 900 s is required. This corresponds to a flare height $h \geq 2.7 \times 10^{13}$ cm. Lower values of $\delta$ did not deliver any satisfying fits.

The lower limit of the normalization $N$ is at 0.6, hence the reprocessing has to be much stronger than expected from the modeling we conducted in chapter 6.

The broadening values range around 3 or 4, which implies that the hot spot underneath the flare should have a significant expansion.

7.3 Summary and Discussion

The simple toy model we present in this chapter is capable to reproduce qualitatively the observed time-lag curve for the flare in MCG -6-30-15, as reported by Ponti et al. (2004). It turns out that the overall shape of the curves is rather robust against changes of the parameters. However, the normalization of the graphs is rather sensitive to the parameters considered here. This makes it difficult to find an appropriate fit to the observational data of MCG -6-30-15.

The intrinsic delay $\delta$ defined here can only give an upper limit of the real intrinsic delay between $I_p$ and $I_r$, as this model does not include the delay induced by the reprocessing in the medium itself. The medium of the accretion disk atmosphere is optically thick and therefore the reprocessed
Figure 7.6: Best representation of the measured time-lags (red diamonds with error bars) for the flare of MCG -6-30-15 for our toy-model. The two curves rely on the following parametrization: \(\delta = 1000\) s, \(N = 0.9\), and \(b = 4\) (blue dashed line); \(\delta = 900\) s, \(N = 0.6\), and \(b = 3\) (black solid line).

photons undergo random walks and multiple scattering events. This represents another delay that would have to be added to \(\delta\) if one wants to estimate the flare height \(h\).

In chapter 6, we have shown that the shape of the local reprocessed spectrum depends on several parameters like the distance from the black hole, and the strength of the incident X-ray emission. The reprocessed spectra, shown on a logarithmic flux scale, have a convex curvature over the energy range of 0.2 keV to 12 keV. However, for this toy model, we represent them by straight lines, hence by simple power-laws with a spectral index \(\alpha_r\). This is a major simplification and has to be kept in mind for the interpretation of our results. The values we obtain for the fit of the flare in MCG -6-30-15 can only give a rough estimation. To obtain more accurate results, it would be necessary, to repeat a similar investigation using representations for \(I_r\) that are computed by a radiative transfer model.

Another approximation we make, is the description of the spot expansion by a simple broadening of the pulse for the reprocessed radiation. The time evolution of the reprocessing could be connected more accurately to the one of \(I_p\) on the basis of the given illumination geometry and by including also the viewing angle and the relativistic distortions of the light rays.

However, despite these simplifications, the qualitative results we obtain are encouraging to continue this line of research and to perform more sophisticated modeling of time-lags.
Chapter 8

Modeling variability by X-ray flares

The variability of the X-ray emission is one of the basic characteristics of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and expected to be an important tool in the study of the accretion process. Variability observations in the X-rays on time-scales from minutes to years have enabled the computations of power-density-spectra (PDS) for a number of AGN. In chapter 4 we have presented examples for PDS-analysis giving a hint to significant time-scales of the central engine. Nevertheless, the physical processes behind the observed variability are not established because several models can account for the average radiation spectra. The primary radiation and the reprocessed component may emerge locally from a distribution of flare spots such as investigated in chapter 6. However, we also mentioned the possibility of an extended corona, or a hot inner flow as possible sources of the primary radiation (see chapter 4).

Apparently, it is impossible to uniquely determine the accretion flow geometry on the basis of power spectra alone or just from the analysis of the mean spectral shape, as too many free parameters remain. Therefore, here we try a two-dimensional approach combining time and energy dependence. We are going to evaluate expected variability properties of an accretion disk carrying a time-dependent random distribution of individual magnetic flares. We perform Monte-Carlo simulations of such flare distribution and we compute the expected energy-dependent fractional variability spectrum \( F_{\text{var}} \). Such spectra have started to be observed for a few AGN in so-called “long-look” observations using \textit{XMM-Newton} or \textit{Chandra}.

The procedure of modeling the fractional variability spectrum from Monte-Carlo distributions of flares has been applied before as described in chapter 4. The method was outlined in detail in Czerny et al. (2004). We extend the previous work by including the detailed description of the Compton reflection/reprocessed component coming from the hot spot underneath the flare source. So far, the spot irradiation was assumed to be uniform. However, in chapter 6 we have obtained new results for the local spectra including the radial spot structure. Furthermore, we include the anisotropic emission of the hot spot, while in Czerny et al. (2004) the same average spectrum was considered for all local viewing angles. We attempt to model an observed \( F_{\text{var}} \) rms-spectrum of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15.

The modeling method is described in section 8.1. We conduct a series of models to explore the dependencies of the rms-spectrum on the parameters and then attempt to reproduce the observed fractional variability of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15 (section 8.2). We sum up and discuss our results in section 8.3.
Figure 8.1: The spot spectra, plotted as intensity, integrated over the rings for five values of the local emission angle \( \psi \): \( \cos \psi = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 \) and 0.9. From top to bottom the spectra change from an edge-on to a face-on view. The dashed line denotes the primary spectrum.

8.1 Description of the model

The computation of the fractional variability is based on several model components: the spectrum emitted by a single hot spot, the global properties of the flare distribution across the disk, and the relativistic effects due to the curved space-time in the vicinity of the black hole. In the following, we give an overview of these different model components and how they are parametrized.

8.1.1 The applied local spot spectra

In order to compute the fractional variability spectrum from a flare distribution across the disk, we first have to define the properties of a single hot spot. In chapter 6 we have presented the influence of the spot structure induced by the irradiation from a compact source. However, for the computation of a large number of spots, taking the individual spot structure into consideration is too consuming in computation time. We therefore use reprocessed spectra that are integrated over the whole spot. Such spectra are shown in Fig. 6.11. We use the integrated spectra for a spot located at 18 \( R_g \) from a Schwarzschild black hole with the mass \( M = 10^8 M_\odot \) and an accretion rate of \( \dot{m} = 0.001 \) Eddington units. As usual, \( R_g \) defines the gravitational radius \( R_g = GM/c^2 \) of the black hole. The incident spectrum has a power-law shape defined over 0.001 keV to 100 keV with a spectral index of \( \alpha = 0.9 \). The ratio of incident flux \( F_{\text{inc}} \) to disk flux \( F_{\text{disk}} \) is set equal to 144.

This parametrization corresponds to one of the cases presented in chapter 6, where the single-ring spectra are shown and analyzed. Here, we integrate the spectra over the whole spot and define it at five different local emission angles \( \psi \), which are measured with respect to the disk normal. The angles are given in constant steps of \( \cos \psi \) between 0.1 and 0.9. The locally emitted spectra we apply here are shown in Fig. 8.1.

The figure shows again the limb-brightening effect discussed in chapter 6. In the modeling
carried out by Czerny et al. (2004), this effect was not yet included and we expect changes of the variability results when taking the intrinsic anisotropy of the local emission into consideration. The inclination-dependent spot spectra of Fig. 8.1 are further adopted as representative for computations of a whole accretion disk covered with many hot spots.

### 8.1.2 Flare distribution

In our modeling, we assume for any given point in time a distribution of flares above the disk. The mean number of flares assumed is \( n_{\text{mean}} \), while the actual number fluctuates around this value according to a Poisson probability distribution. We sample such spot distribution using a Monte-Carlo method. Parametrizing the disk surface by plane polar coordinates \((R, \phi)\), we obtain the following probability density for the appearance of a flare at a given position \((R_i, \phi_i)\):

\[
p(R_i, \phi_i) = \frac{(\gamma_{\text{rad}} + 2) R_i^{\gamma_{\text{rad}}+1}}{R_{\text{out}}^{\gamma_{\text{rad}}+2} - R_{\text{in}}^{\gamma_{\text{rad}}+2}} \times \frac{1}{2\pi}.
\]

(8.1)

Herein, \( R_{\text{in}} \) and \( R_{\text{out}} \) denote the inner and the outer disk radius. The inner radius is identical with the marginally stable orbit of the black hole. The factor \( \gamma_{\text{rad}} \) provides the scaling of the radial flare distribution. For \( \gamma_{\text{rad}} = 0 \) the distribution of flares across the disk is uniform, while for positive (negative) \( \gamma_{\text{rad}} \) the number of flares in the outer (inner) disk increases.

The luminosity of an individual flare and consequently the local spot radiation flux generally scales with the flare position, \( R_i \):

\[
F_{\text{spot}} = F_0 \left( \frac{R_i}{R_{\text{in}}} \right)^{-\beta_{\text{rad}}},
\]

(8.2)

where \( F_0 \) is a normalization constant measuring the incident flux at \( R_{\text{in}} \). The dissipation within the Keplerian disk varies as \( r^{-3} \) so the typical value of \( \beta_{\text{rad}} \) is expected to be of that order. The duration of the flare may also depend on the flare location, so we describe it as:

\[
t_{\text{life}} = t_{\text{life0}} \left( \frac{R_i}{R_{\text{in}}} \right)^{\delta_{\text{rad}}},
\]

(8.3)

Here \( \delta_{\text{rad}} = 0 \) means that the flare lifetime is independent from the flare location while for \( \delta_{\text{rad}} = 1.5 \) the flare lifetime scales with the local Keplerian timescale. The observational appearance additionally depends on the duration of the observation (i.e. integration time) and the inclination angle of an observer with respect to the disk symmetry axis. The black hole mass \( M \) also enters as a parameter because all distances and timescales scale with \( M \).

The flare distribution is fully described by the model parameters: \( M \), \( n_{\text{mean}} \), \( R_{\text{in}} \), \( R_{\text{out}} \), \( r_{\text{spot}} \), \( F_0 \), \( \beta_{\text{rad}} \), \( \gamma_{\text{rad}} \), \( \delta_{\text{rad}} \), and \( t_{\text{life0}} \). The spot radius \( r_{\text{spot}} \) can be expressed, if convenient, in terms of the mean X-ray luminosity of the source, \( L_X \) because

\[
L_X = \sum_i \left[ \pi r_{\text{spot}}^2 \sum_j F_{\text{spot}}(R_i, \psi_j) \right],
\]

(8.4)

for a given flare distribution. Herein, the angle-dependent local flux \( F_{\text{spot}} \) is summed over the five local emission angles \( \psi_j \) of one hot spot that we obtain from the model spectra presented in chapter 6.
Figure 8.2: Illustration of a flare distribution at a given point in time (left) and smeared out over a certain time period (right). The individual spots describe arches determined by the corresponding flare life time and by the local Keplerian velocity (Czerny et al., 2004).

8.1.3 Ray-tracing and time integration

The observed spectra from a spot distribution are expected to be significantly modified due to effects of general relativity and photon energy shifts induced by the orbital motion. The influence of such effects has been discussed in chapter 6. For the calculation of the fractional variability spectrum we would have to construct time resolved sequences of spectra for each hot spot of the distribution. However, such an integration over the disk surface is very time-consuming - hence we look for a more efficient way to compute the rms-spectrum.

In fact, in order to model observational data, it is not needed to have a perfectly resolved light-curve for every spot, because X-ray observatories collect the data over integration times $\Delta T$ of the order of a few thousands of seconds. Therefore, within each time bin we consider the onset, orbital motion, and fading of each spot by smearing it out along a belt on the disk as illustrated in Fig. 8.2. The spots are in Keplerian motion during their lifetime $t_{i,fe}$ and therefore they circumscribe an arch of the length $\Delta \phi(R) = \Omega_K(R)t_{i,fe}$. Herein, $\Omega_K$ denotes the Keplerian velocity at disk radius $R$. From the integrated local spectra presented in section 8.1.1 we can then compute the total flux $F_{\text{belt}}$ of one belt according to:

$$F_{\text{belt}}(\psi) = \frac{\pi r_{\text{spot}}^2}{2r_{\text{spot}} R_i \Delta \phi(R_i)} F_{\text{spot}}(\psi),$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.5)

where the fraction measures the ratio between the surface of an individual spot and of the belt. Note, that the above equation is depending on the local emission angle $\psi$.

The total “observation time” for our model is now divided into integration intervals $\Delta T_k$. For each of such time bins, the emissivity distribution of the accretion disk is given by the ensemble
of belts falling into the time interval $\Delta T_k$. The code $KY$ (see chapter 5) conducts the relativistic ray-tracing based on the modeled ensemble of belts and thus produces a time sequence of "observed" spectra $S_k(E)$. We calculate $N$ of such sequences. Each sequence is based on a flare distribution sampled by our Monte-Carlo routines. Usually, we adopt $N = 50$ since this corresponds to the best long lightcurves of the total duration of a few hundred thousand seconds. From such time-sequences of spectra the rms-spectrum can be derived. We calculate the fractional variability spectrum $F_{var}$ as applied by Ponti et al. (2004) for the analysis of a 95 ks XMM-Newton-observation of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15. This definition of the rms-spectrum emphasizes the character of the long-term variability timescale. It is calculated by:

$$F_{var}^2(E) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{(S_k(E) - \langle S(E) \rangle)^2}{(N-1) \langle S(E) \rangle^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.6)

where $N$ is the number of time bins and $S_k(E)$ is the spectrum belonging to the time bin $\Delta T_k$.

In the previous modeling of Czerny et al. (2004), the sampling of belts for one time bin happened independently of the time bins before or after. Each $\Delta T_k$ therefore corresponded to an entirely new distribution of flares. This is a correct approach, when compared to observations for which the data of each time bin are not collected within one long observation. Also, for the case that the flare life-times are significantly shorter than one time bin the approach is valid. However, some spots may live longer than a given $\Delta T_k$. In the current version of the model, the belts are therefore cross-checked with the limits of each time bin and, if necessary, they “survive” for two or even more time intervals.

### 8.2 Modeling results

In a first step, we compare the rms-variability using the single-spot spectra obtained in chapter 6 with the previous models of Czerny et al. (2004) based on semi-isotropically irradiated, uniform spots. Then, we investigate the resulting rms-spectra for various parameter configurations of the model and compare our results to actual observations of MCG -6-30-15.

#### 8.2.1 Effect of the spot structure and non-isotropic emission

We compute two fractional variability spectra for the same model configuration differing only in the emissivity structure of the spot. In one model, the spots are uniform and the locally emitted spectra have no angular dependence (as applied in Czerny et al. (2004), see their Fig. 2). In the second model the integrated spectra from a structured spot defined at several local emission angles (see section 8.1.1) are adopted. The results are plotted in Fig. 8.3, where the upper panel shows rms-spectra for a Schwarzschild black hole with $M = 10^8 M_\odot$, while the lower panel represents an extreme Kerr black hole of the same mass but with $a = 0.998$. The flare distribution is characterized by the following parameters: the inner radius $R_{in}$ of the distribution is set equal to the marginally stable orbit, the outer radius to $R_{out} = 50 R_g$, where the impact of the relativistic effects is supposed to be much lower. The radial distribution parameter is $\gamma_{rad} = 0$, hence the distribution of the flares is uniform across the disk. The flux scales with the Keplerian velocity of the disk as $\beta_{rad} = 3$ and the life time of the flares is set to $t_{life} = 10^5 s$ with $\delta_{rad} = 0$. We assume a total X-ray luminosity of all flares of $L_x = 10^{44}$ erg s$^{-1}$ and a mean number $n_{mean} = 30$ for the Schwarzschild black hole and $n_{mean} = 100$ for the Kerr case. The number of time bins is $N = 300$, each of them having a width
Figure 8.3: Fractional variability amplitude for a Schwarzschild black hole (upper panel) with a mean flare number $n_{\text{mean}} = 30$ and for a maximally rotating Kerr black hole with $n_{\text{mean}} = 100$ (lower panel). The dashed lines represent computations for uniform, isotropically radiating spots, while the continuous lines present the model of structured, non-isotropic spots. The other model parameters are given in the text.

of $\Delta T_k = 10^5$ s. The disk inclination with respect to a distant observer is $i = 30^\circ$. Only the pure reprocessed emission from the spot is used to compute the rms-spectrum, no primary contribution is assumed.

The difference between the Schwarzschild and the Kerr black hole lies mainly in the normalization. However, a profound change is introduced when switching in between the two sorts of local spectra. For the structured spots with isotropic emission, a stronger energy dependence of the rms-spectrum appears. This is promising from the point of view of modeling the data. The model of Czerny et al. (2004) predicted a far too shallow dependence on energy in comparison with observations of MCG -6-30-15. This can be explained by the much stronger reprocessing features in the spectra used in the new version of the model. As described in chapter 6, the strong emission lines result from the fact that the medium is now assumed not to be irradiated before the onset of the flare. In the previous version of the model, the local spectra were computed from a disk-structure in hydrostatic equilibrium with the irradiation. The medium was less dense and hence the resulting emission lines were weaker.

The increase of the fractional variability with the strength of the emission lines can be understood from the relativistic line broadening in combination with the orbital motion of the hot spots. We have seen in chapter 6 that the line broadening is particularly strong for hot spots close to the black
hole. For these spots, also the Doppler energy shift of the line centroid is important. The resulting emission lines are strongly broadened, their central part do not have a prominent maximum but rather present a flat plateau - the energy shift due to the orbital motion therefore does not change the spectrum significantly at the line core. However, the situation is different in the line wings, where the spectra are much steeper. Then, the energy shift produces stronger variability when the spot emission is integrated over a significantly long belt.

Furthermore, the included angular dependence of the reprocessed emission from the spot together with the effects of relativistic light-bending plays a role, especially for spots completing a larger fraction the entire orbit. In these cases, the radiation detected for a given inclination can sum up from trajectories that correspond to several local emission directions.

We also calculated $F_{\text{var}}(E)$ taking into account the contribution of the primary emission from the flare. However, for computational convenience, the primary source is not elevated above the accretion disk but added to the central part of the spot. Since here we do not include the time-lag effects due to the distance between the flare source and the hot spot, and since this distance is supposed to be small compared to the disk region considered, we still obtain a good approximation for the rms-spectrum. The relative level of the additional primary component is chosen assuming isotropic flare emission. Hence, no beaming of the primary component is involved. For the dilution with the primary component, the rms-spectra turn out to be weaker as the reprocessed spectrum contributes less to the total spectrum than the primary does. This is due to partial absorption in the disk. Hence, in the fractional variability the smoothly shaped primary component dominates, which produces less energy-dependent variability and hence $F_{\text{var}}$ decreases.

### 8.2.2 Dependencies on the model parameters

The position of the features in $F_{\text{var}}$ and their shape strongly depend on the relativistic effects. Hence, the observed features should give constraints on both the inclination angle $i$ of the disk and on the black hole spin $a$. A larger inclination tends to move the features towards higher energies while a faster black hole rotation produces slightly broader and much deeper features.

A strong suppression of $F_{\text{var}}$ at $\sim 6.5$ keV, in the range of the iron Kα-line, appears if the radiation is strongly concentrated toward the disk center. For a constant flare life time with $\delta_{\text{rad}} = 0$, the dip $\sim 6.5$ keV becomes stronger, when the spot brightness radially decreases like the standard disk dissipation rate, which means $\beta_{\text{rad}} = 3$, and the flares are distributed uniformly across the disk surface, meaning $\gamma_{\text{rad}} = 0$. In Fig. 8.3 we show an example of this behavior by the continuous line. If $\beta_{\text{rad}}$ is considerably larger, e. g. $\beta_{\text{rad}} \sim 4.5$, the same pattern is seen even for flare life times scaling with the local Keplerian value given by $\delta_{\text{rad}} = 1.5$. The parameters $\gamma_{\text{rad}}$ and $\delta_{\text{rad}}$ act predominantly in the same way because having more flares at larger distances is roughly equivalent to longer flare life times at large radii. However, the effect of the two parameters is not strictly identical. The situation is similar with $\beta_{\text{rad}}$ and $\gamma_{\text{rad}}$: a decrease in $\beta_{\text{rad}}$ is roughly equivalent to a decrease in $\gamma_{\text{rad}}$.

Summarizing, the most important property of the given parameter set is the sum of the parameters, $2 + \gamma_{\text{rad}} + \delta_{\text{rad}} - \beta_{\text{rad}}$. It represents the index of an effective radial distribution of energy generation, as the total energy produced per unit is proportional to the product of the right hand-sides in equations 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4. If this value is negative, the model is likely to show a suppression of the variability around 6 keV. If this value is positive, the model is likely to show complex behavior around 6.5 keV in $F_{\text{var}}$, as seen in Fig. 8.3. However, the specific values of all other model parameters are also important to some extent.
The mean number of flares affects mostly the overall normalization of $F_{\text{var}}$. The normalization of the flare life time distribution, $t_{\text{life}}$, also has an impact on the overall normalization of the variability: larger values of $t_{\text{life}}$ require larger values of $n_{\text{mean}}$ to achieve the same overall variability level. However, the timescale also influences the energy dependence of $F_{\text{var}}$. If the timescales are too short the energy dependence in the variability is smeared.

As one can tell from the preceding description, the overall interplay of the model parameter is complex, however, we were able to find a few major guidelines being of assistance for comparison of our model to actual data.

8.2.3 Intrinsic randomness in the model

Exploring the rich parameter space of this model revealed an important property of our simulations: they contain a considerable intrinsic randomness in the results for some model parameters and they are relatively stable for others. The effect is shown in Fig. 8.4, where we illustrate the results for two sets of parameters. In the first set, shown in the upper panel, the spot brightness decreases with the radius as $\beta_{\text{rad}} = 3$, in the second set, plotted in the lower panel, with $\beta_{\text{rad}} = 2$. We adjusted the mean number of clouds in each model to have roughly the same level of variability. We had to assume $n_{\text{mean}} = 125$ for the first model and $n_{\text{mean}} = 30$ for the second one, while all other model parameters were the same in both cases: $M = 10^7 M_\odot$, $a = 0.95$, $L_X = 8 \times 10^{43}$ erg s$^{-1}$, $i = 30^\circ$, $R_{\text{out}} = 50 R_g$, $\gamma_{\text{rad}} = 0$, $\delta_{\text{rad}} = 1.5$, $t_{\text{life}} = 2 \times 10^4$ s, $T_{\text{obs}} = 6146$ s, $N = 50$.

For both parameter sets we sampled five 300 ks long time sequences and calculated $F_{\text{var}}$ for each of the sequences independently. The expected statistical one sigma errors were marked for one of the curves only, for clarity. These errors are determined for a single simulated lightcurve. In our simulations we use a fine energy grid of 800 points over the energy range between 2 keV and 10 keV. The dimensionless value of $F_{\text{var}}(E)$ is determined at each energy point. When we compare the model result to observational data, we bin the results using broader energy bins. If $n$ original energy points contribute to the new energy bin centered around $E_k$ we introduce:

$$
\delta F_{\text{var}}(E_k) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} F_{\text{var}}(E_i)^2 - nF_{\text{var}}(E_{k})^2}{n^2} + \frac{(F_{\text{var}}(E_{k})^2 + 1)F_{\text{var}}(E_{k})^2}{n(N-1)}} \quad (8.7)
$$

This error does not take into account the errors due to limited length of a single sequence which are modeled by comparing many different statistical realizations of the lightcurve.

In Fig. 8.4, we can see that the curves in the upper panel are roughly similar, and they do not differ more than expected from the simple error analysis. However, the curves in the lower panel differ rather widely. It means that for such a set of model parameters we cannot use a single lightcurve, with standard error description, in order to estimate whether the model well represents any specific data. This effect is still stronger for the observed rms-spectrum of MCG -6-30-15 data covering only 95 ks instead of 300 ks, as adopted in these simulations.

The intrinsic randomness is due to the different total mean numbers of flares required for the two data sets. Since the flare duration distribution was the same in both models, the total, time-integrated number of flares in the lightcurve is 726 for the first set of parameters and only 174 for the second one. The standard determination of the statistical error $\delta F_{\text{var}}$ of course does not include this effect. This result supports the conclusion given by Vaughan et al. (2003) who also did Monte-Carlo simulations of lightcurves and found out that the overall normalization of the variance is rather unreliable. However, our energy-dependent calculations indicate that although the overall
Figure 8.4: Fractional variability calculated from different sets of lightcurves obtained separately for the same model configuration. The formal errors are given for one of the curves. Upper panel: $n_{\text{mean}} = 125$, $\beta_{\text{rad}} = 3$, lower panel: $n_{\text{mean}} = 30$, $\beta_{\text{rad}} = 2$. The other model parameters are set to: $M = 10^7 M_\odot$, $a = 0.95$, $L_X = 8 \times 10^{43}$ erg s$^{-1}$, $i = 30^\circ$, $R_{\text{out}} = 50 R_g$, $\gamma_{\text{rad}} = 0$, $\delta_{\text{rad}} = 1.5$, $t_{\text{life}} = 2 \times 10^4$ s, $T_{\text{obs}} = 6146$ s, $N = 50$.

level of the $F_{\text{var}}$ changes strongly for some sets of parameters, the shape of $F_{\text{var}}$ varies less from sequence to sequence. The energy pattern is roughly preserved and can be used to estimate the source properties.

Since our conclusion is based on a specific flare model we want to compare the trend to the sampling effects in real data. In Fig. 8.5 we show three $F_{\text{var}}(E)$ plots obtained by division of a single 325 ks long lightcurve of MCG -6-30-15 into three equal parts. This observations was taken by XMM-Newton and reported by Fabian et al. (2002). The fractional variability spectrum $F_{\text{var}}(E)$ was calculated for each of the three parts independently. The overall change in the variability level of the three sub-sequences compared to the full time-sequence is about 50%. However, most of the variability is in overall $F_{\text{var}}(E)$ normalization, the shape actually varies much less, although some changes in energy dependence are also seen. The variability is always suppressed just above 6 keV but one of the sets does not show the complex structure in the band between 4 keV and 6 keV.

This analysis shows that also the observational errors are actually much larger than indicated by simple statistical analysis of a given single curve. However, the errors in the shape are not as large as the overall change of fractional variability amplitude from one to another time sequence due to the long timescales present in the system. Of course, an increase of the duration of observation
Figure 8.5: Fractional variability calculated independently for three separate parts of the 325 ks lightcurve of MCG -6-30-15 reported by Fabian et al. (2002) (thin points). The set with filled circles represents the result obtained from the 95 ks lightcurve obtained by Wilms et al. (2001). The time bins are 6146 s wide.

would give less scatter. But this requirement may be difficult to meet. The model from the lower panel of Fig. 8.4 gives results for $F_{\text{var}}$ almost within the statistical errors of a single lightcurve if the number of time bins is increased to $N = 300$, corresponding to a real-time observation of roughly 20 days.

8.2.4 The rms-spectrum of MCG -6-30-15

We apply our Monte-Carlo flare model to an observed rms-spectrum of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15. A long X-ray exposure lasting 95 ks was obtained with XMM-Neutron for this source and reported by Wilms et al. (2001). Its time variability was analyzed in detail by Ponti et al. (2004) who also computed the rms-spectrum (see Fig. 3.10).

In our simulations, we adopt $N = 16$ time bins having a width of $\Delta T_k = 6146$ s. These values have also been used in the computations of $F_{\text{var}}$ done by Ponti et al. (2004). We set the black hole mass to $10^7 M_\odot$, and the X-ray luminosity of the source to $L_X = 8 \times 10^{43}$ ergs s$^{-1}$. We assume an inclination of $i = 30^\circ$ and a high black hole spin of $a = 0.95$. All these parameters correspond to the current picture of MCG -6-30-15 as discussed in the literature. We suppose a uniform density of spots across the disk by setting $\gamma_{\text{rad}} = 0$. The outer disk radius is fixed to a relatively large distance of $R_{\text{out}} = 50 R_g$, where we expect the relativistic effects to play a minor role.
8.3 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we study the time-dependent spectra from a multi-flare model using the energy-dependent fractional variability amplitude $F_{\text{var}}$ as a diagnostic tool. We show that the model can explain a decrease in the variability level at $\sim 6.5$ keV derived from the rms-spectra of Seyfert galaxies, such as MCG-6-30-15 (Inoue & Matsumoto, 2001; Vaughan & Fabian, 2004; Ponti et al., 2004). A similar behavior was observed in Mrk 766 (Pounds et al., 2003) and several other objects listed in Markowitz et al. (2003).

The overall variability level predicted by the multi-flare model expressed in terms of $F_{\text{var}}$ depends
strongly on the adopted number of flare-spots. By adjusting this number, the model is capable to reproduce the overall normalization of observed rms-spectra as we demonstrated for the case of MCG -6-30-15. However, the form of the energy dependence of $F_{var}$ is more difficult to adjust and provides a strong diagnostic tool either for proof or for falsification of our model.

The prediction of the multi-flare model for the shape of $F_{var}$ depends predominantly on the radial profile of the energy dissipation characterizing a given set of parameters (see section 8.2.2). If the energy dissipation in the form of flares weighted within the emission area decreases with the radius the model shows a suppression of the variability at 6.5 keV. This can be qualitatively understood considering the hot spots at the innermost parts of the disk.

The present data predict the rms-spectrum $F_{var}$ with a significant error, mostly due to the importance of timescales much longer than a typical lightcurve (Vaughan et al., 2003). The errors in the shape of the energy dependence seem to be lower but still rather difficult to determine observationally.

There are still certain inconsistencies present in our model. The local computations were performed for a black hole mass $10^8 M_\odot$ although for MCG a smaller mass is more appropriate. In our computations we assumed $10^7 M_\odot$ for the mass of the central black hole, and McHardy et al. (2005) suggested even a smaller value, $\sim (3-6) \times 10^6 M_\odot$. However, we do not expect strong direct dependence of the local spectrum on the black hole mass. The computations were performed at a single radius of $18R_g$ but from the results in chapter 6 we derive that the local spectra calculated at $7R_g$ do not differ strongly when computed for the same ratio between flare flux and disk flux at the hot spot center. Therefore, for models calculated with this ratio preserved, i.e. models with $\beta_{rad} = 3$, we do not introduce a large error. However, for models with different values of $\beta_{rad}$ the local spectrum may be different, so a range of local models should be actually calculated to incorporate this effect.

We have found that our multi-flare model with a time-independent shape of the energy spectrum of the flare emission provides an interesting interpretation of the drop in the variability around 6.5 keV. But there are also other models under discussion. The energy-dependent form of the variability was also modeled as a variable primary emission with constant reflection (e.g. Taylor et al., 2003; Shih et al., 2002). However, in this class of models it is difficult to explain why the reflection component should be constant since either it forms close to the black hole, i.e. close to the source of the primary emission, and should respond to changes of the primary, or it forms far away, but then it is difficult to explain why it is relativistically broadened. An attractive way out of this paradox was proposed by Martocchia et al. (2001), Miniutti & Fabian (2004), and Miniutti & Fabian (2005), who describe a model where the change in the primary intensity is predominantly due to the minor changes in the position of the source of the primary radiation on the disk rotation axis, which gives effects strongly enhanced due to general relativity.
Chapter 9

Modeling the warm absorber

In this last chapter presenting the modeling results we obtained during the preparation of this thesis, we switch focus and take into consideration the warm absorber. We pointed out in chapter 3.1.3 that the warm absorber in several Seyfert-1 galaxies has been successfully modeled assuming two or three absorbing, constant density clouds on the line-of-sight. This was the case for NGC 4051 (Collinge et al., 2001), for NGC 5548 (Kaastra et al., 2002), and for NGC 3783 (Kaspi et al., 2002; Krongold et al., 2003). In NGC 3783, the two phases of the warm absorber differ significantly in temperature and ionization state. However, it was shown that they appear to be in pressure equilibrium (Netzer et al., 2003; Krongold et al., 2003).

The actual properties and particularly the dynamics of the warm absorber continue to be a matter of debate. The blueshifted absorption lines observed emphasize the fact, that the material is outflowing. Several suggestions for the origin of such outflows have been made, for instance evaporation of “bloated stars” (Netzer, 1996), or winds blowing of the inner edge of the torus (Krolik & Kriss, 1995, 2001). Such outflows are very likely to create turbulences, hence they would become inhomogeneous. The modeling approach assuming a constant density therefore should not be valid throughout the whole medium, which is observationally confirmed by the fact, that the above-mentioned models always need several thermal phases.

In summary, it is thus possible to think of the warm absorber as a continuous medium of constant total pressure, with position-dependent density and temperature. Therefore, for the modeling presented in this chapter, we assume the warm absorber to be in total pressure equilibrium. Total pressure $P_{tot}$ means here the sum of gas pressure $P_{gas}$ and radiation pressure $P_{rad}$. This condition imposes a physical equilibrium on the absorbing gas that still allows a wide range of densities and temperatures to coexist along the same line-of-sight.

The chapter is organized as follows: in section 9.1 we present the setup of our model and describe the parameters we vary. It turns out that a brief discussion about the impact of thermal instabilities is important for modeling of a warm absorber at constant pressure (section 9.2). We then give results for the structure of the absorbing material (section 9.3). We present spectral results in section 9.4 and discuss our modeling in section 9.5. Further details about the modeling we present here can be found in Rózańska et al. (2005).
9.1 Description of the model

We use the radiative transfer codes TITAN and NOAR (see chapter 5) to conduct our modeling. The warm absorber is located relatively far from the black hole - lower limits of a few light days were given for its distance to the central engine (Krolik, 2002). Hence, we do not have to consider relativistic corrections at all. The condition of constant total pressure is considered in TITAN computing the density-, temperature-, and ionization-profile of the medium.

Geometrically, we assume that the warm absorber is given as a plane-parallel slab illuminated from the back-side as shown in Fig. 9.1. Although, TITAN and NOAR can be applied to multi-angle radiative transfer, we only consider the component seen in transmission. This also justifies the geometrical approximation of the medium as a plane-parallel slab. In reality, the geometrical shape of the warm absorber surely is more complex, but would only have to be taken into account if we considered emission from parts of the medium that are not on the line of sight.

In a first approach to investigate the warm absorber using the condition of constant total pressure, we compute a grid of models for three different parameters:

- the index $\alpha$ of the incident power-law spectrum $I(\nu) \propto \nu^{-\alpha}$,
- the total column density $N_H$ of the absorbing medium,
- the ionization parameter $\xi$.

Here we recall the definition of the ionization parameter including the total incident flux $F_{inc}$, integrated over all frequencies, and the number density $n_H$ of the medium at the irradiated surface:

$$\xi = \frac{4\pi F_{tot}}{n_H} = \frac{L}{r^2 n_H}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.1)

In the alternative formulation, $L$ denotes the luminosity of the central illuminating object and $r$ its distance to the medium. For our modeling, we assume a low surface density of $n_H = 10^{11}\text{cm}^{-3}$ to define the “inner border” of the slab. As the density structure is computed self-consistently during the run of TITAN, we tested that varying $n_H$ does not have a significant impact on determining the thermal profile of the medium. It turned out that this is the case for low values around $n_H = 10^{11}\text{cm}^{-3}$.
In the choice of the parameter space to explore, we take into account existing observational constraints. We attempt to calculate a grid of models with the following parameters:

For the spectral index we consider the three values $\alpha = 0.5$, 1.5, and 1.5.

For the total column density, we compute models for the range of $\sim 10^{21}\text{cm}^{-2} - 10^{24}\text{cm}^{-2}$.

For the logarithmic value of the ionization parameter $\xi$ we adopt the values 3, 4, and 5.

It turns out, that the occurrence of thermal instabilities restricts the possible range for $N_H$. We are going to discuss this problem in the following section 9.2.

The incident spectrum is defined between 10 eV and 10000 eV. Observationally, the hard X-ray part does not reveal any spectral features of the warm absorber, but it is included because it contributes to the Compton heating profile and therefore to the thermal and ionization structure of the medium. We assume solar abundances of all elements.

### 9.2 The difficulty of thermal instabilities

The first result of our modeling is that we confirm some principle restrictions that are due to thermal instabilities. It has been known for a while that such instabilities may occur, when hard X-ray radiation penetrates through a medium with a significant metallicity being comparable to solar values. Imposing a constant density throughout the medium suppresses such instabilities - hence, they are no problem in constant density models. However, in the case of constant pressure we have to take them into consideration.

The development of thermal instabilities has been discussed in Field (1965) and Krolik et al. (1981). It can be understood from the so-called instability curve shown in Fig.9.2. The S-shaped graph represents equilibrium states for a range of temperatures and ionization parameters $\Xi$. Note that the definition of the ionization parameters differs from ours given above. Following Krolik et al. (1981), $\Xi$ is defined by:

$$\Xi = \frac{F_{\text{tot}}}{cn_H T} = \frac{P_{\text{rad}}}{P_{\text{gas}}},$$

(9.2)

with $k$ being the Boltzmann constant. The values $P_{\text{rad}}$ and $P_{\text{gas}}$ denote the pressure exerted by the radiation and by the gas at the surface of the medium. The above relation of the pressure components to the ionization parameter $\Xi$ only holds if the radiation is confined to a small solid angle and is normally incident upon the medium (Krolik et al., 1981). The expression $\Xi$ of the ionization parameter relates to our previous definition of $\xi$ by:

$$\Xi = \frac{\xi}{4\pi c k T}.$$

(9.3)

Again, $\Xi$ and $\xi$ are the surface values. The instability curve or $S$-curve can be constructed by taking into account heating and cooling processes due to the incident spectrum $F_{\text{tot}}$ while imposing $P_{\text{tot}} = \text{const}$. This leads to a correlation between $T$ and $\Xi$ that, for a certain parameter range, delivers several possible solutions of $T$. The fact, that the $\Xi-T$ is partly not uniquely defined is due to the complex behavior of the heating and cooling processes.

Let us consider some distinguished parts of the instability curve: for maximum values of $T$ and $\Xi$ the medium is hot, highly ionized, and the cooling processes are dominated by free-free emission
and inverse Compton scattering giving an exact functional relation $T(\Xi)$ that builds the upper-right part of the curve. The density is at its minimum value in this regime. A similar situation is given for very low values of $T$ and $\Xi$, when the medium is cold, close to being neutral, and the balance between heating and cooling is predominantly due to atomic processes. This parameter range defines again an exact functional relation $T(\Xi)$ for the lower-left part of the S-curve and produces a state of maximum density.

The situation becomes more complex for intermediate values of $T$ and $\Xi$, as then the heating and cooling processes go through a critical regime and allow several solutions of the temperature for a given ionization parameter. This critical range is denoted by the strip between the dashed lines in Fig. 9.2. Critical high values $(T^*_h, \Xi^*_h, n^*_h)$, and low values $(T^*_c, \Xi^*_c, n^*_c)$ denote the limits of the instability range, and a physical medium with parameters in between these limits allows regions of strong thermal difference to coexist.

While offering a "real" physical option for a warm absorber in pressure equilibrium, the thermal instabilities present a major computational difficulty... Radiative transfer codes are based on exact solutions of self-consistent differential equations, which cannot be found when the medium is thermally unstable. The only solution for our modeling lies in a restriction of the parameter values in order to avoid entering the instability range. We therefore investigated for which combinations of $\alpha$, $N_H$, and $\xi \propto \Xi T$ the medium became unstable and excluded these cases from our grid.

Computationally, the appearance of thermal instabilities reveals itself by the fact that the transfer code TITAN does not manage to converge. The temperature profile for a specific range of the medium does not approach an asymptotic value but oscillates between possible solutions for $T$. These solutions correspond to the "S-part" of the instability curve where the relation between $\Xi$ and $T$ is not exact.

However, it also turned out that the occurrence of thermal oscillations is correlated to the total column density $N_H$, and therefore the total optical depth of the medium. For two given values of $\xi$ and $\alpha$, it is possible to find a maximum column density $N_H^{\max}$, so that TITAN converges for all $N_H$ with $N_H < N_H^{\max}$. The values of $N_H^{\max}$ for all combinations of $\xi$ and $\alpha$ are summarized in Table 9.1.

Luckily, the thermal instabilities can be avoided for a significant range of $N_H$. Therefore it
Table 9.1: Maximum column densities $N_H^{max}$ below which no thermal instabilities occurred for the modeling of a warm absorber in pressure equilibrium.

| $\alpha$ | log $|\xi|$ | log $|N_H^{max}|$ |
|----------|-------------|----------------|
| 0.5      | 3           | 22.6           |
| 1.0      | 4           | 22.5           |
| 1.5      | 5           | 23.8           |
| 0.5      | 3           | 23.2           |
| 1.0      | 4           | 23.4           |
| 1.5      | 5           | 23.5           |
| 0.5      | 3           | 23.6           |
| 1.5      | 5           | 24.0           |

makes sense to conduct the investigation, even though the parameter range is more restricted than originally intended.

9.3 The structure of the warm absorber

In this section we are going to present our modeling results for the structure of the warm absorber medium. In Fig. 9.3 we show the temperature profile for all nine parameter combinations of $\xi$ and $\alpha$. The curves represent increasing values of $N_H$ for $N_H < N_H^{max}$. In the horizontal direction, from left to right, the figure shows the temperature profiles for the three parameter values of log $|\xi| = 5$, 4, and 3. In the vertical direction, from top to bottom, the spectral indexes $\alpha = 0.5$, 1.0, and 1.5 are represented.

At the illuminated back-side of the medium, the density $n_H = 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ is low and the irradiating flux is high for all parameter values of $\xi$ we consider. Therefore, at this part of the medium, the thermal balance is located on the upper-right part of the instability curve in Fig. 9.2 and the medium is highly-ionized. The initial temperature at the back-surface of the medium increases with both parameters $\xi$ and $\alpha$.

From Fig. 9.3 we learn that if the total optical depth of the medium is too small, the temperature profile stays nearly at a constant level. Only for higher optical depths we observe a temperature drop, which is due to the fact that at higher optical depths more radiation becomes absorbed by heavy elements and the radiation flux decreases. Hence, the heating is less efficient and the temperature declines. The temperature drop by at least one order of magnitude is rather sharp and generally located at about the same optical depth for all values of $N_H$. We therefore conclude that back-scattered radiation from deeper layers of the atmosphere does not play an important role in determining the temperature of the upper layers, because the medium is too optically thin.

The situation is different for the special case of log $|\xi| = 4$ and $\alpha = 0.5$. Here, the optical depth for the temperature drop is a linear function of the total column density chosen. It turns out that, for this specific parameter combination, the medium becomes optically thick in several absorption lines of iron. In this case, heating by back-scattering of line radiation becomes important and therefore the temperature drop of the medium is very close to the total optical depth, where the outgoing radiation is released into free space and cannot be back-scattered.
Figure 9.3: Temperature profiles along the optical depth of the warm absorber cloud for the nine combinations of values of $\log |\xi|$ and $\alpha$. The panels a, b, and c, denote the results for $\log |\xi| = 5, 4, 3$ with $\alpha = 0.5$. The panels d, e, and f, show analogous results but for $\alpha = 1.0$. Finally, panels g, h, and i represent the cases for $\alpha = 1.5$. The various curves represent different column densities starting with $\log N_H = 21$ and increasing in steps $\Delta N_H$ of 0.5 until reaching the maximum value $N_H^{max}$, which corresponds to the curve ending at the highest optical depth. Close to $N_H$ the step $\Delta N_H$ decreases to 0.1 to better reveal the asymptotic behavior.

### 9.4 Spectral imprints of the warm absorber

We now discuss the spectra relying on the properties of the warm absorber medium as presented in the previous section 9.3. In Fig. 9.4, we show transmitted spectra for several combinations of $\xi$, $\alpha$, and $N_H$. For all panels the curves denote, from the top to the bottom, values of $\log |\xi| = 5, 4, 3$. The column density is kept constant in each panel.

For all spectra shown, the number and strength of the absorption features increases with decreasing values of the ionization parameter. This is due to the fact that the medium becomes less ionized and hence more ionization states contribute to the absorption. However, the overall slope given by the incident spectrum is preserved, only above 0.8 keV a slight curvature of the spectrum is induced by several absorption edges.

An exception is again given by the case of $\log |\xi| = 4$ and $\alpha = 0.5$, where the additional line
cooling mentioned in section 9.3 provides an effective suppression of the temperature and hence the absorption features are relatively stronger.

Analyzing a zoom of the obtained spectra, it is possible to measure equivalent widths of the absorption lines. We find out that, generally, these equivalent widths range below 1 eV and are therefore lower than those derived from X-ray observations. This might be explained by a combination of several effects, such as observational blending of the lines or turbulent velocities of the medium that are not considered in our modeling. Turbulences in the absorbing medium may cause a significant increase of the measured equivalent widths (Rózańska et al., 2004).

An important simplification of our modeling is given by the fact that we assume a power-law shape for the incident spectrum. However, it has been known for a while that the reprocessing of primary X-ray radiation by the accretion disk produces emission features and, in particular, a strong Kα-line complex around 6.4 keV. The emission features should be partly suppressed by the warm absorber and modify the spectral shape around their line centroid.

In order to investigate the possible effects of the warm absorber on the iron Kα-line we convolve a hard X-ray spectrum, produced by the multi-flare modeling presented in chapter 8, with one
Figure 9.5: The effect of the warm absorber on a relativistically iron Kα-line produced by the reprocessing of multi-flare emission. We show the unabsorbed line (dashes) and a convolution with a warm absorber model (solid). The top panel has a higher resolution of 390 points, while the bottom panel represents the resolution of the Chandra High-Energy-Grating around 6 keV with 200 points.

of our warm absorber spectra. The intrinsic disk spectrum was obtained assuming an accretion disk around a Kerr black hole covered with X-ray flares at random positions. The disk is seen at an inclination of $i = 30^\circ$. The parameters of the intrinsic spectrum were chosen consistently with the warm absorber model. In Fig. 9.5 we show the unabsorbed Kα-line as dashed lines and the convolved spectra as solid lines. The two panels represent different resolutions, the top panel contains 390 bins, the bottom one 200. The latter case is comparable to the resolution of the Chandra High-Energy-Grating around 6 keV.

The effect of the warm absorber on the iron line is impressive. In the higher resolution, single narrow absorption lines associated with different ionization states of iron significantly modify the red wing of the line and diminish the component at 6.4 keV. Plotted at a lower resolution the Kα-line is practically gone.
9.5 Implications of a warm absorber in pressure equilibrium

Modeling the warm absorber under the condition of constant total pressure is motivated by recent X-ray observations of AGN. We have shown, that radiative transfer computations for such a medium present a challenge to the numerical solution of the transfer equation, because of thermal instabilities that occur for certain combinations of parameters. However, it is possible to compute the structure of the medium and the spectra seen in transmission when restricting the total column density $N_H$ of the medium to limiting values $N_H^{\text{max}}$ depending on the individual modeling case. As one can tell from Table 9.1, the maximum values of $N_H$ are comparable to the values of $10^{21}\text{cm}^{-2} - 10^{23}\text{cm}^{-2}$ derived observationally. Our results are thus comparable to actual X-ray data. Such comparisons were done for Chandra observations of the NLS1-galaxy Ton S180 (Różańska et al., 2004). The soft X-ray spectrum of Ton S180 compared well to a constant pressure model and delivered constraints on the total column density of the warm absorber.

The physical picture behind a warm absorber in pressure balance puts previous observational results into a larger context. It has been pointed out that the warm absorber in several objects can be modeled by a multi-component medium with each component having a constant density. Relating these components by the condition of constant pressure may give the key to a common dynamical origin, such as a multi-temperature outflow.

A difficulty of the constant pressure hypothesis lies in the spatial extension of the warm absorber. Slow variability of the absorption lines tells us, that the light traveling times between the illumination source and the warm absorber are in the range of light-days or light-weeks at least. Together with the fact that warm absorbers are seen in many type-1 objects, we must conclude that the medium is extended over a large region in the polar regions of the AGN. Maintaining an equilibrium between gas and radiation pressure over such big a distance is difficult, as the variable continuum source induces pressure fluctuations at the inner surface of the medium that progress to the outer parts on dynamical time-scales.

The nature of the warm absorber could be further constrained, if radiative transfer modeling is connected to detailed modeling of its dynamics. This requires hydrodynamical simulations of the gas that are self-consistently linked to radiative transfer calculations.
Chapter 10

Conclusions and Perspectives

This thesis presents new results for the modeling of the ultraviolet and X-ray spectra of AGN. Most of this work is about the reprocessed component expected from magnetic flares above the accretion disk. Results for the spectrum and for the X-ray variability properties due to such flares are derived. An interesting aspect of the modeling is that it provides some powerful tools to put constraints on the mass and the spin of the central black hole of a given AGN by observing its X-ray variability and spectral shape.

The importance in the basic black hole parameters lies in their connection to the accretion process and the fueling of the black hole by an accretion disk transporting material from the environment to the center. From the models of stellar mass black holes, for which the spectral state of an object is connected to the geometry and dynamics of the inner accretion flow, conclusions can be drawn for AGN by scaling up the mass of the black hole. In order to see the reprocessed component of magnetic flares in the AGN spectrum, the magnetic reconnections have to happen above the disk in order to present a relatively colder reflecting/reprocessing mirror. In this manner, the flare activity should allow to constrain the inner radius of the accretion disk and to investigate on the existence of a hot inner flow. If there is a high flare activity, a larger fraction of the disk should reach into the closer environment of the black hole, where the energy release due to accretion is high enough to power the development of reconnecting magnetic flux tubes. If there is less flare activity, the disk is likely to be truncated and replaced by a hot inner flow lacking the reprocessing mirror.

Magnetic flares are also connected to the global energy budget of AGN picking up a fraction of the accretion rate to dissipate hard X-ray radiation in the corona and, in case of long-term flares, heating the underlying disk and causing its thermal expansion. To estimate the total accretion flow of the AGN it is necessary to know how much energy goes into the production of the flares and their emission. In this case it is important to understand not only the details of reprocessing, which we treat in this thesis, but also to connect the intrinsic emission to the flare evolution. The formation of the magnetic loops, their reconnection, and the production of the primary component have to be understood in the same context. Such models could describe the energy partition between different aspects of the flare, with the goal to estimate the total energy taken out of the accretion flow by the flare activity.

It follows, that there is a strong interest to identify contributions to the spectrum and to the variability from magnetic flares, distinguishing them from other processes that are relevant for the X-ray spectrum of AGN. We therefore attempt to model the emission expected from flares as accurately as possible. In the following, we briefly summarize possibilities to connect our modeling
to X-ray observations (section 10.1) and we mention constraints on global AGN properties that can be obtained from the model. We also discuss its current limitations and how we intend to further improve our method (section 10.2).

10.1 Connection of the flare model to the observations

The modeling of the local Compton reflection/reprocessed component presented in this work brings detailed results for the dependence of the spectrum upon several parameters. The various spectra we have computed clearly show differences depending on the local emission angle $\psi$ and on the position inside the hot spot. However, the local spectrum cannot be seen in actual observations, we therefore have to trace it back taking into account the physical assumptions about its production and modifications on the way to the earth. An important modification of the flare spectra is due to the curved space-time in the vicinity of the black hole and due to the orbital motion. We present the spectra seen by a distant observer that include relativistic corrections based on the local radiative transfer simulations. Hence, if magnetic flares exist and if they “work” approximately as we have assumed, we deliver consistent spectra for the observed reprocessed component.

However, constraints on the underlying flare, would require time-resolved spectral data with very high signal-to-noise quality even for very narrow time-bins having a width below 50 s or so. In chapter 6 we have already mentioned that with current X-ray satellites this is not possible. Only future missions like the Constellation-X observatory should provide much higher precision of the X-ray observations for AGN. They could deliver data that would enable us to construct a detailed time-resolved picture of the spectral behavior during a flare period. In the data obtained to the present day, there are already clear hints in short-term X-ray light curves ($\text{bin width} = 10^2s - 10^3s$) on individual flare-like events.

Another possibility to constrain the physical parameters for our flare modeling is by connecting it to AGN variability as it was done in chapter 8. The modeling of rms-variability we present delivers quite promising results and a rather direct link to fundamental parameters like the mass $M$ and the spin $a$ of the black hole. For instance, the modeling confirmed that a high spin-parameter of the central black hole in the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -6-30-15 is necessary to reproduce the features of the rms-spectrum. As we mentioned in chapter 8, there are still some inconsistencies in our method due to the limited number of local spectra calculated so far. Although, it is a practical challenge to compute a large grid of flare spectra for various parameter configurations, this could enable more accuracy for the local spot spectra used in the modeling of the rms-variability.

A more conceptual question lies in the assumption about the nature of the flares. For the variability investigation the mean number of coexisting flares is large. But observationally we see occasional large “single” flares in the lightcurves. Such resolved single flares are seen in the present data. We have taken a closer look at the flare analyzed by Ponti et al. (2004) for MCG -6-30-15. Porquet et al. (2004) considered a localized flare as a plausible explanation of the ESO 113-G010 spectrum. The events can dominate the X-ray luminosity for a short while, which indicates that the physical process behind such “single” flares is very powerful. Hence, from a phenomenological point of view, we currently have to divide flares into two categories:

1) Weaker flares that appear more frequently creating small-scale X-ray variability. These flares assure a substantial level of X-ray radiation.

2) Strong flares with luminosities comparable to the disk luminosity. These flares are
much less frequent, but when they appear, they dominate the X-ray spectra for a short time period.

In order to check if this assumption is reasonably consistent within the physical model, further investigation is necessary on the formation of the flare source and the energetic processes involved. This could also give better constraints on the shape of the incident spectrum. Here we model it using a power-law, which, however stands on some physical grounds by the theory of Compton up-scattering of soft disk photons in the hot gas of the flare source. But the actual mechanism to produce the primary spectrum could be more complicated, including for instance a synchrotron emission component.

The toy-model for the time-lag analysis presented in chapter 7 refers to the analysis of “single” strong flares. The model could be improved significantly by repeating the computations we conducted using more realistic spectra. Instead of defining the reprocessed spectrum as a power-law which only differs from the primary by the spectra index, the disk emission can be defined by the consistently computed spectra presented in chapter 6. The results could give better constraints on the height \( h \) of the flare source above the disk from observed time-lags between different X-ray bands.

The study about the warm absorber modeling presented in this thesis is connected to the flare modeling because for many type-1 objects the warm absorber introduces an additional modification of the soft X-ray spectrum. Detailed modeling of flares close to the central engine thus includes a careful subtraction of the warm absorber effects. We present results for the modeling of the warm absorber in a state of pressure equilibrium that has poorly been investigated so far. Currently, the incident spectrum for this modeling was a simple power-law. An important improvement of our modeling in terms of consistency would be to combine the results of the flare modeling, which give an additional contribution to the primary power-law radiation, with the modeling of the warm absorber. One would expect detailed results on the interplay between the central disk/corona and the warm absorber.

10.2 Further improvements of our modeling technique

From the discussion in the previous section it becomes clear that more detailed studies of the model predictions and comparison with the data are needed. In order to constrain the true nature of the X-ray properties in AGN, the models should consider several aspects of the observations at the same time. We describe here some developments we intend to implement into our method in the future.

The azimuthal dependence of the locally emitted spectra. The re-processed spectra computed by TITAN and NOAR that we implement into KY do not consider spectral variations in the azimuthal direction yet. However, due to the fact that the incident photons hit the disk surface at an angle that differs from the normal direction, the reflected component is not expected to be axis-symmetric with respect to this normal. From some test results with NOAR we found variations in the azimuthal direction up to 40%. These variations can become important for flares located closer to the central black hole where the relativistic effects are strong. The current version of KY does not process local emissivities with an azimuthal dependence. We hence intend to modify KY and compute new observed spectra including the azimuthal dependence for the reprocessed radiation.

The time-scale of the flare duration. The short-term flares presented in chapter 6 are fully consistent with the local spectra only for relatively short flare durations. On the other hand there is no physical constraint observed that would justify such an assumption. Flares are likely to exist
longer than one orbit or even more. This requires consistent modeling also for later states after the onset of the flare. The most realistic approach is to treat the flare emission after the disk has settled into a new hydrostatic equilibrium between viscous heating, gravitational force, and the external emission. On the other hand, Czerny & Goosmann (2004) have shown, that flares existing for longer time-periods change the geometry of the underlying reprocessing medium. In some cases, depending on the global parameters, the underlying disk material expands and enshrouds the flare source by material of a significant optical thickness. This, of course, changes the spectrum and hence the required modeling configuration. However, for the local spectrum these changes in geometry can be met to a good extent because both TITAN and NOAR can solve the radiative transfer at various angular distributions of the incident radiation. In case of NOAR it is even possible to switch to a different geometry of the model region. In the future, we therefore intend to also model specific configurations for flares in the hydrostatic balance adjusted to the external emission.

Spectral polarimetry in the X-ray range. The next generation of satellites is supposed to enable X-ray polarimetry as a new tool to investigate the X-ray properties of astrophysical objects. Namely, the XEUS-satellite is planned to carry an X-ray polarimeter. In other wavebands, polarimetry has shown to be an effective tool to constrain geometrical aspects. In the investigation of magnetic flares presented in this thesis, geometrical aspects play an important role, and it would give us a further constraint on the multi-parameter problem that the current modeling represents. On the modeling side, our technique already is partly equipped to include polarization, as the KY-code computes the transfer functions of the Stokes parameters. The important step to take is for the local radiative transfer, namely the Monte-Carlo code NOAR. It could be modified to consider the Stokes parameters of the sampled photons and thus to also produce the Stokes-spectra across the hot spot. The results would provide modeling results that can be compared to polarimetric XEUS-observations of AGN.
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